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S. 598
ACTION

Soft drink products: By 89 yeas to 3 nays, Senate
passed S. 598, preserving the manufacture, bottling, and
distribution of trademarked soft drink products by local
companies operating under territorial licenses, after rejecting the following additional amendments proposed
thereto:
(1) Metzenbaum amendment No. 1767, eliminating
damage immunity for antitrust violations. (Motion to
table agreed to by 88 yeas to 3 nays.)
pa30 S54i6
(2) Metzenbaum amendment No. 1761, preserving
territorial restrictions for small soft drink bottling
companies. (Motion to table agreed to by 89 yeas to 4
nays.)
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By 86 yeas to 6 nays, Senate agreed to a motion to
table the appeal on the ruling of the Chair that the
Metzenbaum amendment No. 1759, exempting licensees
from suits by indirect purchasers was not germane.
Page S5430

Prior to this action by 86 yeas to 6 nays, three-fifths
of those Senators duly chosen and sworn having voted
in the affirmative, Senate agreed to a motion to close
further debate on this bill. After cloture was invoked
the Chair ruled Bayh amendment No. 1756, assuring
that the bill is not in any way interpreted to authorize
enforcement of the territorial restrictions used in the
industry by means which would otherwise be illegal
under the antitrust laws, was not germane, and therefore not in order. Thurmond amendment No. 1757,
of a perfecting nature, therefore fell.
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SOFT DRINK INTERBRAND COMPETITION ACT
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate will resume consideration of the pending business, which the
clerk will state by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 598) to clarify the circumstances
under which territorial provisions and licenses to manufacture, distribute, and sell
trade-marked soft drink products are lawful
under the antitrust laws.

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
for 2 days now we have been debating
the superb amendments offered by the
Senator from Mississippi (Mr. COCHRAN)
and the Senator from Indiana (Mr.
BAYH). They are good amendments.
They have been called up in the first degree and second degree in order to facilitate and make possible a filibuster
against the Senator from Ohio, a re-

•>

verse of the usual procedure. Cloture is
about to be invoked but will be invoked
only for one reason, and that is to cut
off the rights of the Senator from Ohio
to call up a nongermane amendment.
Mr. President, this procedure, this
tactic, this operation is going to be successful. But in being successful I want
to point out that today's loss for the
Senator from Ohio will be also today's
loss for the U.S. Senate.
There are Senators who are involved
in this tactic who have been known as
champions of the right to filibuster, one
of whom I think holds either the alltime record for remaining on the floor
or, if not the all-time record, he comes
close to it. Cloture has been used over
a period of years, I guess since the Senate's inception, to cut off debate when
some Senator or some group of Senators
was attempting .to keep a matter from
being brought to a vote.
The Senator from Ohio has no desire
to do that. The Senator from Ohio, in
his first speech on this issue 2 days ago,
said: "Let's accept the Cochran amendment and the Bayh amendment. They
are good amendments."
The Senator from Ohio repeated that
suggestion yesterday. The Senator from
Ohio now repeats the same suggestion.
Since the amendments have been debated for 2 days, since they are so meritorious, since the authors have been so
persuasive in their arguments, the Senator from Ohio again suggests to the managers of the bill that the Cochran
amendment and the Bayh amendment
be accepted, either without debate by
voice vote or by rollcall. And I make that
request again of my good friend from
Indiana.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President
Mr. METZENBAUM. Without my losing my right to the floor, I would like
to ask the Senator from Indiana if he
is ready to accept the Cochran amendment and the Bayh amendment, and
accept both of them either by acceptance
by the managers of the bill or by rollcall vote so that we might get on to other
amendments prior to the cloture vote.
Mr. BAYH. May I ask a question of
my colleague in response to his question
so that I do not unnecessarily take part
of his time this morning in expressing
the position of those of us on the opposite side of the issue?
Would my good friend from Ohio want
me now to explain why I am unwilling
•to accept his gracious offer or would he
prefer just a one-word answer, "no,"
right now?
Mr. METZENBAUM. A one-word answer will suffice.
Mr. BAYH. With all due respect, no. I
think the Senator from Ohio is very
gracious, but I hope to be able to explain
to the Senate and to those who are concerned with this legislation that'what
we are talking about here is really not
a substantive difference, but we are talking about a parliamentary tactic that
is being used by both sides, which will
have dramatic consequences on the substance. Although the Senator from Ohio
in his usually persuasive and articulate
manner has described the issue as he
sees it, I think an equally reasonable if
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not as well articulated argument can
be made on the other side of this issue.
So in all respect to my friend from Ohio,
I have to say no.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Let me say for
the record I believe I asked the Senator
whether he would accept the amendments or have a rollcall vote on the
amendments prior to the vote on cloture.
He pointed out to me that the amendments would not be accepted by the managers, nor would there be a vote prior
to the cloture vote. I would like to elaborate on that point.
I now ask unanimous consent that,
notwithstanding the fact that there is
pending an amendment in the first degree and an amendment in the second
degree, the Senator from Ohio be permitted to-call up an amendment at the
desk.
Mr. COCHRAN. Reserving the right
to object.
Mr. BAYH. Objection.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is heard.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
am not surprised. Of course, I anticipated
that reaction. But I wanted to make it
clear to my fellow Senators that really
what has transpired here is not an abuse
of the rules, but a use of the rules to deprive a Member of this body of his legitimate right to amend a piece of legislation.
I wonder whether those who will vote
for cloture today and who have been
parties to this particular procedure would
act the same way If labor law reform
legislation was on the floor. I now address myself to my friends on the opposite side of the aisle. Or if there were
some consumer protection legislation on
the floor.
Of course, it should be pointed out that
there is an effort to bring up a consumer
protection amendment, and I am being
denied the right to do that in order to
pass this lobbyist supported, well-organized effort by a group of business
persons who do not want to comply with
the antitrust laws, who think that they
have some God given right, and if it is
not God given that it will be a congressionally given right, to be exempt from
those laws.
It is sad. Why should bottlers be exempt from antitrust laws and everybody
else be expected to comply? As a matter
of fact, when we get done today, things
will change. Others will say, "We should
not have to comply with the antitrust
laws either."
They will say that automobile dealers
ought to be protected in their territorial
rights.
They will say that television manufacturers or refrigerator makers, or any
one of a host of other manufacturers of
products that are on the market, need
protection, need territorial restrictions,
and that the antitrust laws should not
be applicable.
And if they hire the best lobbyists, and
if they organize back home, get enough
people to call, they will again prevail
upon.the Congress to provide that exemption once the pattern has been set.
They need not worry that the consumers will be concerned. The people of the
country do not understand that what we
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have before us today is a way to keep
prices up in the soft drink industry.
They understand that prices are UP.
They go to their supermarkets and they
know. what they are paying. They know
how the companies who are involved in
this business have raised the prices day
in and day out, and that a bottle of
Coca-Cola today, even in these Senate
Halls, has continued to rise. competition
does not work.
There is not any .question. w e talk
about the poor little soft drink bottlers,
about these poor independent businessmen.
But take a look at the figures. Not all
of the operations are public as far as
earnings are concerned, but there is not
any question about it that those that are
public, and there are a great many that
are, have been making extraordinary
proflts.
One week we come to the floor and we
talk about the extraordinary proflts of
the oil companies and how they have
gouged the American people. They do it
not by an exemption from the antitrust
laws, in all fairness, but by other procedures that this Government has made
available to them.
The bottlers do it by territorial restrictions, territorial restrictions so that there
will be no competition. The free enterprise system does not mean anything any
more to the bottlers.
There has been no real hue and cry
that there has been cutthroat competition. I sat through the hearings. Nobody
really was getting hurt. Even those who
came forth from my own State, and who
said how important this legislation is,
also indicated how high their proflta
have been.
What is so terrible about competition?
Why is it the Business Roundtable and
the business lobbyists are opposed to Illinois Brick and have joined together in
connection with the bottlers' bill to keep
Illinois Brick off it?
Illinois Brick cannot be brought to the
floor because we do not have enough
votes for cloture, I am told. Well, why do
we not bring it to the floor and see
whether we have enough votes for cloture? No. Today I am going to be effectively deprived from bringing up Illinois Brick regardless of the impact upon
the consumers of this country, regardless
of the impact upon the small school districts and the local governments that
will get the short end of the deal. Who
cares about them? They are good for
speechmaking but they are not good for
the legislative process because their lobbyists are not that strong.
I submitted for the RECORD
yesterday
a list of sdhool districts across the country. I did not examine it clmely, but I do
not think that one State in the entire
Union failed to have school districts
that were beneflted by the &&d in the
Master Key decision or, to put it another
way, if our failure to PW Illinois Brick
legislation would make it impossible for
that awaid to have been made.
It is sad, it is tearful, if you have any
COncern for the American people, that
whlle the rules can be worked for the
beneflt of a special group of businessmen--and not all small businessmen;
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So this is not a ptrsanal matter with
some of the largest conglomerates in this
me. He is my friend. He is a Senator
country and the large syrup make-the
rules are worked to keep the Illinois whom I believe in. The mere fact that
rick amendment from coming to the he happens to be wrong an this parfloor. I cannot wait fgr that day to arrive ticular subject, on the m m g side of
in the not far distant future when m e the issue, does not w k e my afffxtion
of those who were so enthusiastic about for him any the less, nor my respect
keeping nlinois Brick f m coming to the for him any the less. I t only prwes that
floor by this particular procedure will even great men have a right to err on
have the same procedure worked a g w t occasion. In this instance, he is on the
them and they, too, will be deprived of wrong side of the issue.,
& a matter of fact, Mr. President, it
an oppodunity to bring UP a nowermane
amendment as provided for under the is bad enough that he h on the wrong
side of the issue on the bottlers bill; he
rules of the Senate.
What is going on is inequitable, it is is on the right side of the issue as far
contrary to most of the precedents, al- as being for the Illinoill Brick amendthough there may have been some w- ment, but on the wrong aide as far as
casion in the past, many years ago, when permitting It to come up. I know he
it was done in the same manner. But it would say. and he has eaid, that he
is just not right.
favors the Illinois .Brick amendment,
The Senator from Ohio will have a but he is conoerned that if it is adopted,
full life whether or not the bottlers bill the bottlers bill will lose its chances d
passes, and undoubtedly it will, and being passed. Z beas the only way that
whether or not Illinois Brick is (attached would happen' Is ti t4qp-e were a fllias an amendment. But there are a lot buster against it. So,instead of having
of people out there in America whose a filibuster &ainst it by those who are
lives will not be quite 9a full. There are a its opponents, .the Senator from Indilot of little children who will not be able ana and others have wtcd to have a fllito buy a bottle of pop because it costs buster agaimt the Senator from Ohir
having an m p p u n i t y to call the '
more.
You might say, well what do you mean. amendment m.
they can Mord 35 cents but they cannot
I n all f a i r m a i t h e Senator from Ohio
afford 45 cents for a bottle? I do not know is not the ouly one who would be prewhat they can M o d . I do not know how pared to call up Illin04 Brick at this
much that amount is. But I do know that point as an amendment. There are
the bottlers bill means that competitive other Senator$ who would like the opforces will not work and we shall have portunity to tia'eo. But, realizing the
more inflation.
lay of the land, they have not seen At
I do know that, by the failure to per- to do so.
mit Illinois Brick to come to the floor.
Presideqt. epuity in the situation,
those who have conspired, who have sat theMr.fact
that we have a vote at 10
down and worked together to price-flx, to o'clock,
me the opportunity either
increase prices, will, under the law >asit to hold gives
floor until that time or to
presently is, for all Practical purposes, yield it the
to the Senator from Indiana.
be exempt from litigation.
the
Senator
from Mississippi, or such
I put into the RECORDyesterday 8
other Semtors as want it. But I should
whole host of organbations that believe like
to ask unanimous consent that.
Illinois Brick ought to be enactedyielding the floor, I not be held to
Municipal League of Cities, National As- upon
one-speech-a-day rule and that I
sociation of Attorneys G e n e r a 1 4 group the
across the board; some business groufls be given permission to have 5 minutes
who recognize how they get hurt in this just Prior to 10 o'clock. Does the Senatar from Indiana have any dimculty ,.
process.
Mr. President, I am, indeed, sad- with that?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temdened, disheartened, disturbed that the
rules of the Senate are being used to pore. Is there objection? Without objeckeep 1 Senator from calling up a n tion, it is so ordered.
amendment that has. I think, 22 coMr. METZENBAUM. On that basis, I
sponsors; that is, indeed. a procon- yield to the Senator from Indiana.
snmer amendment, an amendment
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I apprecithat, under the law at the moment, ate the traditional courtesy of my colkeeps consumer8 from being able to re- league and good friend from Ohio in not
cwer unlawful proflte, keeps coxlsumers taking advantage of the opportunity he
from being able to recover unlawful has to foreclose any opposition discussion
proflts from willful price m g on the of the issue between now and the cloture
part of certain businesses.
vote. That is vintage Metzenbaum and I
Is i t right? I am aware of the f m t am grateful to the Senator from Ohio.
that the Senator from Indiana is a coLet us look a t the whole environment
sponsor of the Illinois Brick legislation of where we are right now from the perand a strong advocate. I am aware of spective of those of us who are-strong
the m a W c e n t record of my goad supporters of the Soft Drii Interbrand
friend from Indiana, who has been a Competition Act, S. 598. In the Anest
true advocate of antitrust legislation tradition of the Senate, it is possible for
and enforcement. As a matter of fact, individual Members to feel very strongly
it is probably fair to say that the m- about the merits of the issue, deeply, sintor from Ohio would not be standing in cerely, and not be in any way comprohts poisiticm on the floor today as chair- mised as far as our motivations are conman of the A n t i t m t Committee were cerned. So what the Senator from Init not for the support and efforts of my diana is about to say in no way goes
good friend from Indiana.
to depreciation of the Senator from Ohio.
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We are just plain looking at different
sides of this elephant.
I recall an elderly senior Member of
the House of Representatives, whom I
had the good fortune of serving with in
the Indiana General Assembly. He had
been there a good number of years and,
every year, I had the good fortune to
serve with him, he told the same story
about one bill that came down the pike.
Whatever it might be, it usually applied
to one bill or another that came through
the session. The story was about a blind
man who was asked to describe an elephant, and what he said depended upon
whether he touched the side, the tusks,
the front, or the tail. And the Senator
from Ohio is grasping the tail of this
beast and the Senator from Indiana Is
feeling the ears, and we are coming to
different conclusions as to what S. 598,
or, indeed, what the broader issue is
right here.
The Senator from Ohio has very patiently suggested that, as one Member
of the Senate, he is being denied his
legitimate rights, where the rules of the
enate are being used so that he does
bt have the right to bring up two
• amendments,
one, Illinois Brick, and the
other, oil merger, both of which are proconsumer by his definition and by the
definition of the Senator from Indiana.
He has been very kind in suggesting
that traditionally, and to this moment
and into the future, the Senator from
Indiana has been an ally of his in our
efforts to try to defend consumer rights
and get action on the two amendments.
Others on different sides of these issues
are joined in concert with the Senator
from Indiana, not because they follow
the interpretation of the Senator from
Ohio and the Senator from Indiana on
the merits of Illinois Brick and oil
merger, but because they share the concerns of the Senator from Indiana on
whether we should have a chance to vote
up or down on the issue of Senate bill
598, the soft drink bill on its own merits
-^alone.
HfrThat is the issue. Should we have a
Affiance to vote up or down on the soft
drink bill, S. 598, or should we not?
We have heard the Senator from Ohio
talk rather patiently about this bill being
lobbyist supported, and some huge conglomerate operation reaching its tentacles into the decisionmaking process of
the U.S. Senate.
I have seen lobbyists and I have been a
lobbyist, and in the finest tradition of
the democratic process—with a small
"d," I say to my colleagues on the Republican side here—we are talking about
thousands of lobbyists, the great bulk of
which are small business interests in this
country.
One can look at my home State, or at
the so-called lobbyists in the Senator
from Ohio's home State, or at the situation in the State of our distinguished
. Presiding Officer, the Senator from Oklahoma, at the situation faced by our allies
here from Mississippi or South Carolina.
If we look at the situation in Indiana,
we are talking about—give or take, one or
two, depending on whether or not they
are going bankrupt yet—about 50 small
businesses, 35 of which employ less than

100 people, and none of which employ
over 1,000.
In fact, I think if one looked, none
would employ more than 500—maybe 1
or 2, but none of them over 1,000.
Now, this is the insidious type of group
that is invading the decision process in
the U.S. Senate, representatives of operations that employ less than 100 people.
It seems to me that somebody has to
stand up when we see a segment of our
economy that is about to be destroyed by
an act of the Federal Trade Commission,
not to establish a precedent, but to destroy an acceptable contractual relationship that has been in existence for 75
years. That is what we are saying.
If this thing has worked for 75 years,
if the administrative law judge who
heard the evidence says that there is
ample competition, if the PTC ignores,
the evidence and makes an arbitrary
decision on its own that will wipe out
the majority of these small businesses,
somebody ought to stand up and say,
"Wait a minute, wait a minute, that is an
excessive use of the power of the Federal Trade Commission"
I say that as one who has not had the
record of being out to gut the FTC. •
What we are talking about here is a
procedural question: how under the rules
of the Senate can 100 Members of the
United States Senate have a chance to
vote up or down on the soft drink bill?
How can we get a vote on it?
The rules of the Senate are being used
by my good friend and distinguished colleague from Ohio to prevent us from having a vote on this bill which he feels Is
anticonsumer. He feels very strongly it
is anticonsumer. He has made no bones
about the fact that he thinks it is a bad
bill.
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noses that once these two amendments,
any one of them, is added to the bottling
bill, the whole shebang is dead. The soft
drink bill is dead, and we do not have
the votes necessary to invoke cloture and
get a vote on Illinois Brick.
So the issue, it seems to me, is whether
the Senate is going to have a chance to
vote on the bottling bill unfettered by
some of these other issues which, if they
are accepted, kill the bottling bill.
Let us look at the bottling bill. There
has been a good deal of talk about it being anticonsumer.
I want to go back into the record and
see what actually has been said, both by
those of us who are in favor of the bottling bill and those of us who are opposed
to the bottling bill.
The soft drink territorial arrangement
has been on the books for 75 years. What
we are trying to stop from happening is
a Federal Trade Commission decision
which totally ignores the conclusions
reached by their own Administrative
Law Judge.
I have not seen a Commission ruling
that totally ignores the record in the'
field, a record which conclusively suggests that there is ample competition
within the brands of soft drinks so that
the consumer is protected.
If the position of the Senator from
Ohio is accepted, by his admission what
is going to happen is that a lot of these
small businesses are going to go defunct.
A handful of major bottlers will control
the whole bottling business.
Those of us who are really concerned
about competition in small business are
trying to keep the big, powerful interests
out of the industry. To let the Federal
Trade Commission ruling stand, would
result in greater concentration in the
industry, not less concentration in the
industry. Once there is more concentration, the consumer is going to get it in
the seat of the pants. A few large bottlers
will determine what is going to happen.
There will be less service to the small
grocer, to the filling station. The vending machines will disappear to a great
extent because the large bottlers are not
concerned about serving; they are concerned about getting a maximum return
on the dollar.
I will conclude by showing the absolute
unwillingness of the so-called. experts
who are behind this, on whom my good
friend from Ohio is relying, to show what
the issue is here.
I ask that we turn to page 97 of the
hearings of the Soft Drink Interbrand
Competition Act The Senator from Ohio
was thoughtful enough to let us hold
some hearings. We have here Mr. Comanor, who was one of the experts on
whom the FTC relied as to the kind of
competition that existed and the evidence
used by the FTC to rule against the franchise.
The issue was, is the return on the Investment too high? Is that evidence of
lack of competition? Are the bottlers of
America making too much money? The
FTC concluded, based on Mr. Comanor's
study, that they were.
Senator BATH asked Mr. Comanor on

He has done everything he can legitimately under the rules. He is the most
honest man in this Senate. He tells us
what he will do—he will use the rules of
the Senate to try to keep this bill from
passing because he thinks it is a bad bill,
and he has done a very effective job.
We have had hearings. We have had
an effort to get this brought up. The only
way we have been able to bring it up is
to bring it up with the guarantee to the
leader that we have enough votes to shut
off a filibuster on it.
I would like nothing better than to
have the opportunity to vote on Illinois
Brick and to have an opportunity to vote
on oil merger.
I would hope the Senator from Ohio
and the Senator from Indiana and the
rest of us who feel these amendments are
important could devote as much time and
energy to trying to get the number of
votes for cloture, so that we can tell the
o'l companies to stay out of the circus
business, so we can tell the oil companies
to stop buying Montgomery Ward, so we
can tell them to stop buying Anaconda
Aluminum, and stick to the energy business, so that we could deal with the question of consumer protection and Illinois
Brick.
Let us spend time trying to get a
cloture vote on this and stop trying to
kill the bottling bill. That is the question
now.
page 97:
We know there is no question in the
I don't want to get semantical h;re but I
mind of anybody here who has counted would like a clarification. In your e•>Xt'~ nent.
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you continue to refer to bottlers. Now, could
you tell us, on table 3 where we talk about
the rates of return of the leading soft drink
concentrate manufacturers, is It concentrate
manufacturers, or Is it the return of bottlers
which you refer to In your oral testimony?
Mr. COMANOB. The rate of return refers to
concentrate manufacturer, as does table 1.1
see no reason why these would—I should
have used the word "concentrate, manufacturer" In table 1 and throughout the statement, when I was talking about competition
at the manufacturers stage, I was referring to
the soft drink concentrate manufacturers.
So here we have a decision that is
. based on the rate of return of the concentrate manufacturers, the large concentrate manufacturers, not the rate of
return on those small bottlers.
Now let us look further:
Mr. COMANOB. . . . One could look at bottlers, I suspect, but I do not know what they
are.
Yet, we are about to put all these bottlers out of business:
Senator BATH. Old the FTC when they
made this decision, did they have a chance
to study the profitability of the bottling part
of the soft drink Industry?
Mr. COMANOB. I really didn't get into that.
Here is the architect of the decision
admitting that his study did not even
explore the profitability of a lot of those
small drink people, employing 35, 40, or
45 people. He is about to put them out
of business on the basis of an entirely different premise—that the syrup manufacturers are making too much money;
and he is going to put my bottler in Portland, Indiana, out of business. I am not
going to sit still and let him do that. He
says:
These firms I would expect to see turn
very low profits.
So let us look at what we are really
trying to do here. We who are supporting this act are trying to keep in business a relatively large number—a couple
of thousand—of small businesses, most
of whom employ less than 50 people,
businesses that are now existing in many
hometowns in America, which are providing good service for small businesses
that want access to soft drinks. The profit ratio, by Mr. Comanor's admission, is
very low. We are trying to keep these
folks in business, so that we do not have
a handful of large bottlers move in and
take over the whole distribution of soft
drinks.
With all respect to my friend from
Ohio—and it is rare that we disagree—
I think we will have less competition,
we will have less service, and we will
have higher prices.
I respectfully suggest that it is painful
to have to resort to this strategy to get
a vote on an issue. But the Senator from
Ohio has very effectfvely given us no
alternative. He knows how much I have
explored alternatives to get a vote up or
down on the issue. He has been a valiant
champion of his position—namely, he is
against the soft drink bill.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield me 1 minute?
Mr. BAYH. I yield the floor.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, at this
time I should like to express my support
of S. 598, the Soft Drink Interbrand

• -.1

Competition Act. This legislation, which
is cosponsored by 78 Senators, is designed
to clarify the circumstances under which
territorial license provisions are lawful.
It is intended to preserve a unique and
necessary industry practice: the manufacture, bottling, and distribution of
trademarked soft drinks by local companies operating under a territorial
contract.
To understand why this legislation is
needed, it is important to understand the
soft drink industry. The bottling industry is very capital intensive. A bottler
must invest a tremendous amount of
time and money to develop a viable business in any given geographic territory
for their specific product. In any given
area, they face competition on the shelf
from several hundred other beverages.
The consumer, should he decide that the
price of Coke or Pepsi is too high, may
choose such tilings as the store brand,
powdered drinks, juices, and any number
of other trademarked beverages.
Yet, the opponents of this legislation
argue that, despite the tremendous competition on the grocery store shelf, the
bottler should also face competition from
other bottlers of the same product. Unfortunately, such competitjon could only
result in increased concentration in the
soft drink industry. The smaller bottlers
who serve a limited geographical territory and who have, through their efforts- over the years, worked up a good
market for the product will be faced with
a larger dealer "dumping" excess product. Obviously, the larger bottler will not
want to sell-excess product in his market
because that would ruin his price structure. However, the larger bottler could
and would successfully sell his excess in
another area at a lower price, undercutting the smaller bottler and eventually putting him out of business, thereby
decreasing the competition in the market.
This is not a problem in just a few
areas. Of the 2,000 bottlers in 1979, over
1,500 employed less than 50 employees.
In most cases, these are small, familyowned businesses which have worked
over many, many years to develop their
markets. Unless Congress passes this bill,
these small enterprises may simply disappear in the face of competition from
large, interbrand conglomerates. Such a
result would not only be unjust, it would
be unwise. In the long-run it would decrease competition, not increase it.
I strongly urge all my colleagues to
consider this legislation carefully and
support passage, as it drastically affects
and justly accommodates the many small
soft drink bottlers in each State.
While I strongly support the legislation, I do not feel that I-can vote for cloture before this issue has been seriously
debated. Over the past few years, I have
become increasingly aware of the importance of the rights of the minority
on any issue. As a Senator from a State
with a relatively small population which,
nonetheles, has a strong interest in
complicated and unique legislation, I feel
very strongly that those who wish to
speak at length on any particular bill,
even if they are in the minority, should
be afforded that right.' Therefore, while
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I will vote against cloture until the bill
has been thoroughly debated, my vote is
in no way connected to the merits of S.
598, which I believe is an excellent piece
of legislation,
Mr, HATCH. Mr. President, the Soft
Drink Interbrand Competition Act will
preserve a unique system of enterprise,
which for the past 75 years has encouraged initiative, promoted competition,
and established one of the most successful examples of small business development in this country. Failure to give this
legislation our support will result in:
First, Government interference with a
successful business structure; second,
granting a hunting permit to larger
businesses to poach upon the areas carefully cultivated by smaller independent
bottlers; third, myriads of other difficulties which we are not capable of
completely assessing.
The independent soft drink bottling
business is one of the finest examples of
unfettered competitive development.
The entire independent bottling system
is an imaginative response to a peculiar
demand created by the invention of a i
formula for soft drink ^syrup. Though"
there are many examples within the
industry, perhaps one of the most successful is that of the Coca-Cola Co. In
1886, Mr. John S. Pemberton invented
a soft drink syrup and was the first to
prepare and sell a soft drink under the
Coca-Cola trademark. Five years later,
in 1891, Mr. Asa O. Chandler acquired
the rights to the secret formula and a
year later in 1892, the Coca-Cola Co.
was formed. In 1899, Coca-Cola granted
the exclusive rightto*Joseph Whitehead
and B. F. Thomas -to bottle and to sell
Coca-Cola in bottles throughout the
United States.
In response to insufficient capital and
to create consumer demand, the two
divided their territory between them.
The two branched out, forming other
related companies to whom the right to
act as licensor with respect to certain
territories was conveyed. In 1900,jg^
Thomas and Whitehead initiated a ^ V
program aimed at granting exclusive ^ ^
licenses to local bottling companies,
throughout their respective territories.
By 1920, they had licensed over 880 local
bottling companies to produce and sell
Coca-Cola in bottles. Other bottling
companies, such as Dr. Pepper, PepsiCola, Hires, Vernor's, et cetera, have all
expanded and responded to the demand
for bottled soft drinks in a similar way.
All have granted exclusive territorial
rights to independent bottlers to sell and
market soft drinks. All of these "acorn"
companies, competing with each other,
have grown and expanded until today
they compete for one of the major beverage markets in the country, second only
to coffee. In 1977, the soft drink industry had sales of $11,526.8 million, employing 114,347 persons, with a payroll
of $1,267.2 million, distributed among
2,174 soft drink plants most of which
are owned by small businesses, many of
them family owned and operated.
Territorial restrictions placed on the
independent bottlers under the franchise contracts continue to promote
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competition and growth just as they did
in the 1880's.
Each bottler, while in keen competition with other brands, has sole responsibility over his territory. This encourages greater marketing and distribution
efforts. Accuracy in calculating demand
is facilitated and duplication of services,
advertising, and other efforts is avoided.
Exclusive territories encourage independent businessmen to make the required substantial investments in plant,
equipment, packaging, and warehouse
space, which they otherwise would be
reluctant to make. This stewardship concept promotes frequent local store-door
service, store-door delivery, and the use
of returnable bottles at a variety of outlets. The independent bottling system
has resulted in wide product availability,
keen brand competition, nationwide
service on a local level, and the perpetuation of small businesses.
After nearly three quarters of a century of successfully promoting free enterprise and independent growth and
development, the bottler's system was
|challenged. In 1971, the Federal Trade
Pcommission brought a series of cases
challenging the territoral provisions in
trademark licenses as unfair methods of
competition in violation of section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act. Not
satisfied by the findings of an administrative law judge, who concluded that
the Coca-Cola franchise system was lawful and in fact fostered competition, the
FTC overruled, and held that the exclusive territorial provisions were violative
of the act.
The FTC overlooked an abundance of
evidence and favored legal intervention
over the continuance of a working model
of business ingenuity. The FTC ignored
a recent Supreme Court decision in Continental T.V. against GTE Sylvania, Inc.,
which held that vertical nonprice restrictions are to be tested under the rule
of reason. The rule requires that the extent of industry competition be weighed
_against the effects of the challenged restraint upon competition. Had the FTC
Pollowed the Court's holding in the Sylvania case, it would not have ruled
against the Coca-Cola franchise system.
Neither would the Court have overruled
the administrative law judge who found
that competition was stimulated and not
stifled.
During the past 8 years since the FTC
ruling, uncertainty as to what touchstones constitute "unfair methods of
competition" has torn the industry. Are
bottlers to violate the FTC ruling in order to honor their contract obligations,
or should they obey the FTC order and
subject themselves to a price war with
chain store customers?
This legislation would settle the issue
in favor of the independent bottler, as it
rightly should. Yet, it would also insure
that the objectives of antitrust law are
implemented. The bill would require that
a rule of reason approach be taken in
deciding whether or not exclusive territory franchises are anticompetitive.
Section 2 of the bill pin points what
considerations the rule of reason requires. Exclusive territorial arrange-

• ^

ments used in the soft drink industry
shall not be held unlawful under the antitrust laws if the soft drink products are
in substantial and effective competition
with other products of the same general
class. The bill would require that the
FTC not only give lip service to the rule
of reason, as they did in the Coca-Cola
decision, but would require then to decide all such cases on its touchstones.
If this legislation is not enacted and
the FTC holding goes unchecked, franchise territories will no longer be legally
enforceable. Supermarket chains will
drive independent bottlers out of business with temporary price wars. Chain
store control would mean an end to returnable bottles, store-to-door delivery,
and multiple outlets. Large stores would
ultimately dominate the distribution of
soft drinks. This would result in monopolistic distribution and higher prices
More important, this centralization
would mean fewer local bottlers and less
opportunity for local employment.
I pledge my entire support for this
bill. The successful development of the
exclusive soft drink franchise convinces
me that any Government regulation of
this industry, though well intended,
would not make the industry any more
competitive or productive. We should applaud the soft drink industry for its positive utilization of the franchise. It would
be more appropriate to recognize than
to regulate.
• Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, with mixed
emotions I have concluded that I am unable to support this cloture petition.
Since I have consistently said that I
would support cloture whenever I felt
that the issues before the Senate had
been fully debated, I want to take just a
moment to explain this vote for the
RECORD.

The development of this debate makes
it clear that in this particular case, cloture is being invoked in order to prevent debate from taking place on a number of amendments—in fact cloture is
being invoked in an attempt to prevent
those amendments from ever being offered.
Thus, in this case a vote for cloture
is a vote against debate and a vote for
cloture is a vote JOT a filibuster.
Given these unique set of circumstances, I find myself unable to support
an attempt to prevent debate from even
beginning on some significant policy
questions. Thus, reluctantly, I am compelled to oppose this petition.*
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
strongly favor the passage of this bill as
it was introduced. The small bottlers of
America will be put out of business unless this bill is passed.
It is the little fellow I am trying to
help, and I do not think we should
amend the bill in any way that will affect it, because little businesses are having a very difficult time existing, even
now.
I hope the Senate will pass the bill as
it is written.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the Senator from Ohio is recognized.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, let
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us not kid ourselves. This is not really a
special project of small businessmen. I
am going to offer an amendment which
will try to separate the small business
people from the large business people,
and we will find that it will be voted
down, because this is the baby of the
syrup companies and the large conglomerates, not the baby of small businessmen, whom we talk about protecting.
I recall when my good friend RUSSELL
LONG spoke on the floor of the Senate
about the little gasoline station operator, when we had some bills having to
do with the major oil companies of the
country. He is very persuasive.
This is not a special bill for small,
business. This is a bill that hurts small
business because you fail to permit the
Illinois Brick amendment to come up
and that, indeed, helps the small businessman.
We talk about whether the FTC decision would destroy a segment of business.
What has happened to the great concept
of free enterprise in this country? Small
business people in Martinsville, in Galion,
and in Mansfield cannot compete against
other companies, even though they may
be a bit larger.
I will tell the Senate what the real
truth is: The big boys are afraid that the
little fellows are going to start undercutting them where they have their territorial privileges and rights. That is what
is involved in this bill.
It has been said that if we let the Illinois Brick matter come up, the whole
shebank is dead, that we cannot invoke
cloture. How do we know that? We never
got the bill to the floor so that we could
attempt to invoke cloture.
The fact is that I am not sure but that
we may have 60 votes. I know we have in
excess of 50 votes for it. More than a majority of the Senate want to vote for Illinois Brick, and they are not being given
an opportunity to do so.
Mr. President, this whole issue should
not revolve only around whether Senators are for or against the bottlers bill.
This issue has to do with whether or not
a Member of the Senate can be precluded
by cloture and by a filibuster from bringing up a nongermane amendment.
I say to Members of this body who have
been known to want to take the floor to
fight for their positions that today this
will be used in opposition to Illinois «
Brick, in opposition to the oil company
antimerger bill, but tomorrow, figuratively speaking, I predict it will become a
procedure in the Senate.
I am willing to change the rules. I am
willing to come up with a new procedure.
I am only sorry that the distinguished
Senator from Alabama, Jim Allen, who
used to sit in this Chamber is not here
today, because if he were here he would
be standing shoulder to shoulder with
me against this abuse of the procedure
under the rules of the Senate.
Has my time expired?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Time has expired.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I thank the Presiding Officer and I thank the cooperation and consideration of the managers
of the bill.
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CLOTURE MOTION
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order and pursuant to rule XXII, 1 hour having passed
since the Senate convened, the Chair
lays before the Senate the pending cloture motion, which the clerk will state.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
CLOTUBE MOTION

We, t h e u n d e r s i g n e d Senators, In accorda n c e w i t h t h e provisions of rule X X I I o f t h e
S t a n d i n g R u l e s of t h e S e n a t e , hereby m o v e
t o bring t o a close d e b a t e o n S. 698, a bill t o
clarify t h e c i r c u m s t a n c e s u n d e r w h i c h territorial provisions i n l i c e n s e s t o m a n u f a c t u r e ,
distribute, a n d s e l l trademarked soft drink:
p r o d u c t s are lawful u n d e r t h e a n t i t r u s t
laws.
Henry M. Jackson, J. J a m e s Exon, S t r o m
T h u r m o n d , L a w t o n Chiles, J e n n i n g s
Randolph, Richard
(Dick)
Stone,
HoweU Heflln, F r a n k Church, Charles
McC. M a t h l a s , Jr., Edward Zorinsky,
D o n a l d W. Stewart, George McGovern,
J a m e s A. McClure, R u s s e l l B . Long,
B i r c h B a y h , D a v i d L. Boren, M a x
B a u c u s , R o b e r t Morgan, David Fryor,
D a l e B u m p e r s , Robert C. Byrd.

CALL OP THE ROLL
The ACTING. PRESIDENT pro tempore. Pursuant to rule XXII, the Chair
now directs the clerk to call the roll to
ascertain the presence of a quorum.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll and the following Senators answered to their {names:
[Quorum No. 6 L e g ]
Armstrong
Goldwater
Moynlhan
Nelson
Baker
Gravel
Nunn
Baucus
Hart
Pack wood
Hatch
Bayh
Percy
Bellmon
Hatfield
Pressler
Hayakawa
Bentsen
Heflln
Proxmire'
Blden
Heinz
Pryor
Boren
Randolph
Helms
Boschwltz
Rlblcoff
Holllngs
Bradley
Blegle
Huddleston
Bumpers
Roth
Humphrey
Burdlck
Sarbanes
Byrd,
Inouye
Harry, P., Jr. Jackson
Schmitt
Byrd, Robert C. Javlts
Schweiker
Jepsen
Chafes
Stafford
Chiles
Johnston
Kassebaum
Stennls
Church
Stevens
Cochran
Laxalt
Stevenson
Leahy
Cohen
Stewart
Culver
Levin
Stone
DeConclnl
Long
Talmadge
Lugar
Dole
Magnuson
Thurmond
Domenlcl
Tower
Durenberger
Mathlas
Tsongas
Durkln
Matsunaga
Wallop
Eagleton
McClure
McGovern
Warner
Exon
Williams
Melcher
Ford •
Metzenbaum
Young
Gam
Morgan
Zorinsky
Glenn

The PRESIDING OFFICER

HEFLDJ) . A quorum is present.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
CANNON), the Senator from California
(Mr. CRANSTON), and the Senator from
Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) are necessarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) is absent
on official business.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) would vote "yea."
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Missouri (Mr. DANFORTH) ,
the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SIMPSON), and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. WEICKEE) are necessarily ab-

sent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
any Senator in the Chamber who wishes
to vote?
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 86,
nays 6, as follows:

(RoUcaU Vote No. 143 Leg.]
YEAS—86
Armstrong
Gravel
Nurm
Baker
Hart
Packwood
Baucus
Hatch
Percy
Bayh
Hatfield
Pressler
Bellmon
Hayakawa
Proxmire
Bentsen
Heflln
Pryor
Blden
Heinz
Randolph
Boren
Rollings
RiblcoS
Boschwltz
Huddleston
Rlegle
Bradley
Roth
Humphrey
Bumpers
Inouye
Sarbanes
Burdlck
Jackson
Byrd, Robert C. Javlts
Schmitt
Chafee
Jepsen
Schwelker
Chiles
Johnston
Stafford
Church
Kassebaum . Stennls
Cochran
Laxalt
Stevenson
Cohen
Leahy
Stewart
Culver
Long
Stone
DeConclnl
Lugar
Talmadge
Dole
Magnuson
Thurmond
Domenlcl
Mathlas
Tower
Durenberger
Matsunaga
Tsongas
Durkln
McClure
Wallop
Eagleton
McGovern
Warner
Exon
Melcher
Williams
Ford
Morgan
Young
Gam
Zorinsky
Moynlhan
Nelson
Glenn
NAYS—6
Byrd.
Helms
Stevens
Harry F , Jr. Levin
Metzenbaum
Goldwater
N O T VOTING—7
Cannon
Kennedy
Weicker
Cranston
Pell
Danforth
Simpson

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 86, the nays are 6.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly choseh
and sworn having voted in the affirmative, the motion is agreed to.
Cloture having been invoked, amendments must be germane. The pending first-degree amendment being not
(Mr. germane, the Chair declares it out of
order; therefore, the second-degree
amendment falls with it.

VOTE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesSOFT DRINKINTERBRAND
tion is, Is it the sense of the Senate that
COMPETITION ACT
debate on S. 598, the bill to clarify the
circumstances under which territorial
Mr. BAYH addressed the Chair.
provisions in licenses to manufacture,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sendistribute, and sell trademarked soft ator
from Indiana.
drink products are lawful under the antiMr. BAYH. Mr. President, I should like
trust laws, shall be brought to a close?
The yeas and nays are automatic under to pose a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senthe rules. The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called ator will state it.
the roll^, , ,
Mr. BAYH. For the edification of the
!' # 1
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Senator from Indiana and for others who
are interested in this legislation, does the
ruling of the Chair now say that the
effect of the recent ruling that I just
heard the Chair make result in S. 598 being the pending business, in its unamended form.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct. There are no pending
amendments to the bill.
Mr. BAYH. I appreciate that, Mr.
President.
Would the Senator from Ohio—I notice he is trying to get access to the floor
and I am perfectly happy to have him
have that in just a moment. We have
several of our colleagues here who have
asked the Senator from Indiana what
the disposition of the Senator from Ohio
is so they can plan their schedules. Is
this a good time to ask that question?
Mr. METZENBAUM. The Senator from
Ohio has not hesitated to indicate to his
fellow Senators that he has no desire to
delay the issue or hold the floor unnecessarily. The Senator from Ohio does intend to call up a number of amendments,
but is not, to a tremendous extent, talking about more than four or six or seven'
amendments. The Senator from Ohio anticipates that there will be rollcalls on
appeals from the decision of the Chair
in connection with certain of those
amendments which I anticipate the
Chair may seefitto rule nongermane.
There may also be rollcalls in connection with certain amendments which I
believe are germane and that depends on
whether or not those amendments are or
are not acceptable to the managers of the
bill.
The Senator from Ohio has no desire
to keep his fellow Senators from getting
back and doing their thing in their own
communities. I expect that we should
be on this matter for no more than a
couple of hours.
Mr. BAYH. I appreciate the openness of the Senator from Ohio. In
other words, to those who have to make
this decision, it is fair to say there prob- J ^ _
ably will be several rollcall votes as soon ^ V "
as we can get to them? Is that correct?
Mr. METZENBAUM. I think that is
correct.
Mr. THURMOND. Will the Senator
from Ohio yield for just a minute?
Mr. METZENBAUM. The Senator
from Indiana has the floor.
Mr. BAYH. I am glad to yield without losing my right to the floor.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, since
cloture has now been voted, the rule is
that each Senator now has 1 hour and
he is limited to 1 hour. Will the Chair
rule on that?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is that a
parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. THURMOND. It is a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator repeat it?
Mr. THURMOND. Since cloture has
been voted, how long now does each
Senator have to speak, in total time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the rule, each Senator has 1 hour for
debate, but there is a 100-hour limitation of total time involved.
Mr. THURMOND. I understand, but

tf!)
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each Senator is limited to 1 hour. Does
that 1 hour include time consumed in
rollcalls?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 1
hour does not, but the 100 hours does.
Mr. THURMOND. I thank the Chair.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I may be permitted
to yield to the Senator from Virginia for
2 minutes without losing my right to the
floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The Senator
from Virginia is recognized.
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. President, I want to state for the record that
I favor the pending legislation, which is
to say that I favor the legislation which
is being managed by the distinguished
Senator from Indiana and the distinguished Senator from South Carolina. I
do not support the amendment, the key
amendment, which was to have been offered and may still be offered by the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBATJM) .
However, I voted against cloture because
I do not want to vote for cloture at this
stage in the proceedings. I want the recJMd to show that I favor the pending leg4 | H l t i o n and I shall vote for it when it
comes to a vote.
Mr. BUMPERS. Will the Senator from
Indiana yield for a couple of minutes?
Mr. BAYH. I shall be glad to, if I may
first express my appreciation to the Senator from Virginia for the position he
was in. I appreciate his support on the
bill.
I yield- to the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. BUMPERS. I shall take it out of
my time so it will not come out of the
time of the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. President, I just want to sav that
I would not have the majority leader's
job in the U.S. Senate regardless of what
it might pay. After what has happened
here in the last 3 days, I hope the
American people really never find out
what is going on here.
We have, literally, wasted 3 days. I
am not blame-placing. I am not talking
about any Senator who has been in^ B v e d in what has occurred in the last 3
^ • y s here.
I am blaming every Member of the U.S.
Senate, because of the rules. It does not
permit just the minority, but that of one
person—one person can tie this place in
knots, put holes in the bills.
What does a hold mean when the majority leader goes to the Policy Committee and savs, I want to bring UD a certain
bill? There is a hold on that bill. And
who has that hold? Senator so-and-so.
Well, the lay public does not understand that this means one thine, that
that one Senator is going to filibuster
that bill until he gets what he wants,
either a rule to allow him to offer nongermane amendments to it, or talk until
" he talks it to death, hopefully, and keeps
60 Senators from voting for cloture.
Here we are in one of the most devastating political and economic times in
- the history of this country and we have
wasted this whole week. We have wasted
it.
I am for the bill. I am ready to vote
on Illinois Brick, up or down, I do not
care. I think most of my colleagues feel
the same way.

But I have heard many times in the
last year that the thing the American
people are most upset about is that we
cannot get anything done. But most
everybody points to the bureaucracy, the
regulators. We cannot get a decision from
the regulatory agencies. Well, we cannot
get one out of the U.S. Senate, either.
Mr. METZENBATJM. Will the Senator
from Arkansas yield?
Mr. BUMPERS. I am happy to yield.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I would like to
point out to the Senator from Arkansas
that on three separate occasions, or
maybe four, I stood on the floor and
said I was prepared to vote immediately
with respect to the amendments of the
Senator from Mississippi and the Senator from Indiana, and to bring up my
amendment and vote on it immediately
without any debate.
I have not held the floor. I have been
the victim of a filibuster, not one who
participated in it. I have been trying to
bring debate to a close so that an amendment could be offered under the rules.
Mr. BUMPERS. I reiterate, as long as
the rules of the Senate are as they are,
this Senator on occasion is going to take
advantage of them.
I have a parochial interest in protecting the people of my State. Sometimes
legislation is offered here which might
appear on the face of it to be in the national interest, but it penalizes my State,
and I intend to put holds on them, and
do all the other things everybody else
does.
I say that this institution cannot function efficiently and effectively as long as
we have that germaneness rule and as
long as we have the filibuster rule.
I say now that I am willing to do away
with both of them and start putting a
little political courage here, vote up or
down, I do not care how controversial
it is.
That is what we were sent here for. I
am not blaming the Senator from Ohio
or the Senator from Indiana. Everybody
knows what has happened. I am not
blaming either one.
As I say, I intend to do it, and have
in the past done it myself, and will continue in the future.
But I say that I, certainly, and this is
not just a bouquet to the majority leader, but I would not have his job for all the
tea in China.
We sat here the other night trying to
decide at 2 o'clock in the morning, are we
going to continue this thing all day
tomorrow, go on through the night, or
wait until Monday.
One Senator said. "My plane leaves at
4 o'clock, I want the vote at 3 o'clock."
Another said, "My plane does not get in
until 4, I do not want it taken until 4."
I had prepared two of my best speeches
in my life for Monday and I canceled
them both. Either make them and miss
13 rollcalls, or cancel, but not hold 99
Senators hostage to a couple of speeches
in my State.
I had that surge coming on this morning, Mr. President. I had to get it out of
my system. I said it, and I yield the floor.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I do not call
that a surge. I call it an exposition of
wisdom.
There is not a person in this body that
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has not felt compelled, for reasons that
are good to each of us, to take advantage
of the rules, to protect our States, to further interests we feel are important to
the country.
I think the Senator from Arkansas is
absolutely right.
I would like to see things change. I
think the majority leader may have been
operating in a vat of molasses, in which
he is trying to create miracles, in an
environment that almost defies even
normal conditions of business, let alone
miracles.
If there is anybody who is a miracle
maker, it is the Senator from West
Virgina.
Let me reiterate, I do not want to make
a Supreme Court case out of this, but I
cannot let my good friend from Ohio
stand up and piously talk about the fact
that he has been ready to vote. The fact
is he has been ready to vote, but the reason is that if we permitted him to vote,
he would kill the bill he is opposed to, and
which 80 Members have been supporting
for a couple of years.
He has a right to do that under the
rules, as the Senator from Arkansas
points out. I think his position is well
taken and I want to support him in any
effort he might take in this regard.
The Senator from Indiana is prepared
to yield the floor. I am glad to yield to the
Senator from West Virginia without losing my right to the floor.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
Chair has explained correctly that each
Senator has 1 hour, in responding to an
inquiry from the able Senator from
South Carolina (Mr. THURMOND).
In connection with that 1 hour I add
that one Senator cannot transfer any
part of that 1 hour to another Senator,
except as stated in rule 22.
It is not a pleasantry, but a truism, to
emphasize that the present majority
leader, the Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD) is a skilled master

of legislative legerdomain. His job is, as
the effective Senator from Arkansas has
well said, a difficult responsibility.
The leader has compassion, commitment, and courage. He also has the attribute of fairness to all his colleagues.
I salute him, as I have often done, not
only for myself, but all Members of this
body.
We are fortunate that Senator ROBERT
C. BYRD is the leader of this Senate.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
will the Chair recognize the Senator, and
then I would like him to yield to me.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I yield to the
Senator, but not on my own time.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that he may do
that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
while the distinguished Senator from
Ohio, by unanimous consent, has yielded
to me on my own time, I state a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Is it not true
that debate, once cloture has been invoked, must also be germane?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. T h e Senator from Ohio.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
also have a parliamentary inquiry.
I have heard some comment that no
Senator may yield his time of 1 hour.
As a matter of fact, is it not correct that
a Senator may yield his time to the majority leader or the minority leader, but
not to exceed 2 hours?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. T h a t is
correct
Mr. ' METZENBAUM. I thank the
Chair.
AMENDMENT NO. 1 7 6 7

(Purpose: To eliminate damage Immunity
for antitrust violations)
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
call up amendment No. 1767.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM)
proposes an amendment numbered 1767:
On pages 2 and 3, strike section 3 and renumber the following section to conform to
this amendment.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
Is the amendment proposed by the
Senator from Ohio germane to the
measure t h a t is now before the Senate?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SARBANES). The Chair informs the Senator
from Indiana t h a t the amendment is
germane. It simply strikes a section of
the bill and renumbers the following sections to conform with the amendment.
This is amendment No. 1767.
The Senator from OhiQ.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
this amendment has to do with the damage section of the proposed legislation.
What this amendment would do would
be to take out a section of the bill that
goes far further than anything having to
do with small bottlers. I t provides something brand new in the whole area of
antitrust law. As a matter of fact, it provides a retroactive forgiveness of any antitrust violations.
Why should there be a retroactive forgiveness? If you violated the law, why
should we, in one fell swoop, enact a
piece of legislation that says t h a t even
though you violated the law, you do not
have to pay any damages?
I t does something beyond that. I t has
a prospective aspect. I t says that if there
are any future violations, under this law,
under the amendment—not a future violation under law but a future violation
under the laws as amended by t h e pending- measure—you are not to be held
responsible for violating the very law we
are passing, until such time as some
court comes along and tells you, "Dont,
do it"; and only from t h a t time forward
would you be responsible.
Mr. President, t h a t is an absurdity
t h a t just does not make any sense. We
have not gone totally berserk. There is
no other law in the country that says
t h a t you may violate a law until such
* i

time as some court tells you t h a t you are
violating the law. When you violate the
law, whatever the law is—antitrust,
criminal law, traffic law, any kind of
law—if you violate the law, you pay the
penalty. But this would provide something brand new.
In our enthusiasm and in our excitement to pass the bottling bill, my guess
is that we will reject this amendment.
But I hope t h a t the manager of the bill,
in his wisdom, will recognize how correct the Senator from Ohio is in pointing, out that there is no logic whatsoever
to exempting a future violation from the
very act we are about to pass, saying that
you are not violating the law until some
court comes along and says, "See here,
you are violating the law."
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays in connection with the amendment,and I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I invite the
attention of the Senate to the relevant
provision in the bill and would relate
that to how the law presently exists and
what has been the tradition governing
the soft drink industry.
The bill now says that soft drink bottlers will not be subject to treble damages unless it can be proved that after
the date of enactment of this legislation,
substantial and effective interbrand
competition does not exist. The bill provides no exemption for treble damages
due to violations of the antitrust laws
not involving territories.
The-situation confronting any bottler
in America is that for 75 years it has
been the law of the land t h a t these territorial agreements are legal. Suddenly,
out of the clear blue, contrary to the evidence compiled and the decision of the
administrative law judge to the contrary,
the FTC strikes down this 75-year
precedent.
There are 1,000 or so—almost
2,000—small businessmen out there, operating on the basis of a 75-year precedent. What we are saying is t h a t none of
those small businesses should be subjected to being dragged into court for
treble damages as violating the antitrust
laws on the basis just of this territorial
franchise provision, as a result of an
FTC decision which runs contrary to 75
years of law and of previous court decisions from 1920 to date; t h a t they should
be held culpable only after a court has
made this decision and should not be held
culpable in the interim.
If any of these folks are involved in
price fixing or some other violations of
the antitrust laws t h a t are not based
solely on their territorial contracts, they
are guilty and can be prosecuted. But in
this area, until the law is resolved, let
us not drag some small businessman in
and accuse him of violating antitrust
laws because the FTC decides that 75
years of precedent no longer makes any
sense.
I hope we can vote down the provision
of the Senator from Ohio. I do not know
whether he wants to debate it extensively. I do not want to preclude his right
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to do so. But at a time convenient, I shall
move to table the amendment.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I yield myself 1
minute.
Mr. President I point out that I am
talking about prospective violations. I
am talking about violations under this,
law that are prospective as well as
retrospective.
Prior to the Schwinn decision in 1967,
the legality of the soft drink industry's
territorial restrictions was doubtful. But
after the Schwinn decision until the 1977
Sylvania decision, the restrictions clearly
were illegal under the Supreme Court's
per se test.
I am talking about that part of the
retrospective aspect of antitrust violations, but I also am talking about the
prospective question. I am saying that
there is no basis to say that you are not
responsible if you violate the law as
drafted and as introduced in this amendment.
It is as if we were to say to a fellow who
drives an automobile and has an accident
and hits somebody "You're not responsible for that, but you are r e s p o n ^
sible if you do it a second time."
^M
Mr. President I do not think t h a t l M
Senator from Indiana truly intends, and
t h a t is what the language of the bill
provides.
So I think that in the excitement and
enthusiasm for the soft drink bottlers,
we will be going a step too far, even for
those who want the bottlers' bill.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I point out
that there is a significant distinction
between Schwinn and the case of bottlers. In Schwinn, we are talking about a
distributor involved only in distribution,
not in manufacturing. With respect to
small bottlers, we are talking about
manufacturing. We are talking about
a plethora of bottlers in the soft drink
business. We are talking about very
few distributors of bicycles.
Also, I point out that most of the cases
that have been litigated after the
Schwinn decision backed up the position
of the bottlers, as the judges consistent^*
ruled that similar contracts were not p<H
se violations, based on the court's analysis of Schwinn.
So despite the concerns expressed by
the Senator from Ohio, I must suggest
that in the judgment of the Senator from
Indiana, what we are talking about is
that we should see what the rule of law
really is and not drag a bunch of small
bottlers into court on the basis of what
the FTC says the law is. Let us let the
court say what the law is and then we
will abide by it.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Indiana yield for a
question?
Mr. BAYH. The Senator has his own
time. I am glad t o yield to him on his
own time.
Mr. HATCH. I am happy to do that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah is recognized on his own
time.
Mr. HATCH. I appreciate that.
Mr. President,- as I view the Senator's
amendment, this particular amendment
would gut this bill and basically it is the
remedial program t h a t we are trying to
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pass here In the Chamber. It has a tremendous number of sponsors.
Will the Senator from Indiana agree
that that would be the effect of the
amendment of the Senator from Ohio?
Mr. BAYH. I think the amendment of
the Senator from Ohio really guts what
we are trying to do.
We are trying to protect small businesses from being arbitrarily subjected to
treble damages during a period of hiatus
in the law. Once the court has decided or
once the Senate and the House of Representatives have decided, then there is no
question; anyone who goes out and violates what the law is and what the court
says is guilty of treble damages and he
or she is also guilty of treble damages
If he or she gets involved in violation of
antitrust laws In the Interim, if those are
not violations of territorial franchise
questions.
Mr. HATCH. I thank the Senator from
Indiana. He has covered this very well.
I appreciate the Senator's good remarks.
All I say, In addition, is if we adopt
the amendment of the Senator from
hio, we will in effect, void the last 3
'ays in the fight that really has gone on.
I thank the Chair.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I move to
table the amendment of my distinguished
colleague from Ohio and ask for the yeas
and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There Is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No
further debate is In order.
The question is on agreeing to the motion to lay on the table the amendment
of the Senator from Ohio. On this
question, the yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the
roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
CANNON), the Senator from California
(Mr. CRANSTON), and the Senator from
Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) are nec-

sarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) is absent
on official business.
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Missouri (Mr. DANFORTH),
the Senator from Indiana (Mr. LTJGAR),
the Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
PRESSLER), and the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SIMPSON) are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Wyoming (Mr.
SIMPSON) , would vote "yea."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
any other Member in the Chamber who
desires to vote who has not voted?
The result was announced—yeas 88,
nays 3, as follows:
[BollcaU Vote No. 144 Leg.]
Armstrong
Baker
Baucus
Bayh
Bellmon
Bentsen
Blden
Boren
Bosch wltz
Bradley

YEAS—88
Bumpers
Burdlck
Byrd,
H a r r y P., J r .
Byrd. Robert C .
Chflfee
Chiles
Church
Cochran
Cohen
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Culver
DeConclnl
Dole
Domenicl
Durenberger
Durkin
Eagleton
Bxon
Ford
Gam

Glenn
Goldwater
Gravel

Hart

Hatch
Hatfield
H&yakawa
Hefiin
Heinz
Helms
HbUlngs
Huddleston
Humphrey
Inouye
Jackson
Jepsen
Johnston
Kassebaum
Laxalt
Leahy
Javlts
Cannon
Cranston
Danforth

Levin
Long
Magnuson
Mathias
Matsunaga
McClure
McGovern
Mel cher
Morgan
Moynihan
Nelson
Nunn
Fackwood
Percy
Proxmlre
Pryor
Randolph
Ribicoff
Riegle
Roth
NAYS—3
Metzenbaum

Sarbanes
Sasser
Schmitt
Schweiker
Stafford
Stennis
Stevens
Stewart
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Tsongas
Wallop
Warner
Weicker
Will Lams
Young
Zorlnsky

Stevenson

NOT V O T I N G — 8
Pressler
Kennedy
Lugar
Simpson
PeU

So the motion to lay on the table Mr.
METZENBATTM'S amendment (No. 1767)

was agreed to.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which the
motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENTSEN. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair recognizes the Senator from Texas.
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, this indicates that when something is working,
we all try to fix It. This system has been
working for over 70 years. You have had
great competition in quality and you
have had it in price.
Anyone who goes to a supermarket
these days sees all kinds of colas—uncolas, real colas, bi-colas. And as you are
checking out of the supermarkets you
see them again.
I thought I used to know the names of
all of the soft drinks. But I do not think
anyone today could name half of them.
So this system has worked in giving
you a greater variety of soft drinks. It
has given you good service. Customers
have supported it in the marketplace and
they have benefited from that kind of
competition—the strong and effective
competition that is existing today.
New products have emerged to compete with existing choices. In small businesses, jobs have been created and the
economy has been strengthened. I believe our Nation has been well served.
Mr. President, the Federal Trade Commission made a mistake in finding that
territorial licensing arrangements are
unlawful. That decision will not Improve
this industry; it will harm it. It will not
reduce concentration; it will increase it.
It will be particularly harmful to small
bottlers, who could well find themselves
out of business by larger firms.
It is going to be harmful to the workers, because some of them are going to
be out of work. They are going to lose
their jobs. And I think consumers would
also lose under this kind of decision.
The FTC decision, if upheld, would restructure an industry that does not need
restructuring, creating harm Instead of
benefit.
I believe its action could be far reaching. It Is not the kind of news that makes
page 1 of the New York Times. It will

get no prime time special on the 7 o'clock
news on TV.
But, Mr. President, I think it is going
to be far reaching, far reaching to those
who spend their lives in the industry, and
far reaching to those who are well served
by the current system.
Congress ought to pass'this bill. They
ought to say no to the FTC decision.
Congress should allow the existing system.to continuc.so long as there Is "substantial and effective competition"
among different products. And the way
they try to push each other off the
shelves in the supermarkets these days,
you sure have enough competition taking place.
Mr. President, this FTC action is an
excellent example of the kind of overregulation that angers so many of my
constituents. It is neither needed nor
wanted nor helpful. It would endanger,
not improve, the soft drink Industry.
I believe Congress ought to pass this
bill and uphold the current system that
will protect firms, workers, and consumers alike.
Mr. THURMOND. The question, Mr.
President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. THURMOND. We are ready to
vote on the bill as soon as the Senator
is ready.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.
AMENDMENT NO. 1 7 6 1

(Purpose: To preserve territorial restrictions
for small soft drink bottling companies)

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
call up my amendment No. 1761.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will report the amendment.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry. Is the proper time to
make a point of order on germaneness
and ask the Chair's advice on germaneness now or after the clerk reports the
amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the
amendment is nongermane on its face,
the Chair has the responsibility to so
state. This is not such an amendment.
The Senator, if he chooses to make a
point of order concerning the germaneness of the amendment, may do so after
it has been reported.
Mr. BAYH. I thank the Chair.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM)
proposes an amendment numbered 1761:
On page 2. lines 7 and 8. strike "the licensee" and insert In lieu thereof "any licensee whose sales do not exceed $100,000.000 and whose assets do not exceed $50,000,000".
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask the
Chair's advice on the germaneness of
this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The-cloture rule requires that an amendment
be germane. One of the tests of germaneness is whether the amendments limits
or restricts the provisions contained in
the bill. Such a restrictive amendment
Is per se germane. This amendment Is
clearly restrictive. The Chair rules the
amendment is germane.
Mr. BAYH. I thank the Chair.
• The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.
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Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. President, this is the amendment
that will separate the men from the boys.
This will separate the talkers from the
actors. This is the amendment that, in
essence, says if you are here thinking you
are protecting the small bottlers, then
you can still do that and vote for this
amendment.
This amendment says that any licensee
whose sales do not exceed $100 million
and whose assets do not exceed $50 million. Now, who among us would say that
the bottlers whose sales exceed $100 million are small bottlers; whose assets
exceed $50 million are small bottlers?
This amendment really says, in so
many words, that if honestly what you
want to do is protect the small bottlers,
then pass this amendment and let the
big boys lend lor themselves. II you are
selling more than $100 million of soft
drinks or other products, you ought to be
able to compete in the free enterprise
system.
What is there about us that says that
the free enterprise system should be so
twisted, so modified, that we do not want
competition to prevail any more?
OK, I hear the arguments, "Protect
those little bottlers. Protect the small
bottlers. They are in the small communities."
We are saying, do not provide protection to companies whose sales exceed
$100 million or which have assets in excess of $50 million.
Those companies do not need any protection. Those companies ought to stand
on their own two feet and slug it out
in the competitive world.
No, they want a special antitrust exemption with a territorial restriction.
If we adopt this amendment we help
the small bottler because the small bottler will be able to compete with the big
bottler. We will make it possible lor the
bottler in some small community in my
State to come into the Cleveland market,
the Columbus market, or the Cincinnati
market. We will make it possible lor a
small bottler In downstate Illinois to
move into the Chicago market and discount the price.
What is so terrible about that? Is that
not American? Is it not un-American to
restrict free competitive forces Irom
working?
I have heard those arguments about
the competition and all the different cola
companies. I think you ought to check
and see who owns those cola companies
and other bottling companies that operate under a different name, Mr. President.
This bill would protect from competition little companies like Beatrice Foods,
IC Industries, General Cinema, Warner
Communications—every one of them,
those little companies, being on the
Fortune 500 list. They need protection?
That is laughable.
Some of the independent bottling companies themselves are absolute giants.
For example, Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
New York, one of the so-called independents, ranks in the Fortune 500 and
owns bottling companies in Maine, Kentucky, Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado
( • * < * »

as well as in New York. As a matter of
fact, that giant spent over $85 million in
a period of 11 months to acquire bottling
companies in Maine, Kentucky, Kansas,
Nebraska, and Colorado.
And Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Los
Angeles purchased more than 98 percent
of Coca-Cola Mid-America.
These are giants of American industry
we are talking about.
Coca-Cola and the Pepsi Co., the two
giant sirup companies, are also the Nation's two largest bottlers.
It is fair to point out, Mr. President,
that at various points in the proceedings
connected with this piece of legislation,
the Senator from Ohio indicated a willingness to compromise the issue. The
Senator from Ohio said let us separate
the small bottlers from the big bottlers.
Let us put on an amendment that would
say that the parent company, in other
words, the sirup manufacturers, cannot
have the protection of this law. They do
not need that protection.
Let us also say that the conglomerates
who do offer a certain amount of business do not need this protection.
But that was rejected. That, I was told,
would not work because the big conglomerates and the big bottling companies in some instances own little bottlers
operating in smaller communities.
I do not think that makes a whole lot
of difference. I think if you are going to
provide an exemption from the antitrust
laws, Mr. President, you ought to limit
it. I do not think you ought to provide the
exemption. Obviously, the overwhelming
majority of the Senate thinks so, but that
does not make it right. That does not
make this legislation anything other
than antlconsumer. That does not
change the nature of this legislation
from being proinflation or more inflation. And that does not make the legislation right.
All it proves is that if you really put on
a strong enough lobbying effort, you can
get something through the U.S. Senate.
But the fact is that the whole argument has been made to do it for the little
guys, do it for the mom-and-pop bottlers.
They need some protection against those
big goliaths, those giants.
OK, let me, for the purposes of this
amendment, accept that argument.
I want to say, "God bless you" to the
Senator from South Carolina, who just
sneezed twice.
There is an old saying or superstitution that if somebody sneezes at the
time you are saying something, it proves
the truth of what you are saying.
[Laughter.]
Since the Senator from South Carolina sneezed not once but twice, I feel
particularly pleased that he has Indicated by his sneezes if not by his oratory
and his votes his agreement with the
validity of the point being made by the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. President, this amendment is simple. This one is not complicated. This one
is germane. This one says let us not provide an exemption from the antitrust
laws for the giant conglomerates and the
giant sirup companies. That is all that
this amendment is about.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
of my time.
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Mr. BAYH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, without in
any way attributing a motivation that is
less than pure as the driven snow to the
Senator from Ohio, because I think he is
sincere about his concern for compete
tion as the Senator from Indiana is concerned about competition, the Senator
from Indiana thinks it makes absolutely
no sense to have two sets of rules which
make the territorial franchise system in
the country one that is sort of a Rube
Goldberg operation.
There are some independent bottling,
companies that are larger companies
than some of the hometown operations
that the Senator from Indiana referred
to. But in an effort to try to provide the
kind of protection my small bottlers need
in Indiana, I am not going to be a part
of an amendment that is going to penalize the larger bottlers that may exist in New York or California, where
largeness is a relative thing when one
looks at the size of the population.
In all respect to my friend from Ohioj
I move to table the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-'
tion is on the motion to table the amendment of the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
ask lor the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the motion to table
the amendment of the Senator Irom
Ohio. The yeas and nays have been ordered and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that the Senator Irom Nevada (Mr. CANNON) , the Senator Irom California (Mr.
CRANSTON) , and the Senator Irom Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) is absent
on official business.
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Indiana (Mr. LTJGAR) and
the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SIMPSON) are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Wyoming (Mr.
SIMPSON) would vote "yea."
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
RIEGLE). IS there any other Senator in
the Chamber desiring to vote? The result was announced—yeas 89,
nays 4, as follows:
[RollcaU Vote No. 145 Leg.]
TEAS—89
Armstrong
Church
Hart
Hatch
Baker
Cochran
Hatfield
Baucus
Cohen
Bayh
Culver
Hayakawa
Heflin
Bellmon
Danforth
Bentsen
DeConclnl
Heinz
Bdden
Dole
Helms
Hollings
Boren
Domenlcl
Huddles ton
Boschwltz
Durenberger
Humphrey
Bradley
Durkln
Bumpers
Eagleton
Inouye
Jackson
Burdlck
Exon
Jepsen
Byrd,
Ford
Johnston
Harry P., Jr. G a m
Kassebaum
Byrd, Robert O . Glenn
Laxalt
Chafee
Ooldwater
Chiles
Gravel
Leahy
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Minneapolis Star, Minneapolis, Minnesota, place, out in the real world, few wholesalers
are going to take their suppliers to court
June 20, 1978.
Des Moines Register, Des Moines, Iowa, and risk losing their sources of supply.
A bill now before Congress which would
June 29, 1978.
Waukesha Freeman, Waukesha, Wisconsin, overturn the Supereme Court's ruling is being
bottled up by a single senator who threatens
August 18, 1978.
Boston Sunday Globe, Boston, Massachu- to disrupt the Senate schedule by a filibuster
if the measure Is brought up.
setts, August 27, 1978.
The bill In question Is being supported by
St. Petersburg Times, St. Petersburg, Florall' 50 state governors and state attorneys
ida, September 25, 1978.
Tallahassee Democrat, Tallahassee, Flor- general and the Carter administration, but
it is being opposed, inevitably, by manufacida, September 25, 1978.
Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Colorado, turing Interests that claim It would invite
a blizzard of spurious lawsuits and accomOctober 5, 1978.
Proxmire
Javits
plish little beyond enriching lawyers.
Columbus
Citizen
Journal,
Columbus
Ohio,
Metzenbaum
These are legitimate concerns, but they
October 6, 1978.
NOT VOTING—6
Salt Lake Tribune, Salt Lake City, TJtah, do not Justify ignoring the problem. An important public policy question is at stake
Kennedy
Pell.
Cannon
October 8,1978.
Cranston
Lugar
Simpson
Deseret News, Salt Lake City, Utah, Octo- here, and it ought t o be addressed, by Congress.
So the motion to lay Mr. METZEN- ber 9. 1978.
It is probably too late in the congressional
KLUB Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah, OctoBATJM'S amendment (UP No. 1761) ojn the
session
to take action on this complicated
ber 12. 1978.
table was agreed to.
Issue
this year. But It ought to receive high
Billings Gazette, Billings, Montana, DeMr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I cember 3, 1978.
priority on Capital Hill next year.
move to reconsider the vote by which the
New York Times, New York. N.Y., April 23,
motion to table was agreed to.
1979.
[From the New York Times, Apr. 6, 19781
Baltimore Sun, Baltimore, Maryland, April
Mr. BAYH. I move to lay that motion
EASING THE CURBS ON PRICE-FIXING SUITS
25, 1979.
on the table.
(By Edward Cowan)
Hartford Courant, Hartford, Connecticut,
The motion to lay on the table was April
WASHINGTON.—Glenn Freie is a 44-year-old
29, 1979.
agreed to.
Minneapolis Tribune, Minneapolis, Minne- farmer who raises 200 head of cattle and 2,000
AkMr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
hogs on a Latimer, Iowa, farm his grandMay 8,1979.
^ B e picture is clear now; it is unequivo- sota,
Kansas City Star, Kansas City, Missouri, father bought 70 years ago. The spirit of
c a l l y clear. This bill is supposed to be for May 11,1979.
populism ran strong on the prairies In those
those little guys, those small businessEvening Sun, Baltimore, Maryland, May 19, days, with farmers and urban reformers challenging the prices and policies of the banks,
men. The fact is that it is for the big 1979.
Washington Post, Washington, D.C, May railroads, grain elevator companies and meat
boys. It is for the conglomerates, and it is
packers.
21, 1979.
for the sirup manufacturers.
Some of that spirit courses through the
Las Vegas Sun, Las Vegas, Nevada, June 5,
It is pretty obvious that procedure has 1979.
husky frame of Mr. Frele. A cattleman who
worked well to keep other amendments
buys
more feedgrain than he grows, Mr.
Orlando Sentinel Star, Orlando, Florida,
Frele sees himself as "a little guy being
from being offered to this bill which June 9, 1979.
would be proconsumer amendments. The
County News, National Association of buffeted by economic forces that are manipulated by big corporations.
forces of anticonsumerism in the Senate Counties, June 11, 1979.
He and 500 other cattlemen, mostly from
are having a heyday today; and they
St. Louis Post Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo.,
the Plains States, have formed the Meat
cannot even say any more that it is just June 14. 1979.
Price
Investigators Association, based In Des
Tallahassee Democrat, Tallahassee, Florfor the little businessmen, because the
Moines. The association brought what Mr.
last vote made it clear that it is not just ida, June 15,1979.
Des Moines Register, Des Moines, Iowa, Freie calls "a limited class-action suit"
for little businessmen; it is for every- June
against 18 food chains, charging them with
18, 1979.
body—big and small alike.
to depress prices paid to farmers
Louisville Courier Journal, Louisville, Ken- conspiring
for live cattle. The chains have denied the
As a matter of fact, my guess is that tucky, June 28, 1979.
charge.
St. Petersburg Times, St. Petersburg, Flormatter never would have been lobbied
Under a June 1977 Supreme Court ruling,
as effectively as it has been and never ida, July 9,1979.
Charleston Gazette, Charleston, West Vir- a Federal District Court i n Dallas dismissed
would be in the position it is in if it had ginia,
the suit. The association has appealed the
August 7,1979.
not been for the efforts and money of
to the United States Court of ApSacramento Bee, Sacramento, California, dismissal
peals for the Fifth Circuit.
the syrup manufacturers and the con- August 24, 1979.
Incensed,
Mr. Freie put on his conservaomerates.
Oregon Journal, Portland, Oregon, Octotive brown suit and gleaming sllpon shoes
Mr. President, look at what has hap- ber 1, 1979.
•
The Ledger, Lakeland, Fla., March 26, 1980. and came to Washington to lobby Congress
pened. Any effort to offer an amendment
anyone else who would listen. He was
having to do with consumers, having to [From the Columbus Citizen-Journal Friday, and
here, he said, to get Congress to overrule the
do with the rights of the small business
Supreme
Court. I n his quest, he asserted, he
Oct. 6,1978]
people or the rights of consumers, has
was making common cause with consumers
PBICE Fixnro
been prevented from coming to a vote
all over the country, even If they usually
Backroom price fixing by manufacturers Is think the cattleman's pursuit of higher liveon the floor by a parliamentary proJust
as
pernicious
as
labor
union
featherstock prices Is contrary to their interests as
cedure. Man bites dog. Cloture and a
or wasteful government spending. the ultimate purchasers of steak.
filibuster have been used to cutoff pro- bedding
It
subverts
the
much
heralded
"market
Mr. Frele explained that his group's suit,
consumer amendments while this anti- mechanism" by protecting the lazy and the which
was brought In 1975. was dismissed
consumer bill is passed—proconsumer inefficient producer. It Is Inflationary. And It last December
because the Supreme Court
amendments that have been supported is illegal.
had held in the Illinois Brick case last June
by newsDapers throughout the country in
Government has a vital but difficult role that only those who dealt directly with aleditorials.
in protecting the public Interest In this area. leged price-fixers could sue. Tn that 6-3 deThe
penalties against Illegally rigging prices cision, the Supreme Court said the state of
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conIllinois could not bring a suit against t h e
be made prohibitive.
sent to have a number of such editorials should
This brings us to a 1977 Supreme Court Illinois Brick Company, even If the state
printed in the RECORD.
ruling which undercuts a 1976 law designed had the evidence It claimed to have an alThere being no objection, the editorials to give state governments and consumers the leged price fixing of bricks because the state
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, rlght'to go to court and seek triple damages had bought the bricks through a middleman.
from producers accused of getting together
as follows:
Under this holding, Mr. Frele said, t h e
and setting inflated prices.
Dallas court reasoned that because the
FAVORABLE ILLINOIS Baicx EDITORIALS
The court held the rather narrow view that farmers sold their animals to meat packers,
New York Times, New York, N.Y., October only the middlemen In the economic system, who In turn sold to food chains, the farmers
28, 1977.
those who bought goods directly from manu- could not sue the chains.
Washington Post, Washington, D.C, Octo- facturers, were entitled to triple-damage reThe more usual case concerns not sellers
ber 31, 1977.
but buyers, particularly consumers. Illinois
lief under the antitrust laws.
New York Times, New York, N.Y., April 6
Brick
means that unless the ultimate conBut these middlemen have little Incentive
1978.
to tackle the problem. In the first place, they sumer buys directly from the alleged price
Louisville Courier Journal, Louisville, Ken- can simply mark up the already rigged price fixer, the consumer has no standing to sue.
tucky, June 20, 1978.
and pass the goods along. And in the second This also means that the right Congress
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gave state governments In 1976 to. bring
class-action suits on behalf of consumers Is
largely nullified.
According to Congressional staff specialists,
Illinois Brick already has led to the dismissal
of suits that allege price fixing of plywood,
sugar, cement, toilet seats, fertilizer, paper
and amplcillln.
Even before the Dallas court dismissed the
cattlemen's suit last December, Congress had
begun the slow process of enacting a bill
to overturn Illinois Brick. The Senate Antimonopoly subcommittee reported a corrective
bill to the Judiciary Committee in November. The House Monopolies' subcommittee
approved a similar measure yesterday.
The Senate Judiciary Committee has
scheduled hearings requested by Republican
members for tomorrow and April 17, 21 and
24. There Is an understanding that the committee will vote on the bill no later than the
first week of May.
No timetable has been set by the House
Committee, headed by Peter W. Rodlno Jr.,
Democrat of New Jersey. He may want to
schedule hearings on an amendment unexpectedly adopted by the subcommittee that
raises a new Issue. The amendment, sponsored by Representative Charles E. Wiggins,
Republican of California, would deny standing to sue under the antitrust laws to foreign
governments and their agencies.
Antitrust lawyers say this would weaken
enforcement generally and might also undermine the efforts of the United States to
dissuade the European Economic Community and Japan from sanctioning cartels or
other forms of price-fixing.
But that Is a side Issue. The key point Is
that both Democrats and Republicans seem
to agree that Illinois Brick should be overturned and that consumers should be allowed to sue even If they do not buy directly
from the alleged price fixers. The legislation
would also seek to prevent the duplicative
claims and recoveries that could arise if
Initial buyers and ultimate consumers sued.
What now shapes up as the most controversial aspect of the legislation, certainly
in the House, Is the question of class-action
suits like that brought by Mr. Prele's group.
As approved by the House subcommittee,
the bill would permit the proving of damages
"on a classwide basis'* without requiring
proof from each member of the class but
would limit payment of compensation only
to Individuals who make "a valid damage
Claim."
Representative John P. Selberling, Democrat of Ohio," asked the subcommittee to
remove that test for cases that are settled
voluntarily, so that the rank and file of consumers could share In recovery, perhaps by a
temporary reduction of prices. However, the
subcommittee rejected his amendment. A
similar effort is likely to be made in the full
committee. But an opposite proposal, to
limit class actions to those brought by
states, is expected from Representative Walter Flowers, Democrat of Alabama.
"The problem this bill has Is that there Is
no effective lobby for It other than the state
attorneys general," said Michael W. Straight,
a legislative assistant to Mr. Selberling. Without "a natural constituency" Mr. Straight
added, the bill becomes an easy target, for
special Interests. Mr. Straight noted that the
House has rejected class-action legislation
several times in recent years.
Mr. Prele Is Just the sort of man to take
Mr. Straight's lament about no "natural constituency" as a challenge. Consumer groups
In Washington criticized Illinois Brick last
June and presumably will support the remedial legislation. The bill Just might be the
vehicle for a revival of the turn-of-the-century alliance of farmers and urban reformers.
[Prom the Washington Post, Oct. 31, 1977]
PURSUING THE . PRICE FIXERS

The Supreme Court, In an unfortunate
decision last June, suddenly created a large

new obstacle to the enforcement of the antitrust laws. Even If you can prove that you
are the victim of a price-fixing conspiracy,
the Court said, you cannot recover damages
unless you dealt directly, with the fixer. In
an economy as complex as this country's,
with its vast networks of distributors, that
Is an extremely serious qualification. In
many kinds of Industry, It effectively eliminates any risk of damage suits over price
conspiracies.
This anomaly stands out clearly in the case
that the Court heard. The state of Illinois
sued the Illinois Brick Co., charging that it
had conspired to rig prices of concrete blocks.
The state government had let construction
contracts, the contractors had hired masonry
subcontractors, and It was the subcontractors
who actually bought the blocks from Illinois
Brick. They presumably passed the price on,
through the contractors, to the state.
Since It's not illegal to pass a rigged price
on, the state cant sue the middlemen. Legally, the middlemen could sue the manufacturer. But these subcontractors weren't
hurt by the conspiracy, if there was one,
and In any case they are unlikely to' undertake prolonged litigation against their supplier. For all the Court knew, It might have
been the grandest conspiracy In the history
of concrete blocks. But nobody, under the
Court's rule, would recover anything.
How in the world did the Court arrive
at that decision? Well, six of the Justices
got tangled up In a misconceived effort to
apply the logic of an earlier, different case
to this one. They were worried, for one thing,
about creating multiple liabilities for price
fixers if everyone down the distribution chain
-could sue for triple damages. But trial Judges
have broad authority to consolidate cases and
require plaintiffs to allocate damages among
themselves. That, in fact, was what happened in these cases before the Court suddenly halted them.
Fixing prices is a crime, and people who
engage In It risk criminal prosecution by
the Justice Department. But the Justice Department cannot monitor every price tag or
pursue every complaint of conspiracy. To
keep markets free and competitive, there is
great public interest in encouraging a second
kind of enforcement—the civil suit by the
consumer. It's the consumer who has the
sharpest interest in fair pricing. Consumers
can be individuals or corporations or, as In
the Illinois case, governments. The effect of
the Court's decision, if it stands, is to make
price-fixing much less dangerous to the
conspirator.
Corrective legislation has been drafted under the leadership of Sen. Edward Kennedy
(D-Masa.), and the Carter administration
vigorously supports It. The opposition Is
coming, as usual, from those business organizations that celebrate free competition In
theory, but find objections to every attempt
at actually enforcing It. The Court's decision Is an aberration, with unhappey Implications for the American economy. The remedy is a simple two-page bill, and It Is needed
urgently.
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and federal claims could go down the drain.
Atty. Gen. Warren Spannaus said the loss to
Minnesota could be $1 million.
Spannaus made that point at a meeting of
the National Association of Attorneys General In St. Paul, where he is the host. The
association has lobbied for the legislation
Carter endorsed. In Washington, Carter said
that If the Supreme Court's narrow ruling
stands, anticompetitive practices would go
unpunished. We agree with Carter, Spannaus
and the association on the need for vigorous
enforcement of adequate antitrust laws. Such
laws stimulate price competition. That Is a
weapon against Inflation that should not be
dulled or broken, a point to which both
Carter and Spannaus alluded.
Technically, what the Supreme Court did
was to prohibit "Indirect" purchasers from
recovering antitrust suit damages. In other
words, only those who purchase directly from
the prlcefixer can sue, even though the
higher prices are passed through the economic chain to the ultimate consumer. That
new technical twist provides antitrust immunity for 95 percent of the manufacturers
who supply government units because their
goods go through administrators. But governmental units aren't the only victims. The
decision Is a blow for farmer groups, trade
associations, businessment (especially smaUfl
businessmen) and individuals, It furtherH
more Jeopardizes a special statute that authorizes attorneys general to sue on behalf
of citizens who have been overcharged by
price-fixers but who simply can't afford to
start lawsuits as Individual consumers.
[Prom the Louisville Courier-Journal,
June 20, 1978]
Congressman Mazzoll's go-slow approach to
a much-disputed Supreme Court ruling has
put this Kentucklan In the center of a legislative battle Involving millions of dollars in
antitrust suits. Hanging on the outcome of
the dispute, which resumes today in the
House Judiciary Committee, are consumer
Interests tied up in proceedings against firms
In the sugar, plywood, cement, fertilizer,
meat-packing, paper and drug Industries, to
name a few.
The story goes back to a 1973 price-fixing
case against 11 cement-block companies. The
Illinois attorney general, speaking for the
state and 700 local governments, charged that
cement blocks in public buildings had cost
more than they should, and sought triple .
damages.
I
Last June, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled"
that only direct purchasers of the cement
blocks—in other words, the contractors and
architects on the buildings—were eligible to
sue. No matter that the governments had
had the overcharges passed on to them.
They were only "Indirect" buyers and could
not assert claims.
SOME GROUPS EXCLUDED?

The 5-3 decision sandbagged the clear Intention of Congress. Recent laws had been
expanding the states' ability, on behalf of
consumers, to seek civil damages from corporations engaged In price-fixing. So the mea[From the Minneapolis Star, June 20, 1978) sure now In committee would supersede the
court ruling by making the congressional
REBUILDING ANTITRUST LAW
President Carter yesterday strongly en- meaning explicit.
dorsed legislation to restore federal antiThis Is where Representative Mazzoli comes
trust law to its full strength. Bills Intro- Into the picture. His amendment, offered last
duced In both houses of Congress would week, would let states file price-fixing suits
undo the damage caused by a 6-to-3 U.S. on behalf of consumers cheated in the marSupreme Court decision last year. Carter ketplace. But the amendment leaves cloudy
rightly urged passage of a curative bill with- the rights to sue of such groups as small
businessmen (damaged by monopoly dominaout weakening amendments.
The court's decision last year drastically tion of supplies and prices In their Indusnarrowed the number of suspected price- tries) or units of government (buying the
fixers within the reach of antitrust prosecu- goods of price-rigging manufacturers).
tions. This affected especially the economic
This possible exclusion stirred a storm
Interests of the federal and of state and local of protest from local governments, small
governments. Here's one Immediate danger: business, cattlemen, and state attorneys genIf the decision—which is based on statutory eral, Including Kentucky's. President Carter
interpretation and not constitutional prin- has now thrown his support behind the bill,
ciple—Isn't changed, $500 million -In state pretty much in unamended form. Perhaps
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because of this opposition, Mr. Mazzoll plans
to alter his amendment.
That's wise. He has a point In arguing that
Congress should wait for recommendations
from a presidential commission studying
antitrust enforcement before It sets sweeping new policy. But the Mazzoll amendment
would exclude cases which the courts can
efficiently handle, because they Involve business and governmental purchases. Meantime, it would thrust on federal Judges more
complex Issues of consumer losses due to
antitrust violations.
In the long run, the higher standard of
antitrust enforcement the committee bill
proposes is in a kind of partnership with efforts to free business of government regulation. It hardly behooves corporations to
ask for one without accepting the other. An
antitrust measure, without the Mazzoll
amendment In Its original form, would be
a step in the right direction.
(From the Wisconsin Newspaper Association,
Aug. 18, 1978]
RESTORE THE ANTITRUST LAW

Attorney General Bronson La Follette is
applying what pressure he can to encourage
bills pending in Congress intended to undo
an unwise split decision handed down more
feian a year ago by the U.S. Supreme Court,
pnown as the Illinois Brick decision, it pre• vents
persons who have been illegally overcharged for goods from suing the price-fixer
if they didn't purchase directly from the violator. It Is a monstrous decision that reflects
badly on the integrity of the highest court
In the land. Unfortunately, the only recourse
the public has Is to appeal to Congress and
the President to undo this mischief by
adopting a law to restore rights previously
recognized as protecting purchasers from'being gouged.
The high court majority held that the
overcharged direct purchaser and not others
In the chain of manufacture or distribution,
Is the injured party within the meaning of
Section 4 of the Clayton Act. Since consumers usually purchase goods through retailers
or other middlemen, under this decision they
are now unable to recover damages for the
higher prices they pay due to price-fixing
and other anti-trust violations. It Is estimated there are presently pending cases valued up to half a billion dollars which are
Jeopardized because of the Illinois Brick de^^^cision.
^^k Bronson La Follette points out that the
^ ^ S t a t e of Wisconsin has collected about »5
million In antitrust cases since 1966 which
would have been lost had this ruling been
in effect. One of the Ironies is that while the
court precludes recovery by persons who ultimately oay the higher price, it does not
prevent direct purchasers (usually middlemen) who pass on the higher prices, from
recovering huge windfall damages even
though they had not been Injured at all.
'In appealing for public suDoort to Influence Congress to adopt remedial legislation,
La Follette states, "It has become quite common for most of us to complain about waste
and the high cost of government . . . The
Supreme Court ruling will have a devastating effect on all consumers, including federal, state and local governments through its
ruling."
In other words, those who end up paying
Inflated prices because of Illegal price-fixing
can no longer recover the overcharges. This
situation should not have been permitted to
exist as long as it has but until corrective
legislation Is adopted there can be no relief
In June, President Carter strongly endorsed
legislation to restore the federal antitrust
law to Its full strength but as with so much
other pending legislation, Congress Is dragging its heels. The President, In effect, has
Joined those who assert that so long as the
SuDreme Court's narrow ruling stands, anticompetitive practices will go unpunished.
This is lamentable.

[From the Des Moines Register,
June 29, 19T7]
IT PATS TO Frx PRICES?

The Supreme Court dealt a serious blow to
effective antitrust enforcement when It recently ruled that victims of Illegal price-fixing can't collect damages if they bought the
overpriced goods from middlemen.
The case before the court involved nine
manufacturers of concrete blocks, who had
pleaded no contest to charges of Illegally
fixing prices. The plea persuaded the state
of Illinois and 700 of Its local governments to
sue for damages. The governments contended
that they had paid more than $3 million extra for buildings In which price-fixed blocks
were used.
Jjistice Byron White, arguing for the sixman majority, used precedent and unpersuaslve practical arguments to conclude that
only direct purchasers of products should be
allowed to collect damages for price-fixing.
' The minority opinion by Justice William
Brennan, Jr., argued that antitrust laws have
two alms: first, to provide a penalty sufficient
to deter businesses from engaging in such
anticompetitive practices as price-fixing;
second, to enable victims of price-fixing to
recover damages.
The ruling erects no barriers against these
alms If the consumer buys directly from the
supplier who Illegally fixed the price of a
product. But, as the minority opinion correctly notes, "In many Instances, the brunt of
antitrust Injuries Is borne by indirect purchasers, often ultimate consumers of a product, as increased costs are passed along the
chain of distribution."
The minority concluded that In such cases
the ruling may thwart both aims of antitrust law: "Injured consumers are precluded
from recovering damages from manufacturers, and direct purchasers who act as
middlemen may have little Incentive to sue
suppliers so long as they may pass on the
bulk of the illegal overcharges to the ultimate consumers."
Fortunately, the majority opinion holds
out the hope that this ruling could be overturned by a law explicitly giving consumers
who had purchased from a middleman the
right to sue for antitrust damages.
The debate In Congress over the 1976 Antitrust Improvements Act made It clear that
Congress Intended consumers who had
bought from middlemen to be able to sue.
Since this message apparently has not
reached a majority of the Supreme Court,
Congress should pass a law that the court
can comprehend.
The U.S. has gone too long without adequate antitrust enforcement. Consequently
consumers have paid unnecessarily high
prices and businessmen have been persuaded
that it pays to fix prices. The Supreme Court
ruling serves only to continue this unfortunate situation.
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tivity cannot sue for damages. Thus, a person purchasing drugs whose price has been
set by the drug manufacturers in violation of
antitrust laws would have no right to sue.
Only the pharmacy, the direct purchaser,
would have that right. Yet, in many cases,
such middlemen, fearful of bad relations
with suppliers and able to pass on artificially
high prices to consumers, would have no incentive to sue and might, in fact, be afraid
to do so.
The pending legislation would restore to
indirect consumers the right to sue. Further,
it would revitalize a 1976 law that allows attorneys general In the states to sue to recover
treble damages for consumers In their state
hurt by antitrust activities. That law was
designed to cover situations In which the
loss suffered by any individual consumer Is
too small to warrant a suit. Most such cases
result, of course, from the "Indirect" purchase outlawed by the Supreme Court
ruling.
Safeguards have been put into the pending
legislation designed to assure that no original seller would be forced to pay overlapping settlements from various consumers
down the supply chain. It could lead to complex legal actions; yet antitrust cases are
always difficult and the legislation seeks to
assure that those who are truly harmed are
those who can recover.
The breadth of consumer organization
support Indicates the attractiveness of the
legislation. Yet it Is stalled by obstruction
tactics, spearheaded by Sen. Orrin Hatch
(R-Utah), who Is clearly doing the bidding
of large business Interests. He has introduced more than 130 amendments to the
bill and is threatening a filibuster. As a result, because the Senate Is woefully behind
schedule due to earlier parliamentary delays
and filibusters. Senate President Byrd Is reluctant to call the 'bill up.
On the House side, some members are
chary of voting for legislation that may not
go down well with big business Interests In
their district if the bill Is not even going to
come up in the Senate and will not become
law. So they are urging a go-slow on bringing the bill to the House floor.
Clearly this Alphonse and Gaston routine
must be ended. Both Speaker O'Neill and
Sen. Byrd must push to have the legislation
brought out for a vote. It would be an affront to consumers across the nation if the
Illinois Brick legislation is permitted to
crash to defeat against a brick wall of
obstructionism.
[From the St. Petersburg Times, Sept. 25,
1978]
Nrx

THE FIXERS

Congress ought not go home next month
without fully restoring the rights of governments, small businesses, farmers and consumers to sue for anti-trust violations.
Those rights largely were stripped away in
June 1977 when the Supreme Court ruled
that victims of a price-fixing conspiracy
[From the Boston Sunday Globe,
cannot recover damages unless they dealt
directly with the fixer.
Aug. 27, 19781
Rarely in today's complex economy does
A BRICK WALL OP OBSTRUCTION
There may be no better evidence of the anyone, or any federal, state or local governmental
agency, buy a product directly from
parliamentary swamp In which the Congress
finds Itself mired than the plight of a rela- the manufacturer.
Purchases mostly are made through retively unheralded piece of antitrust legislation. It has been approved by both the House tailers, distributors, contractors, subcontractors
and other middlemen. The middlemen
and Senate Judiciary committees. It has the
backing of the AFL-CIO, Ralph Nader's Con- merely pass on the rigged costs, often profitgress Watch, Common Cause, all 60 state at- ing from them. They aren't apt to sue their
torneys general, several cattlemen's associa- suppliers. Consequently, unless corrective
tions, groups representing 100,000 wheat legislation is enacted, many big Industries
farmers, the American Retired Persons Asso- need not fear damage suits over price conciation, the Consumer Federation of America spiracles.
and others. Yet, as things now stand, it
At stake are upwards of $300-mlllion in
might not even reach the House or Senate pending lawsuits by Florida and other states,
floor for a vote.
another 8200-mllllon in suits filed by federal
The legislation seeks to undo a 1977 Su- agencies and untold billions of dollars In
preme Court decision in what is known as future cases.
the Illinois Brick Case. In that case the
To make the argument, Florida Atty. Gen.
court ruled that consumers who are Indirectly Robert L. Shevln points to the state's classharmed by price fixing or other antitrust ac- action suit against Bethlehem Steel and three
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other suppliers of steel for the construction
of government buildings, schools and bridges
In this state. The state has alleged a price
conspiracy dating as far back as 1959. Based
on a study of purchases from 1970 to 1974,
economists figured recoverable damages at
' $27-mllllon for that period alone.
However, If damages are limited to direct
steel purchases, the potential recovery Is reduced to $450,000.
Even larger amounts are at issue in an
anti-trust suit by Florida and six other states
against the ma for oil companies. And, according to the attorney general's anti-trust section, the 1977 Supreme Court ruling also Is
being cited by defendants in civil action
stemming from the Florida Power Corp.
"daisy chain" fuel scandal.
The court practically eliminated the consumer's right to sue price-fixers in a case
brought by Illinois against Illinois Brick Co.
for allegedly rigging the price of concrete
blocks used in the construction of state office
buildings. In a 6-3 ruling, the court seemed
unduly concerned about creating multiple
liabilities for price fixers If everyone down
the distribution line could sue for triple
damage.
Of course, price fixing is still a crime and
thus subject to prosecution by the Justice
Department. But consumers—whether governments, corporations or individuals—have
the sharpest interest in keening the marketplace free and competitive. They are the victims of the artifically inflated prices, directly
or Indirectly. It's ludicrous to deny them the
right to sue.
Judiciary committees in both houses finally
approved bills reasserting that right, but intense lobbying by big business interests has
kept the legislation bottled up in the House
Rules Committee until these waning days of
the current session. Now the Rules Committee plans to take up the House version on
Tuesday.
Among obstacles still ahead are a threatened filibuster in the Senate, whose version
Includes a vital savtnes clause to prevent
dismissal of the pendlne government cases
for several hundred millions of dollars in
damages. At a time when concern about high
taxes is sweeping the land, it's inconceivable
and yet all too possible, that Congress would
adjourn without giving taxnavers' reoresentatives a chance to recover damages from unconscionable price-fixers.
We hooe that the leadership of both houses,
with full support from Florida's delegation,
will not let that happen.
[From the Tallahassee Democrat, Sept. 25,
1978]
CONGRESS SHOULD ACT TO UPHOLD- LAWSUITS

Let's say you hire a contractor to build
that dream house you've always wanted. He
completes the Job and you pay his bill. Then
you discover that the only suppliers of the
bricks the contractor used had gotten together to fix prices. As a result, you paid
several thousand dollars more for the house
than you should have.
You'll sue the brick suppliers, right?
Wrong. The courts say you can't sue, but
your contractor can—and he doesn't have to
give you any part of the money he collects.
Unfair? Sure it is, but, as a Florida taxpayer, you are in that very "cant sue"
position today.
Unless Congress passes the corrective
legislation scheduled to come before the
House Rules Committee Wednesday, Florida
taxpayers could lose as much as $26.5 million
in a single lawsuit.
That's because taxpayers have built themselves some large "houses" (such as the state
Capitol) and some expensive bridges and
roads.
The state contends that the suppliers of
the structural steel for many of these projects conspired to fix prices and has sued for
treble damages under a provision- of the

Clayton Act that has been on the books
since 1890.
That suit has not been settled, but another suit, Illinois Brick vs. Illinois, has.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Illinois
could not sue- for treble damages because
the bricks involved had not been purchased
directly by the state, but by contractors
who did work for the state.
The contractors can sue. But will they?
It's unlikely they'll want to Irritate their
suppliers and, besides, they've suffered no
loss because the added cost of bricks was
simply passed along to the state. It's possible, In fact, that they made some extra
money simply by adding an overall profit
markup to the cost of supplies and labor.
Contractors are in the same position in
the Florida steel case—one of three state
anti-trust cases that could be affected by
the Supreme Court decision.
The Florida projects contained steel worth
$30 million and the state contends that
overcharges accounted for $9 million of that
amount. If the state should win its treble
damage suit, the payoff would be $27 million.
But, if the state can only sue for the
material it purchased directly, the amount
of steel involved Is about a half million dollars and the payoff would be limited to
about $450,000.
And that's simply the dollar impact of a
single suit.
Florida officials have acted to prevent
future problems by requiring contractors to
assign their rights to sue to the state. But
that wont help the average consumer who
purchases a product from a retailer only to
find Its price was inflated by price fixing at
the wholesale level.
Now, states and organizations can bring
class action suits in behalf of cheated consumers. The court decision, if allowed to
stand, could virtually end such suits.
Congress should act quickly to pass corrective legislation before the Florida case is
dismissed by the courts, as a similar Texas
case was earlier.
The right to sue should be given to those
who are actually damaged, not to middlemen who suffer no losses.
[From the Rocky Mountain News,
Oct. 5, 1978]
PRICE FIXING

Backroom price fixing by manufacturers
is Just as pernicious as labor union featherbedding or wasteful government spending.
It subverts the much heralded "market
mechanism" by protecting the lazy and the
inefficient producer. It is inflationary. And
it Is illegal.
Government has a vital but difficult role
in protecting the public interest in this area.
The penalties against Illegally rigging prices
should be made prohibitive.
This brings us to ft 1977 Supreme Court
ruling which undercuts a 1976 law designed
to give state governments and consumers
the right to go to court and seek triple damages from producers accused of getting together and setting inflated prices.
The court held the rather narrow view
that only the middlemen In the economic
system, those who bought goods directly
from manufacturers, were entitled to triple
damage relief under the antitrust laws.
But these middlemen have little incentive
to tackle the problem. In the first place,
they can simply mark up the already rigged
price and pass the goods along. And in the
second place, out In the real world, few
wholesalers are going to take their suppliers
to court and risk losing their sources of
supply.
A bill now before Congress which would
overturn the Supreme Court's ruling Is being
bottled up by a single senator who threatens
to disrupt the Senate schedule by a filibuster
if the measure Is brought up.
The bill in question Is being supported by
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all 50 state governors and state attorneys
general and the Carter administration, but
It Is being opposed, inevitably, by manufacturing Interests who claim it would Invite
a blizzard of spurious lawsuits and accomplish little beyond enriching lawyers.
These are legitimate concerns, but they do
not Justify ignoring the problem. An Important public policy question is at stake here,
and it ought to be addressed by Congress.
It Is probably too late in the congressional
session to take action on this complicated
issue this year. But it ought to receive high
priority on Capitol Hill next year.
[From the Salt Lake Tribune, Oct. 8, 1978]
UTAH SEN. HATCH SHOULD EASE PRICE-FIXING
BILL BARRIER
-~

There can be no true economy In government if governments are prevented from
discouraging price-fixing which costs them
dollars they needn't spend. And yet, local
governments are apt to be stuck in such a
situation if congressional action now pending can't move ahead.
Last year, the U.S. Supreme Court startled
local officials nationwide when it ruled that
under current federal antitrust laws, only
buyers who deal directly with manufacturers
can sue in U.S. courts for recovery if those
manufacturers practice illegal price-flxini_'
Until that decision, cities, counties, states am
school districts normally filed In federal
courts for damages they suffer from alleged
or proven price rigging which hits them
through middle-man suppliers.
In fact, during his term, former Utah Attorney General Vernon B. Romney recovered
$200,000 for Utah In a successful antitrust
case against pharmaceutical firms. He
wouldn't have ihad a chance under the 1977
Supreme Court ruling. Right now, Atty. Gen.
Robert B. Hansen's antitrust division is attempting to regain $2 million for the state
In a suit against sellers of fine paper. Unlike
Mr. Romney, however, Mr. Hansen's office is
hog-tied unless the measure amending federal antitrust law gets passed.
The pending bill spells out, clearly enough
for even Supreme Court Judges to understand, the right of those actually hurt by
illegal market-rlgglng to sue for and collect
damages at the federal level. It acknowledges
that lacking this protection at the buyer end
of commercial transactions, there's precious
little disincentive for prlce-flxlng.
The bill (has moved through House and
Senate Judiciary Committees. But Sen. Majority Leader Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., says he
won't schedule a floor vote because Utah Sen.
Orrin Hatch is poised to Introduce more than
100 amendments—many of them Inconsequential—if the bill reaches the Senate
chamber. At this late date in the congressional session, that tactic is as good as a
filibuster.
Sen. Hatch frankly opposes the bill. He says
the problem can be solved with state laws.
Unfortunately, his solution would require,
because price fixing usually Involves commerce across several state lines, identical
antitrust legislation in 50 states. That's obviously not possible.
Moreover, it's been common practice to
consolidate antitrust actions involving several states la one federal court case. That's
convenient for everyone, including defendants otherwise obliged to appear In several
state courts over a prolonged period.
Ultimately, however, tax money is at issue.
Unless local governments can file original
antitrust suits against those who have gouged
them through market division agreements or
other price-conspiracy schemes, the public
will be fleeced as higher noncompetitive costs
are passed along to them.
The stalled bill is strongly endorsed by the
National Association of Attorneys General.
Also by the National League of Cities, the
National Conference of State Legislatures,
the National Governors Conference, the Inde-
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pendent Bankers Association of America, retirement associations, consumer groups and
farm organizations. It at least deserves a debate in the Senate on Its merits. Sen. Batch
should help let this happen.
[From the Deseret News, Salt Lake City,
Utah]
LET OVERCHARGE VICTIMS SUE

Utah government buys a lot of paper.
Atty. Gen. Robert Hansen believes that some
paper manufacturers may have violated
antitrust laws forcing the taxpayers to pay
$600,000 or so more than they should.
His office Is suing to recover the overcharges and, Hansen hopes, additional
damages.
But a recent decision by the United States
Supreme Court could keep Utah taxpayers
from ever having a day in court. In what's
called the Illinois Brick case, the high court
ruled that to bring an antitrust suit, a person must have dealt directly with the alleged
lawbreaker.
In other words, Utah can sue to recover
the taxpayers' money only If it'bought paper
directly from the manufacturers who violated the law.
Only a small part of the paper the government bought came directly from the
j^Mihufacturer. The rest came from, wholeHPlers. In most cases, wholesalers have passed
Through the costs of manufacturers' antitrust violations to their customers, Hansen
points out, so wholesalers have little incentive to use.
Pending before Congress is a bill that
would allow Utah taxpayers to have a day
in court If they feel they've been cheated.
It would allow victims of antitrust violations to sue violators even If they did not
buy directly from them.
The bill has the unanimous support of
the nation's to governors and of state attorneys general. But it doesn't look as if
it will pass. A major reason Is that Utah
Senator Orrln Hatch has threatened to delay
the bill and hold up the Senate during its
final adjournment rush.
Hatch raises some important objections to
the Illinois Brick bill. He points out that
the bill could result In litigation costly to
innocent businesses and In harrassment of
some businesses for political publicity.
These dangers could be largely avoided
by careful compromise. The bill should make
plaintiffs who bring unmeritorious suits pay
• h e costs of litigation of all the parties In
Pthe suit. And the bill should limit class
action suits brought under it.
But If carefully drawn, the Illinois Brick
bill would allow those victimized by Illegal
business practices to seek Justice in court.
Surely no one can reasonably object to
that.
(From the Klub Radio Public Affairs Broadcast, Oct. 12, 1978]
CONTROL THE PRICE-FIXING

One of the more Important items still before Congress on the eve of Its adjournment
involves a stalled piece of legislation greatly
needed if such anti-trust violations as pricefixing and bid-rigging are to be controlled.
Since last June, when the United States
Supreme Court ruled that indirect purchasers may no longer recover damages from
antitrust violators, price-fixing has been a
greater threat than ever to the taxpayer.
And unless the bill before Congress is passed,
this condition will remain, and price-fixing
control will be greatly limited.
In the case In question, the high court
ruled the State of Illinois had no action
against Illinois Brick Company for alleged
price-fixing because it purchased blocks from
the firm through a middleman. This affects
all states, since only a contractor who deals
directly with an antitrust violator can recover damages for injuries, and the taxpayer,
•
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who hires the contractor, has no recourse
through its legal entity.
Blocking action in the Senate to date is a
threatened filibuster by Utah Senator Orrln
Hatch in the form of over a hundred proposed amendments. This, despite heavy support for the legislation by both parties In
each house, along with the backing of a long
list of responsible organizations throughout
the country.
We feel It would be a tremendous disservice to the people of this nation to leave the
court decision as the law of the land. Congress should consider the measure and pass
it before adjournment.

When it has a good case and wins In such a
class action, the consumer benefits.
Tou may ask where Montana enters Into
this. Jerome Cate of the antitrust division
of the Montana attorney general's office reports that the state of Montana alone has
recovered more than $1 million in antitrust
cases in recent years. This Is money that
would have been lost had the Illinois Brick
decision of the Nixon-Burger court been In
effect at the time.
The court's action has resulted in several
corrective measures being Introduced In the
Congress. They were temporarily sidetracked
by the more volatile legislation of the session—energy, tax cuts, the Panama Canal
[Prom the Billings Gazette, Dec. 3, 1978]
treaty. However, they will be back In JanCONSUMERS AND GOVERNMENT ABE PLACED IN uary.
Not surprisingly, when you consider the
THE SAME BOAT
stakes, the antitrust divisions have some
(By Duane W. Bowler)
strange allies in their cause.
One of the more frequent phrases or slogans used by a number of writers to Voice of
[From the Baltimore Sun, Apr. 5, 1979]
the Reader is "Wake Up America!"
MB. SACRS SMILES
It Is commonly used at the opening or end
•
(By Peter A. Jay)
of the letter. The contents In between are
usually quite predictable. The writers are of
Maryland Attorney General Steve Sachs
a conservative persuasion. They oppose gov- was on the telephone, talking to the office
ernments- controls, taxes, regulations of all of Senator Charles McC. Mathias and seeksorts, their version of liberals and so on: ing t o do a little lobbying on behalf of
They see them as evils out to destroy Amer- what's known as the Illinois Brick bill.
ica.
The bill Is one of those litmus-test Issues
A number of them are the same as those that eternally divide consumer groups from
who decried the "Warren Court." If you have the commercial community. If passed, it
forgotten It, that is the XSS. Supreme Court would amend the Clayton Antitrust Act to
which handed down such decisions as one- allow convicted or admitted price-fixers to
man, one-vote, that public schools should be sued for damages, not only by those who
offer equality opportunity regardless of color, had bought their goods directly, but also by
those who had bought them indirectly from
and other findings of that stripe.
These same persons quite commonly com- middlemen.
plain about governmental waste and the
It would have the practical effect of rehigh cost of government. In their thinking versing a 1977 Supreme Court decision that
they seem to forget that the government interpreted the law as only allowing such
really Is a consumer of various goods and suits to be brought by direct purchasers,
supplies much like everybody else. When and In so doing allow a broad range of classprices go up, so does the cost of government. action damage suits to be brought by conWhat Is being led up to Is that they now sumers.
should turn their attention to what Is hapAt this particular moment, which happening in the U.S. Supreme Court. Call It pened to be early Monday afternoon, Mr.
what you will, Burger or Nixon or Supreme. Sachs was on the telephone, the bill was In
Last year the Nixon-Burger court handed the Senate Judiciary Committee, and Mr.
down a decision which will have a devastat- Mathias, a swing member of that commiting effect on all consumers, Including federal, tee, was on the fence.
state and local governments.
The Maryland attorney general's call to
The case, known as Illinois Brick Co. vs. the senator was In part a dutiful one; he
Illinois, tossed out about eight decades of had been asked by fellow attorneys general
previous law In holding that the only party favoring the bill to give Mr. Mathias a
entitled to recover in a 'suit of overcharges nudge, just as the Maryland Chamber of
that result from price fixing is the person Commerce and many large Industries were
who purchases directly from the price fixer. trying to give him a nudge the other way.
No other person In the chain of manufac- So he put In the call, left his message, and
ture or distribution may sue to recover dam- that was the end of It; no pressure was involved.
ages.
But the Incident Is Illustrative. It showB
The reason Is that they ordinarily buy
from distributors, retailers or other middle- that Mr. Sachs, who has been in office less
than
four months, Is setting out to be the
men who made the purchase from the price
kind of attorney general he gave every Infixers.
It is estimated that state and federal law- dication, during his long campaign, that he
suits valued at more than one-half billion would be.
His predecessor, Francis Burch, was a condollars presently pending In courts are in
servative by Instinct and philosophy; If he
Jeopardy because of this ruling.
had
been making any telephone calls on the
If remedial legislation Is not enacted to
overturn the Nixon-Burger court's about- Illinois Brick bill, he would In all probaface decision, groups of manufacturers can bility have sided with the Chamber of Comgather in board rooms and merrily fix prices merce. Mr. Sachs, on the other hand, Is a
for whatever the traffic will bear. The distrib- consumerlst; as far as he's concerned, there's
utors aren't too concerned because they only no reason why anyone who thinks he's been
damaged by a price-fixer shouldn't be able
pass along the cost.
The crunch comes at the retail level where to sue, If he feels like it.
Not surprisingly, many of the new people
the businessman, small or large, has to take
the consumer heat and is In legal fact un- Mr. Sachs has brought to the attorney genable to do much more about It than the eral's staff (170 lawyers serve under him, of
which he has appointed perhaps 30) have a
consumer.
,
Despite all the industrial talk of Ralph similar orientation, often combined 'A-lth exNader, the consumer l s n t well organized. perience in le?al aid or other forms of public
Pew can afford to go to court over a few interest law. His office.. In the years to come,
dollars. The legal costs would eat them up. is likely to be far more active on consumerThis is where government, the antitrust related issues than was Mr. Burch's.
It may also be more active in other ways.
divisions, step In. Government is usually a
He Is reviewing, for example, the touchy
big enough buyer that cases can be pursued.
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subject of outside counsel hired by the state,
and has suggested—as he did during the
election campaign—that maybe the practice
ought to be curtailed or even eliminated.
Private lawyers now represent the state In
a variety of matters, from special litigation
to title work to the highly-specialized field
of preparing state bond Issues. Some of this
could easily, competently, and economically
be handled by the attorney general's office.
Some of it, notably the bond work, very
likely couldn't.
(The big New York bond-rating agencies,
Moody's and Standard b Poor's, might well
Insist that an Independent bond counsel Is
absolutely necessary, Mr. Sachs knows; It
oould reasonably be argued that a Maryland
attorney general, no matter how well qualified legally, cannot be relied upon to evaluate his own state's bond offering with the
requisite detachment.
(But he has the strong conviction nevertheless that the state's legal work should be
done to the greatest extent possible by the
state's own lawyers—which means by him
and his staff. As a result, it's a good bet that
a year or so from now there will be less
reliance on outside counsel throughout the
Maryland state government, no matter
what—If anything—happens with the bond
work.)
A change of attorneys general, like a
change of governors, means a different pace
as' well as a different face. Mr. Sachs, naturally enough. Is going to do things differently In the four or more years to come than
did Mr. Burch In the last 12.
His approach will affect much more than
his own staff; his assistants are attached to
every department In the state; and policy set
by Mr. Sachs will be felt throughout the government. In some ways, the Imprint of the
attorney general is potentially as great as
that of the governor, and of this Mr. Sachs
Is well aware.
He leaves shortly for a two-week vacation
In Italy, but he Is already looking forward
to his return.
"I don't know what I look like when I'm
sitting In this office all by myself," he says,
"but I think I probably have a smile on my
face."
JProm the New York Times, Apr. 23, 1979]
ANTITRUST DAMAGE, AND DAMAGES

When some communities in Illinois discovered that the price of bricks sold to private government contractors had been
illegally fixed by the brick manufacturers,
they sued for damages. But in 1977 the
Supreme Court ruled that as "indirect" purchasers they had no right to sue. Only the
middlemen—the contractors who actually
bought the bricks—had any claim against
the brick companies.
If left standing, the Court's decision would
greatly weaken the impact of the antitrust
laws, which gain deterrent effect from such
civil actions. Direct'purchasers often have no
incentive to sue price-fixers. Like the brick
contractors In Illinois, they are typically u n willing to offend major suppliers and usually
suffer no damage themselves since they can
pass the higher costs on to consumers.
The Justice Department can prosecute
price-fixers. But it does not have enough
lawyers to do an effective Job. And besides,
the fines meted out for criminal antitrust
convictions rarely match damage awards in
civil ones.
That is why the chairmen of the House and
Senate Judiciary Committees, with the support of the White House, want to amend the
Clayton Act to overturn the Illinois Brick
decision. Last year a bill reached the Senate
too late In the session for a vote. Opponents
of the measure are stalling again this year.
Indeed, if the Senate committee falls to complete work on a bill this week, It may be
drowned by other Senate business.
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That makes a persuasive argument for legCritics of the measure are counting on.
current popular hostility to government reg- islation to overturn Illinois Brick. Such legulation to help their case. Permitting in- islation Is before Congress now. It should be
direct suits, they argue, would force courts passed.
to go through the laborious process of find[From the Hartford Courant, Apr. 29, 1979)
ing out who was actually harmed and by
RESTORING A CONSUMES RIGHT
how much.
The U.S. Supreme Court has made it more
That is true, but It Is hardly an Insurmountable obstacle. Before the Supreme difficult for Individual consumers and
Court Intervened in 1977, the Federal courts groups to successfully bring lawsuits as a
dealt adequately with the special problems class when they have been wronged.
raised by Indirect antitrust suits, making
The court In the last two years has taken
common-sense judgments about common- away from consumers who are the victims
sense issues. And surely It is not good pub- of illegal price fixing the right to file suit
lic policy to let price-fixing go unpunished and collect triple damages under the antiJust because it increases the work load of the trust laws. Only the direct purchaser of a
Judiciary.
product, such as a store or supplier, has
The law against price-fixing does not mean the right to collect damages for an illegal
very much unless the prospect of getting price fix, the court said in a case involving
caught is a real deterrent. In antitrust as In the Illinois Brick Company.
other types of law, crime should not pay.
Ultimately, the consumer who has to pay
higher prices as a result of the price fix, is
[From the Minneapolis Tribune, May 6,1979] harmed most. Unlike the retailer or sup"ILLINOIS BBICK" AND MINNESOTA MEDICINES plier, the consumer earns no compensating
and suppliers also may be
"Illinois Brick" is not a new ice-cream profit. Retailers
to go to court and impair their
flavor and not the name of a rock group, reluctant
either. It refers to a 1977 Supreme Court rul- relationships with manufacturers.
Legislation which would have allowed coning on who can sue whom under federal antitrust law. That sounds technical. Neverthe- sumers to collect damages for illegal price fixes
died in Congress last year. Similar legis^—*
less Illinois Brick could become a familiar
phrase. The decision affects consumers and latlon Is In danger of defeat this year in t h f l B B
taxpayers In every state. President Carter, Senate Judiciary Committee, although t h e ^ V
Sen. Edward Kennedy and Rep. Peter Rodino chairman. Senator Edward Kennedy, has
favor legislation to overthrow It. So do we. been pushing hard for It. The bill also gives
state attorneys general the power to file suit
A local example will make clear why.
on behalf of consumers in their states and
Five years ago Minnesota collected more collect damages from companies that Illegalthan $2 million in an antitrust suit against ly fix prices.
five pharmaceutical manufacturers. The payThe bill should be endorsed by the comment was compensation for alleged illegal
price-fixing on antibiotics bought by public mittee and passed by the House and Senate.
agencies and private consumers. The suit was Companies that violate the antitrust laws by
filed by the attorney general. The settlement fixing prices should not be able to escape
returned $1.5 million to hospitals and welfare compensating those hurt most by higher
departments, and $700,000 for new treatment prices—consumers.
programs and to 450 individuals.
(From the Baltimore Evening Sun, May 19,
The antibiotics case showed an alert state
1979]
government using antitrust laws to protect
PASSTHKOTJGH SCAM
the state's taxpayers and private consumers.
The threat of such civil suits—and of similar
What happens when a customer victimized
litigation by companies or Individuals—com- by an anti-trust conspiracy decides to pass
plements the threat of criminal Investigation along the Injustice, chain-letter style, to his
by federal authorities. Together they make a customer? Nothing, says the Supreme Court.
strong deterrent to price-fixing practices This is the effect of its 1977 ruling In the
which curb competition and undermine free Illinois Brick case. Contractors bilked by
markets. Currently, for example, antitrust ac- price-fixing brick manufacturers simply abtions being considered by Minnesota and sorbed the higher costs and passed them o n ^ _
other states touch products as diverse as to several communities which were their^B
bread, tires, wheelchairs and fertilizer. It customers. But the communities, the ulti- VJ
would be good to think that such cases will mate victims, were declared by the court to
have a full hearing In the courts. But Illinois have no standing.
Brick makes it highly unlikely.
In an effort to correct this obvious InThat ruling declares that only first pur- justice, the Senate Judiciary Committee narrowly
approved a bill to let not only the
chasers of price-fixed goods can sue for damages from the people who fix the prices. Now, "middle men" contractors sue for triple
if Minnesota buys Its medicines from a damages, as they might have done In the
wholesale house Instead of from the factory, Illinois Brick case but did not. The bill
and then discovers that the manufacturers would extend this right to the contractors'
have Illegally priced them, it nevertheless customers as class-action plaintiffs. Commitcannot go to court against the manufactur- tee approval by a 9-8 margin came only after
ers. Neither, of course, can private patients or Senator Mathlas successfully pressed for sevthe pharmacist they buy from. And neither, eral amendments, then supported the swing
apparently, can the state bring suit on be- vote.
half of other consumers. No one except diOne of the amendments would deny the
rect first purchasers—in this case whole- governments of foreign countries the right
salers—can claim financial loss and demand to sue American firms in such cases unless
the treble damages antitrust law calls for. they also have laws enabling this governThat makes sense only when first pur- ment to file similar anti-trust actions
chasers actually press their claims. But often against price-fixing companies in those counthey do not—because It's easier to pass the tries. This Is only fair. The other amendprice along, because they'd rather not offend ments, offered In an attempt to fine-tune
their major suppliers, or because even the the bill by balancing the Interests of conhope of winning is not enough Incentive to sumers and business, are Intended to distake on the burden of protracted lawsuits. In courage the filing of frivolous or wanton
such situations, if no one else Is allowed to suits and to empower the courts to set reasue, antitrust enforcement Is automatically sonable fees for attorneys representing classweakened. There is no second line of civil de- action plaintiffs.
terrence and no compensation for overEven with the amendments, the bill faces
charged consumers. In an antibiotics case
now, neither Minnesota agencies nor Minne- an uphill flght In the Senate. A filibuster has
sota citizens would get the repayments they been mentioned as a possible weapon by
opponents. They unfortunately fall to recoggot before.
nize its potential value In protecting a true
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free-enterprise system by
substituting
honest competition for price-fixing. The bill
should be passed.
[From the Kansas City Star, May 11, 1979]
T H E FIXING OP PRICES

•

In recent days the attorney general of
Kansas mailed checks in the amount of more
than $150,000 to 43 state and local units of
government there as the result of a favorable
antitrust action against four lock and key
companies. This settlement quite likely could
not have been possible under current law.
A U.S. Supreme Court decision markedly
weakened the antitrust rules that prevented
price-fixing in restraint of competition.
This Issue is important because, as the
Kansas case shows, taxpayers can be gouged
by antitrust violations. Kansas shared in a
settlement of more than $16 million that
resulted from a case filed In 1971.
In 1977 the Supreme Court held that damages In antitrust suits cannot be recovered
if the goods were purchased through a
middleman, rather than directly from the
producer. That means only the direct buyer
can, If successful In court, collect treble
damages from a price-fixing manufacturer,
even though the middleman who also handled the goods passed the overcharge on to
kibsequent buyers.
Few consumers purchase directly from pro• W
ducers. An estimated 80 to 95 percent of all
state purchases are made through middlemen. Moreover, middlemen often are reluc' tant to sue producers for fear of endangering
their source of supplies. Consumers, then,
can be stuck with the overcharges with no
means of recovery.
An attempt Is being made in Congress to
overturn the court decision. On Tuesday a
bill was approved by the Senate Judiciary
Committee by a vote of 9 to 8. Robert T.
Stephan, Kansas attorney general, is attempting to build support for the measure. "When
only a few large corporations control the sale
and distribution of a particular product there
becomes a danger of them conspiring to set
prices at a higher level than open competition
in our free enterprise would allow," the official asserts.
The antitrust provisions, including the
threat of treble damages, is considered to
be a helpful deterrent to price-fixing. Restoration of the Clayton Antitrust Act would
provide states and other consumers with proJectton that events over the years have demonstrated are urgently needed.
(From the Washington Post, May 21, 1979]
A BUSINESS LOBBT COMES TO GMEF

(By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak)
Just as Sen. Charles McC. (Mac) Mathias
Jr. of Maryland was about to enrage business lobbyists May 8 by voting out the bill
they most hotly oppose, he pulled back the
curtain to permit a glimpse of the hardball
still being played backstage in Washington
in this post-Watergate age of reform.
In casting his vote, Mathias disclosed that
a business Political Action Committee (PAC)
had threatened to withhold contributions
for his reelection campaign next year unless
he voted against the bill In the Senate Judiciary Committee. Mathias refused then and
still refuses to disclose the name, but it happened to be the PAC of Bristol-Myers Co.,
the famous pharmaceutical firm.
The PACs, part of the elaborate new paraphernalia of financing politics, have been
widely used by lobbyists playing hardball
with legislators. What was different in this
instance was that the Bristol-Myers man
played the game with too much zeal and too
little finesse, and that Mathias, by blowing
the whistle, did not play the game at all.
The Incident also casts light on the feisty,
aggressive attitude of lobbyists in a Capitol
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Hill climate where neither the president nor
the congressional leaders exercise much influence. "There is a kind of mood around
about everybody getting a scalp," one business lobbyist told us, "and I think that Bristol-Myers was after Mac's."
Specifically at issue was "Illinois Brick,"
beyond the ken of the general public but at
the top of the agenda for both the business
community and the Judiciary Committee's
expansive new chairman. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. Kennedy has been pushing the bill
to overturn a 1977 Supreme Court decision
involving Illinois Brick Co. Applicable to
thousands of companies, the bill would permit parties who are not direct purchasers to
collect damages from an antitrust violator.
Besides involving billions in potential antitrust penalties, the bill also Is a test case
of whether chairman Kennedy can convert
the committee, a fortress of reaction for 23
years under now retired James O. Eastland,
Into a battering ram of reform.
The committee's key vote was Mathias, a
liberal Republican viewed by the business
lobbyists as worse than any Kennedy Democrat. Oil industry lobbyists took the lead in
1977 when Mathias was maneuvered out of
the senior Republican position on the Judiciary Committee, giving way to conservative
Sen. Strom Thurmond.
Illinois Brick was in the air when William
Greif, Washington-based vice president for
governmental affairs of Bristol-Myers, recently conversed with one of Mathias" closest
political supporters: Earl Brown, who owns
a Bethesda advertising agency. As Mathias
later reported it to the Judiciary Committee:
"You' tell Mathias if he doesn't vote my way
on Illinois Brick, he wont get any of my PAC
money."
Nobody this side of television docudramas
actually talks that way, suggesting that
Mathias was exercising senatorial license. But
Brown did get the unmistakable Impression
that Greif was threatening grief for Mathias
from corporate business interests in his 1980
reelection effort. "Hell, Sen. Mathias is not
the kind of candidate we support," Greif told
us, adding that his vote on Illinois Brick,
would make no difference. But records of
Bristol-Myers' contributions show that like
most PACs, its endorsements are not always
discriminating; beneficiaries have Included
such doyens of the left as former Rep. Bella
Abzug of New York and Rep. Andrew Maguire
of New Jersey.

[From the Las Vegas Sun, June 5, 1976]
CONSUMERS PLIGHT

Attention, Sen. Howard Cannon:
A bill soon will come before the Senate
which could help Nevada—Indeed all 50
states—recapture untold millions of dollars
illegally paid out to big business.
Consumers, along with local and state governments across the nation, could lose out
if Congress fails to overturn a 1977 Supreme
Court decision and allow indirect victims
of antitrust violations, like price gouging,
to sue for recovery ol damage.
PROFIT-MONGERS

S. 300 narrowly survived on a 9 to 8 vote
in Sen. Paul Laxalt's Senate Judiciary Committee. Your Republican counterpart cast a
"no" vote on the bill.
A "yes" vote from you would help give
antitrust victims a crack at regaining money
paid out to profit-mongers.
More important, a "yes" vote would help
curb skyrocketing costs.
And in this, the year of the "taxpayers'
revolt" and unrelenting Inflation, curbing
skyrocketing costs Is a Number 1 priority for
us all.
The problem is that state and local governments, like John Q. Public, rarely make
purchases directly from suppliers.
Instead we all rely on middlemen for the
vast majority of transactions.
•,
The Supreme Court, in Illinois Brick Co.
vs. Illinois, handed down in 1977, held that
only direct purchasers of a price-fixed Item
may sue the antitrust violator.
BARRED FROM SUING

All persons who bought price-fixed goods
through middlemen are barred from suing
to get back money.
Nationwide, states have pending lawsuits
valued between $200 and $300 million. The
federal government Is litigating to the tune
of $200 million.
"Conservative" estimates on the yearly loss
to consumers were set at the $150 billion
mark by Sen. Edward Kennedy.
These lawsuits are likely to be dismissed
unless Congress acts—this session—to approve corrective legislation.
The nation's governors, at their annual
meeting in August 1978 approved-r-wlthout a
dissenting vote—a resolution urging approval of legislation to overturn the court's
decision.

IMPLICATIONS
Greif also told us It was Brown who asked
him for a Bristol-Myers PAC contribution to
Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt, testifying on
Mathias. "That Is absolutely untrue," Brown behalf o f the National Governors' Associaresponded to us. Actually, the Bristol-Myers tion earlier this year, said Implications of
PAC Is not exactly Fort Knox. Its high con- the proposed legislation are particularly imtribution in 1978 was $900 for Thurmond portant as federal, state and local govern(and a mere $100 for Ms. Abzug). But a num- ments attempt to hold spending in check
ber of business PACs linked together can gen- without drastically curtailing services.
erate real money, and that Is what bothers
"When we see the cost of our highways,
Mathias advisers on the eve of a possible our buildings, and other needed government
Republican primary challenge.
services inflated by unlawful price-fixing, It
Despite his protestations of Innocence, is with no small measure of outrage and
Greif's name is now linked by his lobbyist frustration that we hear the Supreme Court
colleagues to choice four-letter words for tell us we are powerless to remedy this exhaving been clumsy. But the harsher curses propriation of tax dollars unless we dealt
are reserved for Mac Mathias, whose vote pro- directly with the price-fixers, the bid-riggers
vided the 9-to-8 margin by which a signi- and the monopolists," Babbitt said.
Senator Cannon, please note.
ficantly water-down version (suggested by
Mathias) of Kennedy's Illinois Brick bill
[From the Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel Star,
passed the committee.
June 9, 1979]
That raises the question of why business
FLORIDA WATCHES
lobbyists so admantly resist compromises
that would give senators a chance to cast a
The future of antitrust enforcement In
vote for the individual consumer without this country, with a multimilllon dollar Impersecuting business. The lobbyists in this pact on Florida, is now pending before the
case insisted on a full loaf, as a precedent- tT.8. Senate. But opposition forces are trying
setting spanking for Teddy Kennedy's new to block Its full debate on the Senate floor.
chairmanship. With the cash-filled sealed enFlorida Attorney General Jim Smith says
velope now forbidden, such toughness is those opoonents represent the nation's largbased on legal contributions by the PACs— est business concerns which enjoy "the beneprovided, of course, they are used with a bit fits of Increasing concentration of wealth
of finesse.
and power (who) now seek virtual immunity
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from the natural policing mechanism of the
free market economy."
The bill stems'from a 1977 Supreme Court
ruling that only persons who buy directly
from an actual antitrust violator can recover damages. That means In most cases
that it would be up to the middleman to
sue his supplier. Since the middleman merely
passes on the rigged prices—with the opportunity for more profits himself—there Is little Incentive for him to sue his supplier.
It Is the person at the end of the l i n e either an Individual or a consumer like state
government—who gets stuck with the higher
prices. It Is the ultimate consumer who
should be able to sue. That is the way it was
before the Illinois Brick ruling, and the way
it would be under SB 300.
What It means to the state Is clear In a
suit In which Florida has sued four steel
companies, charging illegal price fixing. The
state says there were $9 million in overcharges, which would allow It to collect $27
million under the treble damages provision.
But under the court ruling, the state and Its
taxpayers would recover only $450,00 from
direct purchases.
"At a time when government Is under pressure to rein in excessive expenditures, to be
accountable, to achieve the maximum benefit from each dollar spent, it defies reasoned
explanation to allow Illinois Brick to remain
the operative rule," Mr. Smith told the Senate Judiciary Committee earlier this year.
The Judiciary Committee, under Intense
lobbying pressure from big business to scuttle the bill, did approve the legislation—
which had the blessings of both Its chairman,
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and President Carter.
Now the question is whether the full Senate has enough courage to bring the bill to
a vote. Florida is watching.
JUST COMPENSATION

In recent weeks, states, counties, and
other local governments received checks for
their share of a $14 million settlement of
antitrust litigation which was filed in 1970.
For example, Minnesota counties received
$12,000; Oregon counties, approximately $7,500. It Is Ironic that df the June 1977
Supreme Court decision In Illinois Brick
Company v. Illinois had been In effect, no
one would have received a penny of compensation from the manufacturers of master
key lock systems.
Illinois Brick Involved the State of
Illinois and 700 local governments which had
purchased bricks from a contractor and
which sued to recover damages for price-fixing. The court held that Illinois and other
iforms of governments could not recover
damages, since they did not purchase the
bricks directly from the manufacturer.
That decision clearly invites price-fixers
and other violators of the antitrust laws to
gouge state and local budgets, safe from
prosecution as long as the government purchases are made on an indirect basis.
Counties are major purchasers of construction materials for roads, bridges, school
districts, hospitals, and so forth. Ninety percent of these items are handled indirectly
through middlemen. Unless remedial legislation is enacted, counties will no longer be
able to benefits from effective enforcement
of the antitrust laws.
Legislation has been introduced in Congress which would reverse the Illinois Brick
ruling so that all Indirect purchasers,
whether government, business or citizens
would be allowed access to the courtroom to
present evidence.
This legislation is strongly supported by
NACo, the National Association of Attorneys
General and a host of other government,
consumer, farm and labor groups.
Right now, states have antitrust actions

pending valued between $200-$300 million,
including fine paper, petroleum, and
amplclllln, all Jeopardized by the Supreme
Court ruling. Reversal of the Illinois Brick
ruling is urgently heeded to provide counties, states and the taxpayers with the protection that the antitrust laws were designed
to provide In the first place.
[From the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 14,
1979)
REMEDY AGAINST PRICE-FHEBS

Largely because of big business lobbying,
Congress has still not acted on a bill to offset
a 1977 U.S. Supreme Court decision that effectively guts antitrust law enforcement by
limiting suits for damages to those who have
dealt dlrecly with price-fixers. In the 1977
ruling, In Illinois Brick Co. v. State of Illinois,
the high court held that Illinois could not recover damages under the antitrust law from
a concrete block manufacturer whose pricefixing had raised the cost of some state buildings, the rationale being that only those who
buy directly from price-fixers can sue; and
in this case Illinois had not bought the blocks
from the manufacturer but from the contractor doing the construction.
To counteract the decision. Democratic
Sen. Edward Kennedy—with Missouri's Republican Sen. John Danforth as co-sponsor—
introduced a bill that, as Sen. Danforth has
put It, "would restore full legal rights to all
parties harmed by violations of federal antitrust laws." Actually, all the measure does
Is to reinstate the right that Congress obviously Intended consumers to have when it
provided for suits by "any person who shall
ue Injured . . . . by reason of anything forbidden In the antitrust laws."
By its ruling, the Supreme Court virtually
eliminated any remedy for injured parties.
Middlemen, such as the contractor in the Illinois Brick case, would not be injured and
therefore would have no reason to sue; and
those who really are Injured have been barred
from suing. Despite the unfairness to consumers of this Catch-22 ruling, organized
business—motivated, as Sen. Danforth says,
by greed—is fiercely lobbying against the
legislation to overturn the decision. Now
that the Senate Judiciary Committee has reported out the bill, the Senate should Ignore
the business lobby and enact an obviously
needed protection for consumers.
[From the Tallahassee (Fla.) Democrat,
June 15, 19791
CONGRESS SLOW To ACT

Congress can act speedily enough when It
comes to protecting the fringe benefits of its
members—witness the dispactch with which
it scrapped the limit on the amount of outside Income senators may earn.
But when it comes to protecting the taxpayers interest,' it is sometimes difficult to
ascertain any congressional movement at
all—witness the lack of dispatch In handling
legislation that would again allow you to sue
when suppliers defraud you by fixing prices.
Last September, we urged passage of a bill
that would repair the damage done by the
decision in a lawsuit called Illinois Brick vs.
Illinois. That decision could cost Florida taxpayers $26.5 million In a single Buit now
underway. It's impossible to calculate the
overall loss to consumers throughout the
nation.
Congress has yet to act.
Illinois had sued the brick companies for
treble damages under the provisions of the
Clayton Act, which has been a federal law
since 1890. But the court said It had no
right to sue. because it had not purchased
the bricks directly. Only the contractors, who
used the bricks to construct buildings for the
state, could sue.
The contractors, of course, have no real
incentive to sue. They have suffered no loss;
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the higher brick prices were passed along to
the state—and Its taxpayers. Why anger the
suppliers they will have to deal with In the
future?
Florida is now involved in a similar case,
charging that suppliers conspired to overcharge the state by $9 million for steel used In
various state projects. If the state wins, the
treble damages would total $27 million. But,
If the state can sue only for steel purchased
directly, the claim will drop to roughly
$450,000.
That's an example of the Impact of the
Illinois suit. That Impact will be multiplied
many times. States and organizations now
regularly bring class actions on behalf of
cheated consumers. The decision virtually
puts an end to such, suits. Most prlceflxfng
Is at the wholesale level; most consumer purchases are made at the retail level.
Congress should stop bowing to special Interest pressure and give the right to sue back
to cheated consumers and taxpayers.
[From the Des Moines (Iowa) Register, June
18, 1979]
HITTING WHEBE IT HUBTS

The Supreme Court ruling that consumers
who have been gouged by price-fixers can
sue for triple damages under the Clayton
Antitrust Act Is an Important victory iotm
consumers and the fight against Inflation.^
But further action will be needed by Congress if the antitrust laws are to be effective.
A Minnesota woman charged that she was
forced to pay higher prices for hearing aids
because of price-fixing by five hearing-aid
manufacturers. In her suit, she asked for
triple damages for herself and all other consumers who bought the aids.
The Eighth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that she had no right to bring the suit
as a consumer. The Clayton Act states that
"any person who shall be Injured in his business or property by reason of" anything forbidden in the antitrust laws" (such as pricefixing) may bring a suit for triple damages.
The court of appeals said that only businesses or other commercial ventures can
bring such suits. The Supreme Court ruled,
8-0, that the Clayton Act was meant to provide consumers with the right to sue pricefixers for damages.
But the Minnesota woman's suit might
still be blocked by a 1977 Supreme Court
decision known as "Illinois Brick." In "Illinois Brick," the court held that only direct t
purchasers of goods may sue for damages for
price-fixing.
Most consumers—possibly including the
Minnesota woman—are indirect purchasers.
That is, they don't buy a product from the
company that made it, but from a retailer
who bought It from the manufacturer or a
middleman.
As Senator Edward Kennedy (Dem., Mass.)
has charged, the "Illinois Brick" decision "denies compensation to those who are injured
and undermines deterrence - of the overwhelming force of illegal price-fixing in the
United States today."
Many direct purchasers—such as middleman—have no incentive to sue for damages
In price-fixing cases, for they can pass the
higher cost of the goods on to consumers.
Without the threat of the consumer classaction suit brought by the Minnesota woman,
the antitrust laws become little more than
a paper tiger.
The Senate Judiciary Committee has approved a bill to overturn the "Illinois Brick"
decision by authorizing consumers and other
indirect purchasers to sue for triple damages for price-fixing. The bill faces strong
opposition from business organizations, and
a Senate filibuster Is considered likely.
Price-fixing may be the single most unjustifiable cause of inflation In America today. Surely consumers should be given the
chance to fight this evil.
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CONGBESS SHOULDN'T CAVE I N TO BUSINESS ON
ANTITBUST BILL

Almost three years ago, hardware manufacturers agreed to an out-of-court settlement with educational institutions across the
nation of a suit In which they were accused
of price fixing. Only last month, they began
repaying millions of dollars in overcharges.
Among those collecting are the Jefferson
County schools ($24,000) and a dozen Kentucky universities and school boards (a total
of $50,000).
That was the good news.
The bad news was a 1977 Supreme Court
decision—after the hardware settlement—
that pulled the rug out from under such
suits. That decision (called "Illinois Brick"
for the chief defendant) has plunged Congress into a bitter behind-the-scenes dispute
over the best way to repair the gap in antitrust laws resulting from the court ruling.
What the court did was make It Impossible
for many local governments, school systems
and other victims of price-fixing to take action. This was because the court, following
an earlier decision, decided that someone
hurt by price-fixing could only sue If In a direct buyer-seller relationship with the responsible party. Many times, this means that
only middlemen can sue.
j But the outlook for a law to void the 1111fols Brick decision,ten't promising. Lobbying
against the measure by major corporations
is said to be as Intense as the 1975 effort to
beat the consumer-protection agency bill.
While obviously based on self-protection,
the lobbying also represents an effort by
manufacturer members of the Business
Boundtable to defeat the new Senate Judiciary chairman, Edward Kennedy, on his first
major antitrust bill. Another target is the
Carter administration, which supports the
Kennedy measure.
The Illinois Brick case arose from an antitrust suit filed by that state and 700 local
governments. They charged that 11 concreteblock manufacturers were fixing prices to create some 93 million In Illegal overcharges.
When the court disallowed suits by "Indirect purchasers," it effectively closed off
scores of complaints against other makers of
products passing through a chain of distributors, wholesalers and retailers on their
way to the consumer.
THINK TWICE BEFOBE SUINO

Worse yet, the ruling appeared to thwart
a 1976 law In wblch Congress gave state atto:rneys general a go-ahead to protect consumers who eventually pay the extra costs of
such price-fixing.
Recognizing the policy implications of its
decision, the high court noted that Congress
could easily clarify the antitrust rules by
passing a new low. This Is what Senator
Kennedy proposes to do.
The manufacturers claim that such a law
would drown them in a sea of speculative
suits filed by greedy lawyers. But the proposed bill would counter this risk by encouraging federal Judges to toss out frivolous
suits—and to levy costs and lawyers' fees
against those filing such unwarranted litigation.
The reason for Congress to pass the Kennedy bill is that It would protect one of the
highest values of American business—competition. When Congress In 1914 passed the
Clayton Antitrust Act, It wisely recognized
there would be difficulty getting public officials to pursue the "trusts." So It attached
a triple-damages provision to encourage private individuals or associations to move
against price-fixing or other monopolistic
violations.
This private enforcement of antitrust laws
Is necessary to the preservation of business
competition. Over the years, Congress has
made the antitrust victim's opportunity to
sue unusually broad; it chose this as an alternative to any listing of specific illegal
<" O
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practices—which would Just set up a code massively against the bill, another filibuster
full of inviting loopholes. Instead, It has re- Is threatened, and the people will likely lose
lied on the courts to put the broad definition again unless 60 senators are willing to vote
of "restraint of trade" Into concrete form.
for cloture. Floridians, with $27-million imLately the courts, particularly the Su- mediately at stake, will be looking to Sens.
preme Court, have complained that complex Lawton Chiles and Richard Stone to vote
antitrust cases are becoming steadily more for their interests, against corporate cordifficult to handle. However, It's possible that ruption.
the report of the recent President's Commission on Antitrust Enforcement may contain
No WONDEB THE PUBLIC SKEPTICAL OF
ways, which Congress should take seriously,
BUSINESS
of lightening this burden.
Two years ago the United States Supreme
To allow the Illinois Brick decision to Court In an astonishing action ruled that
stand unchallenged would be too sharp a indirect purchasers, persons buying from rebreak with almost 90 years of private anti- tall stores, for example, cannot sue a wholetrust action. That action, on balance, has sale seller guilty of price-fixing. Placing the
been helpful to consumers and businessmen nation's highest court on the side of corpoalike. Congress should move to restore this rate culprits, the verdict comforted the comtool of anti-monopoly enforcement by pass- fortable and afflicted the afflicted.
ing the Kennedy bill.
Now consumers must look to Congress to
enact a law that permits consumer
(From the Petersburg (Fla.) Times, July 0, by their retail purchases to sue and collect
1979]
from manufacturers guilty of breaking fedTHE FBDTTS OP CRIME
eral antitrust statutes.
When Congress returns from Its August
Steel reinforcing bars are not likely to
be found on the household shopping list vacation not the least important matter facor in stock at the corner hardware. But that's ing It will be the Illinois Brick bill, co-sponnot to say that they aren't big business. The sored by Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and
state of Florida figures that it bought $30- John Danforth, R-Mo. Their measure, If enmlllion worth between 1970 and 1974, mostly acted, will correct the Supreme Court's lafor highway bridges and overpasses.
mentable Judgment which rewards board
The state also contends that It paid $9 room brigandage.
American consumers and America's big
million too much because of a price-fixing
conspiracy among the four major suppliers. businesses have a huge stake in how Congress
The state sued, relying on federal antitrust handles the bill. The bill's defeat would save
law that says that a victim who can prove companies hundreds of millions of dollars—
price fixing is entitled to a lefund of three Illegal dollars acquired by violating antitrust
times the Ill-gotten gains.
law.
The Idea behind triple damages wasn't Just
Currently 10 states are suing 45 cement and
to make it worthwhile for victims to sue. cement product manufacturers. Damages
It was to make big business think seriously could exceed $180 million. In the absence of
over whether breaking the law was worth the an Illinois Brick Act on federal statute books,
risk.
however, many complaints against these
It Is, sorry to say, well worth the risks. In manufacturers would be dismissed.
June 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court made
The same state of affairs pertains for anticrime pay. It ruled that only the direct cus- trust violations brought by 30 states against
tomers of a price-fixing conspiracy are en- three large ethical drug firms for the sale of
titled to sue under the antitrust law. Ulti- amplcillin, by 12 states against 11 sugar commate consumers, though they may be the panies, by several states against eight lumber
actual victims, were thrown out of court.
companies, and by six states against major
The final consumer Is usually the only oil companies which overcharged buyers
party who cares to file a suit. Most often, hundreds of millions of dollars.
the direct customer Is a wholesaler, conWest Virginia is Interested In this- legislatractor or broker who has passed on the tion, as Attorney General Chauncey Brownextra costs, has lost nothing on account ot ing, one of the nation's leading antitrust
the price fixing and has no incentive to sappers, pointed out In an article two-and-alitigate.
half weeks ago on the page across from this
This particular Judicial outrage, known as one. (Rebuttal to Browning from the West
the Illinois Brick decision, left Florida's law- Virginia Chamber of Commerce and the West
yers to make bricks without straw in their Virginia Manufacturers Association is pubsteel-bar case, which was already In progress. lished today on the same page.) Browning on
The state calculates that It lost only $150,- occasion has collected antitrust awards for
000 In direct purchases of ptice-nxed bars, for state and for some political subdivisions, but
which it could—If it can prove the c a s e - he collected before the Supreme Court allied
recover only $450,000 in triple damages. The Itself with lawbreakers.
rest of the (9-mllllon in alleged overcharges
The key question congressional members
were paid through contractors who had should ask themselves Is: Why shouldn't
merely passed on the suppliers' prices on a businesses which defy antitrust laws be liable
cost-plus basis, and while the state Is trying to redress from their victims?
to keep the case alive on some ingenious
Indeed, we're amazed responsible busitechnicalities, the outlook Is, as they say,
in doubt. If the Illinois Brick decision holds nesses are fighting the Kennedy-Danforth
legislation. Such fights, we're convinced. Is
firm, the taxpayers of Florida get nothing.
one reason a majority of the American peoThe decision was so bad that the Ink ple holds American business In low esteem.
was scarcely dry when Congress began con- The campaign against Illinois Brick Is a plea
sidering legislation to overturn It. Big busi- by business to be allowed to break the law
ness lobbies, led by the Increasingly influ- and for the most part get away with it. Deential Business Boundtable, blocked It last spite that, business is fighting the bill—allyear with the threat of a Senate filibuster. out.
This year, a compromise bill came out of
the Senate Judiciary Committee. It contains
some new safeguards for defendants. One [From the Portland (Oreg.) Journal, Oct.
1, 1979]
would allow trial courts to set the fees for
OVEBTUBN THE BBICK
plaintiffs' lawyers. Another would permit
Judges to award legal fees to defendants
Congress seems to be making progress on
who were sued without good reason. And legislation that would overturn the UJ5. Suanother would let foreign governments re- preme Court's anti-consumer "Illinois Brick"
cover only actual, not triple, damages from decision.
VS. firms.
The court ruled In 1977 that consumers
For some people, there Is no compromise. c a n t sue price fixers unless they manufacThe big business lobbies are still working tured the product. Seldom do consumers buy
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directly from manufacturers. Consumers buy
from middlemen, and they should be able to
sue distributors if that Is who is involved i n
anti-trust activities.
The court decision barred the door for a
lot of consumer suits under the Clayton Act,
which for years has permitted price fixers to
be sued for triple damages.
The state of Oregon has an antitrust division which actively pursues price fixing cases
on the behalf of consumers. Attorney General
Jim. Redden has said that the Illinois Brick
decision is preventing legal action on at least
$54 million in suits pending by his office.
Last week the VS. House Monopolies and
Commercial Law Subcommittee approved a
strong Brick bill overturning the decision
and permitting class action suits. But the
committee is holding on to the bill awaiting
action on a Senate Judiciary Committee
compromise backed by Sen. John C. Dan*
forth, R-Mo.
The Danforth compromise doesnt permit
class action suits. Yet it is backed by the
Consumer Federation of America, which says
It is a significant piece of legislation and apparently the' best that can be passed. The
VS. Chamber of Commerce disagrees, and
says it Isnt enough of a compromise.
The National Association of Attorneys
General unanimously backs the Danforth
compromise, which is supported by Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.
"It's incredible bow fast the bill changes,"
said one observer of the lengthy congressional fight. Mow the Danforth compromise
permits defendant middlemen several defenses to the claim that they passed on overcharges.
Congress has worked on a compromise for
more than a year. That is enough time. The
bill shouldn't penalize retailers who arent
directly Involved in price fl-JT>g cases. But
the nature of the system that distributes
consumer
goods
through
middlemen
shouldn't prevent suits from being filed and
adjudicated.

bring antitrust suits, despite the fact that
the original overcharges have been passed on
to them.
The decision could be disastrous for antitrust enforcement. When direct purchasers
can simply pass illegal charges on to consumers, they often have little incentive to
risk their own supply sources by bringing
suit against them. Moreover, in eliminating
suits by indirect purchasers, the court has
virtually barred state governments, which
could be expected to be particularly vigilant,
from bringing antitrust suits. The states,
after all, make almost all their purchases
through middlemen as do the private citizens
the state attorneys general could represent.
The decision was highly unfair, since it
disqualified the purchasers at the end of
the marketing chain—often the only ones to
suffer from illegal overcharges—from recovering their losses. Thus, the court not only
vitiated a major part of Congress's antitrust
effort, but it also established in its place an
unfair and far less effective substitute.
The Kennedy bill would, in effect, overturn
the Supreme Court's ruling. Its opponents
argue that the bill would increase the number and complexity of private antitrust suits,
that it would clog the courts and allow legitimate businesses to be harassed by nuisance
suits. But there were not many abuses of this right to sue before the court curtailed
it. And the small encouragement the Kennedy bill might provide t o frivolous suits is
a slight price to pay for the increased antitrust vigilance it would Insure.
In its Illinois Brick ruling, the Supreme
Court acknowledged the difficulties of creating antitrust litigation policies that are both
fair and effective, and the court asked for
congressional guidance in this matter. The
Kennedy bill would provide that guidance in
no uncertain terms—by overturning the
court's own attempt at policy making In this
area and reasserting the Congress's original
antitrust intentions.
A BASIC RIGHT TO SUE

Some businessmen and grocery executives
view the Illinois Brick Bill with the same
[From the Sacramento (Calif.) Bee,
honor as a debutante looking at an acne
Aug. 24. 1979]
pimple.
T H E ILLINOIS BRICK BILL
That pending federal legislation, and the
Among the new antitrust measures that controversy
surrounding it, becomes downSen. Ted Kennedy has put before Congress right interesting
one considers that
this year is a bill to overturn the Supreme price-fixing costs when
each American consumer
Court's "Illinois Brick" decision. In the Illi- $200 a year.
nois Brick case, the court severely restricted
And that Is why Congress, battling the
who could sue for damages in a price-fixing
case, nearly decimating one of the public's legislation around like a shuttlecock for two
most effective antitrust enforcement tools. years, needs to pass it. The battle started
The Kennedy bill—which has the support of when the VS. Supreme Court found some
the Carter administration, the nation's gov- Saws in the previous legislation. So the Court
ernors and attorneys general and most con- ruled that, until those flaws are corrected,
sumer groups—would restore the rights to only direct purchasers can bring suit against
companies which collude to destroy open '
sue that the court took away.
competition by rigging their prices—instead
Because it recognized that the federal Jus- of letting the free enterprise system operate
tice Department could not oversee the entire as it was intended to.
business community. Congress in 1914 enIf, for Instance, you purchased a water
acted a law to encourage private citizens to
pursue antitrust violators themselves. Any- heater and then learned the price was fixed
by
a group of manufacturers, you could not
one damaged by a company's price-fixing or
other antitrust violations can, under this sue because the water beater was purchased
law, sue that company for three times the through a middle man—the plumbing comdamages suffered. Congress created that large pany. The plumbing company might sue, but
penalty to provide an Incentive for private there Is no incentive. The plumber has his
parties to bring antitrust suits and to deter money.
potential violators.
Nor—to use a very real example—can the
However, when the state of Illinois re- state of Florida sue a steel company which
cently tried to sue the Illinois Brick Co. overcharged the state by $9 million. The
under the statute, the Supreme Court ruled state can sue the company for $600,000 bethat it could not. The Brick company had cause it purchased some of that steel diclearly engaged i n price-fixing and other rectly from the company, but cannot seek
antitrust violations, and the state had clearly damages for the other $8.5 million because
suffered damages. But the state had pur- the rest of the steel was purchased through
chased the overpriced concrete blocks a middle man. The state may sue the middle
through a series of middlemen, and the man, but he has done nothing wrong. He has
court ruled that only the first middleman merely acted as an agent, selling the steel
who purchased directly from the Brick Co. to the state and making a profit.
could collect damages. Because of this rulWhen one considers that the state of Floring, no end-of-the-llne consumers can now
ida purchases 95 percent of its goods, through
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middle men, the significance of the Illinois
Brick Bill takes on a new dimension. It is a
classic consumer bill, aimed at punishing
those companies which tamper with the free
enterprise system.
Illinois Brick has its detractors, the grocery store dealers being among them. Mark
C. Hollis, a Public Super Markets executive
here, says the bill would allow producers to
sue the grocers for selling goods too cheaply.
He has a point, albeit a weak one from a
consumer's viewpoint. Yes, meat producers
have sued slaughter houses for conspiring to
drive prices down. And according to Hollis'
argument, passage of Illinois Brick would invite meat producers back into court, with
the possible result of grocers' legal expenses
being passed on to consumers.
Well, the meat producers are still in court,
having been told they are exempt from the
Supreme Court ruling on indirect purchasers. So passage of the legislation won't
affect them.
But to get to a larger issue. Wouldn't it be
just as wrong for a group of grocery store
owners to conspire to drive prices down as
it would be for them to conspire to drive
prices up? It's not a question of whom to
cheat—the cattlemen or the consumers. It's
a question of not cheating at all.
lots^
That's the laudable thrust of the Dlino:
Brick Bill. Those cheated in the marketpli
BW
deserve a day In court. The Illinois Brick B:
would give them Just that. If the evidence
shows companies conspired to rig prices, the
courts will award damages.
Some business groups lobbying against the
bill are saving, "Trust us. Well do the right
thing for consumers and look after them
better than they can themselves."
That tune sounds familiar because it has
been played before. By the oil companies.

Mr. METZENBATJM. Mr. President, I
point out that it is not right to provide
an exemption from the antitrust laws, to
turn the clock back, as we are doing today, and to have it done in such a manner as to prevent any amendment from
coming up which has to do with oil companies gobbling up their competitors, oil
companies buying up department stores
and hotels, oil companies getting far beyond the pursuits of energy.
No, none of those amendments can
come up. It has to do with antitrust;^-^
but no, that would be a little offensive t o ^ B
the oil companies. That would be pro-^"^
consumer legislation. That would be pro
the American public. So amendments of
that kind cannot come up.
Yes, an amendment that might help
little school districts, located in every
State in the Union, an amendment that
would make it possible for those small
school districts not to be overcharged,
not to be subjected to price-fixing conspiracies without having an opportunity
to have their day in court—such an
amendment cannot come to the floor.
•What does it really mean? What does
it mean that we had a measure debated
and discussed to emasculate the Federal
Trade Commission, to take away its
vitality, to turn the clock back because
it was doing an effective Job? What did
we do? Congress indicated that it would
play ball with the business community
and turn its back on a Government
agency doing its job, because it was doing
It too well.
Today, we have a bill that does the
same thing, in a different way. The Pederad Trade Commission has had a proceeding. They have found that the terri-
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torial restrictions are anticompetitive,
and they have ruled to that effect. Now
we have a piece of legislation which
would vitiate the impact of that court
decision before the court even made its
decision.
Then we even have a bill that says "If
you violate this law," the one we are
talking about passing, and undoubtedly
are going to pass here today, "if you violate the provisions of that law you cannot even be held responsible until you
get into the courtroom and some court
says that you have violated the law, do
not do it the second time. And you do not
pay any penalty for having done it the
first time." That is what this legislation
provides.
We should be ashamed of ourselves.
We do not do that with any other piece
of legislation on the statute books. Nowhere do we say "You are entitled to the
first bite," as in the dog bite laws.
You are not entitled to the first bite
if you kill someone. You are not entitled
to a first bite if you have an automobile
accident and you violate the laws. You
4 ^ i r e not entitled to a first bite no matter
^ P v h a t the law is. But for our bottlers, for
the Coca-Cola Co. of America, for the
Pepsi Co. of America, for the Beatrice
Foods, for all of the other conglomerates that I mentioned earlier on today,
each of them are entitled to a first bite,
a first violation of the law and then if
a judge says, "Don't do it," then after
that they may be subjected to it. We do
not dp that for the auto industry. We do
not do it for any other industry in America. We do not say to anyone you can go
out and violate the antitrust laws and
you are not subjected to those laws until
after some courts says "You done wrong."
But we do it for the bottlers. Oh, we
have to save those poor bottlers. Their
profits are only running 16 and 18 and
20 and 22 and 25 percent on equity. That
is not bad.
As a matter of fact, we may run a
contest in this country, whose return on
equity is greater, the oil companies or
the bottlers? Fortunately these poor bot•
tlers that we are so concerned about today would do pretty well In those sweepstakes.
They are not satisfied.
I am told stories that are absolutely
unbelievable as" to the lobbying effort
that has been made to get this bill
through. I am told about 30 calls coming
in in a day from one State. I am told
about some story that one bottler reportedly had spent up to $300,000, in support of this great bill.
We need not worry about the inflation
that is taking place in this country. The
Senate need not debate that. The Senate
need not get itself concerned about higher interest rates. We never really got
into that subject in the Chamber. The
Senate need not concern itself about so
many other problems that are happening
in this country, including a higher and
higher rate of unemployment. No, we are
not talking about unemployment in the
Chamber today. That is not the issue before us.
We are talking about our poor bottlers,
those giant conglomerates and sirup

companies, who are only making tremendous yields on their equity.
We are not talking about the real problems that face this Nation in Afghanistan, Iran, and the Soviet Union. We are
not talking about the issues that are of
concern to the American people.
There are 215 million Americans and
if you went out and polled them and
asked them how they feel about the bottlers bill, they would think you flipped
your lid and if you told them what the
bottlers bill contained then they would
know you flipped your lid.
Bottlers bill—tie up the Senate for a
whole week to keep a Senator from
offering a proconsumer amendment or
maybe two proconsumer amendments.
Great day.
I agree with the Senator from Arkansas. This is no way for the Senate to conduct Itself. No. But the bottlers lobby
insists that we get this bill to the floor.
There are all sorts of substantive legislation pending to be brought up. No, we
do not do that. We have to take care of
the bottlers. Oh, those wonderful bottlers. Up goes the price of Coca-Cola.
Soaring through the sky goes the price
of Pepsi-Cola, RC Cola and all the other
branded pop. We are so concerned about
them that the Senate spends a whole
week to protect the bottlers. It Is wonderful. Do not worry about the senior citizens
of this country. They should be able to
fend for themselves. What is the matter
with those senior citizens? Cannot they
take care of themselves? Why should we
in the Senate bother about them?
How about those voung kids who are
looking for Jobs in the streets of America? The unemployed, how about the 35
to 40 percent of young blacks who cannot find a job in this country? It will be
greater as we have this programed recession of the administration. Do not
worry about any legislation for them.
They can take care of themselves.
I remember when I was in the business world and I came to Washington
and attended a meeting at the Sheraton
Park and we talked about the problems
facing America because they were burning down our cities. They were burning
down Watts. They were burning down
Huff in Cleveland. They were burning
down Detroit, and they were burning
down Washington. We came and out
of that was formed the urban coalition
that we might do something to save our
cities and to see to it that young people
in this country, including young blacks
and young Hispanics, could find a job.
There was a sense of concern.
Well, we have shown it this week. The
unemployment is higher for young blacks
than it was then. The unemployment is
higher for young people than it was then.
The unemployment is higher for males
and females and people across the country than it was then. We are going to
do something about it. We are going to
do something great today. We are going
to pass the bottlers' bill.
Is it not wonderful? Every Member of
the Senate can go home this weekend
and stand up and say what we did for
the people of this country. We passed
the bottlers' bill. We invoked cloture, to
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keep some Senator who wanted to bring
up an amendment that was a proconsumer amendment. We said, "Oh, no,
we are not going to let you get to that,
fellow. We are not going to let the proconsumer amendment come up." No, we
have the bottlers' bill today.
I do not know how we squeezed in the
time the other day to indicate the Senate's opposition to the oil import fee.
That was pretty good.
We waste our time on stuff that is
unimportant, like bottlera.
Let us see what is going to happen
if we are really successful.
I guess John Smith in some community is going to be able to go out and
really get smashed this weekend. We
have got the bottlers bill through the
Senate. John Smith I guess is a bottler
in some small community in America.
But John Smith was not in trouble. We
heard this bill in my committee. I did
not hear one bottler who said that the
giants were coming in and trying to
drive him out of business. There was
no evidence that the small bottlers were
under attack. No, not a scintilla of evidence.
But the fact is we are seeing in some
respects two things: one is we are proving the value of the business PAC's. They
have been involved in this. The business PAC's have proven their value, if
you agree with that point of view.
But the fact is we cannot be very
proud of what we are doing.
The Senator from Arkansas was right.
What are we doing tying up the Senate
for a full week concerned about the
bottlers? Are we concerned about what
our troops are in Europe, or whether we
have a strong enough military defense?
Are we talking about whether we should
or should not have the M-X? Are we.
talking about the substantive issues that
concern American people?
I think what we should have done before we brought this bill to the floor of
the Senate is the Senate should have
commissioned Gallup and Hart and
Cadell, and I do not know who else,
Roper and maybe NBC-ABC, New York
Times poll, or is the CBS-New York
Times poll, I do not know. We should
have gotten all the pollsters in the country and we should have asked them to
poll the country and ask them to name
the 50 most Important issues, not the
10 most. That is all they usually do
when they talk about the 10 most important issues.
We should ask them to include the 50
most important issues.
And you know and I know that the
bottlers' bill or the problem with respect
to the bottlers would never have found
the list. This is unbelievable; this is
absolutely absurd. The U.S. Senate has
taken 3 days to talk about the bottlers'
bill.

So the RECORD is clear in connection
with the Senator from Arkansas' comments, let me say that the Senator from
Ohio in the inception said he was willing
to agree to a time limitation with respect to any amendment that I had to
bring up and was willing to agree to a
time limit with respect to the bill itself
or anybody else's amendment.
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I am sad to see that we have wasted
several days of time while my amendment or my attempted amendment was
filibustered; while I was precluded from
obtaining the floor. We have just
achieved this week a new low in senatorial achievement, in senatorial accomplishment.
I am not proud of the fact that I felt,
as chairman of the Senate Antitrust
Committee, a responsibility and an obligation to make the fight to protect the
antitrust laws of this country from being
invaded as does this bill. I am not proud
of the fact that I had to sit in the
Chamber for several days making repeated efforts to get up a proconsumer
antitrust amendment. I am not proud of
the fact that the Senate rules did not
make it possible to do so.
The victors will be the bottlers. The
losers will be the American people. The
Senator from Ohio will not lose. But the
American people have lost this week.
They have' lost because the Senate
should have been spending its time in
more productive endeavors. They have
lost because this bill provides exemptions
from the antitrust laws, and they have
lost because, by manipulating the rules
of the Senate, others have been successful in preventing proconsumer amendments from coming to the floor.
AMENDMENT

NO. 1 7 3 9

(Purpose: To exempt licensees from suits by
indirect purchasers)
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. P r e s i d e n t , a t

this time I call up amendment No. 1759.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will report the amendment.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
The Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBATJM)
proposes a n amendment numbered 1759.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
would ask the Senator to suspend for a
moment.
The Chair would advise that, under
the precedents of the Senate
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
regular order. I believe, under the rules
of the Senate, the amendment is to be
read first.
'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair is advised by the Parliamentarian
that if an amendment is offered that is
nongermane on its face, even before it
is read, the Chair is obligated, in that
situation, to rule that the amendment is
not germane. The Chair i s , advised,
through the Parliamentarian, that this
is such an amendment.
Mr. METZENBAUM addressed the
Chair.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
thought I had the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair would advise that no one has the
floor at the moment.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
ask for the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The floor
is not available until the Chair finishes
ruling on this matter, and then it will
consider the request from the Senator
from South Carolina.
The Chair is compelled to rule, on the
strength of the advice of the Parliamentarian, that the amendment is nongermane.

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
appeal the decision of the Chair.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair must advise that an appeal is not
debatable under rule XXII.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
move to table the appeal from the ruling
of the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The motion to table the appeal is in order.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
move to table the motion of
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
did not hear the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair would indicate that the motion
to table the appeal is in order and it is
not debatable.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, a point of
order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. BAYH. Mr.- President, would the
Chair be kind enough to advise the Senate what vote is necessary to sustain the
ruling of the Chair?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair .will advise that a yea vote would
sustain the ruling of the Chair.
The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
CANNON), the Senator from California
(Mr. CRANSTON) , the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY), the Senator
from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), and the

Senator from Georgia (Mr. TALMADGE)
are necessarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) is absent
on official business.
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SIMPSON)
is necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Wyoming (Mr.
SIMPSON) would vote "yea."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced—yeas 86,
nays 6, as follows:
[Rollcall Vote No. 146 Leg-1
YEAS—86
Armstrong
Domenlcl
Baker
Durenberger
Baucus
Durkln
Bayh
Eagleton
Bellmon
Eicon
Bentsen
Ford
Biden
Gam
Boren
Glenn
Boschwltz
Goldwater
Bradley
Gravel
Bumpers
Hart
Burdick
Hatch
Byrd,
Hatfield
Harry P., Jr. Hayakawa
Byrd, Robert C . Keflin
Chafes
Heinz
Chiles
Helms
Church
HoUings
Cochran
Huddleston
Cohen
Humphrey
Culver
Inouye
Dole
Jackson

Javlts
Jepsen
Johnston
Kassebaum
Laxalt
Leahy
Levin
Long
IiUgar

Magnuson
Mathlas
Matsunaga
McClure
McGovern
MJelcher
Morgan
Nelson
Nunn
Fackwood
Percy
Pressler
Pryor

Randolph
Ribicoff
Rlegle
Roth
Sarbanes
Schmitt
Danforth
DeConcini
Cannon
Cranston
Kennedy
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Schweiker
Tower
Stafford
WaUop
Biennis
Warner
Stevens
Weicker
Will lams
Stewart
Stone
Young
Zorinsky
Thurmond
NAYS—6
Metzenbaum Proxmire
Moynlhan
Tsongas
NOT VOTLNQ—7
PeU
Talmadge
Simpson
Stevenson

So the motion to lay on the table the
appeal of the ruling of the Chair was
agreed to.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which the
motion was agreed to.
Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I move to
lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the able was
agreed to.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, if
I were good with my vocal chords and
could sing, I would sing at this point,
"The Party's Over." But I cannot carry
a tune so I will not do that.
As far as I was concerned, I thought i t |
important to make the issue with respect™
to this bill. I thought the world ought to
know, if anybody had any interest in it—
and, frankly, I do not think anybody has
any interest in it except the bottlers—
what the issues are and what it is ail
about.
If they have that kind of an interest,
then I think that they understand that
the Senate has determined that they will
pass the bottlers bill, and the bottlers bill
will be the way the bottlers want it; that
the bottlers bill will forgive retroactively
antitrust violations as far as damages are
concerned, and also will forgive future
violations unless there is a judge who has
said there are violations.
The Senate has clearly indicated that
it is not just a small bottlers bill, but it is
a big bottlers bill as well.
The Senate has indicated that they are
not prepared to accept legislation as an
amendment to the bill which would make
it possible for the small school districts,
the small communities, small businessmen, and consumers to be able to bring
an action under the antitrust laws by
reasons of the decision in Illinois Brick.
The Senate has indicated that it is not
prepared to bring that issue to a vote
before the Senate as an amendment to
this bill.
I recognize what has occurred. I think
the Senate has wasted the time of its
Members on this subject. I think it has
been enough.
Because I do not think there is any
reason to keep wasting more time, I am
prepared, Mr. President, to yield back all
of my time conditioned upon other Members yielding back their time, and if not
be the case I will reserve all of my time.
Since I have brought up most of the
amendments, and since I have been at
issue with respect to this bill, I am prepared to say at this time that when and
if the other Members of the Senate yield
back all their time, I will be prepared to
yield back my time unless prior thereto
some Member, and I do not wish to deny
any Member his right to speak, should
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put in Issue some particular matter as
pertains to this bill that I felt I needed
to respond to.
Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Indiana
has about 5 or 10 minutes of comments
that he would like to make, at which
time I am prepared to yield back whatever time I might have left, which will
be some part of an hour. Does the Senator from North Carolina care to have
the floor? I shall be glad to yield to him.
Mr. HELMS. I was going to ask the
Senator from Indiana" to use his microphone. I have a statement to make, but
I shall wait until he is finished.
(Mr. MORGAN assumed the chair.)
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, the Senator from Ohio mentioned a moment ago
that he was proud to have had the
opportunity to make the case as he sees
it on the amendments and against the
bill. I am proud of him as a friend and
as an adversary. He is one Member of
this body who has the will to take on all
comers for something he thinks is right.
I have the greatest respect for him because of that. We need more of that.
^ H V i t h all respect, I suggest that just
^Bcause my friend from Ohio thinks it
is right does not necessarily mean it is
right.
We sat here very patiently and heard
a recitation of all the major problems
confronting our country: Interest rates,
inflation, unemployment, senior citizens,
young kids, young blacks, business taxes,
troops in Europe, the MX missile, all of
which my friend from Ohio suggested
needed to be discussed and we were
spending our time discussing the bottling
bill.
I do not want to make a Supreme
• Court case out of this. I have already
said that the reason we were making
such a parliamentary maneuver is that
it was the only way we could keep our
friend from Ohio from killing the bill.
If anybody has kept us here a full
week, it is the Senator from Ohio who
refused to let this measure be voted up
^mr down on the issue. To suggest that
^Htase of us who wanted to vote for the
^^ottling bill were anticonsumer, if one
just examines who voted here I think we
get a rather interesting perspective.
I have supported the consumers' interests. The Senator from Ohio has been
very thoughtful and has pointed that
out in the record.
But I see" nothing but folly in idle
support for a consumer issue for which
there is not the necessary votes to ever
have the issue raised, or at least, which
would kill another piece of legislation a
Senator feels is important. I happen to
believe this bottling bill is important.'
I would like to correct the record.
There has been a great deal of discussion
. about the profitability of the bottling
business. I point out on page 19 of the
record that we have a bottler saying:
.

have always placed national brands above
their private labels to assure that those
private labels do, In fact, sell.

That is in the record.
We also have the expert witness before
the FTC, Mr. Comanor, who testified
before our committee, of which the distinguished Senator from Ohio is chairman.
He pointed out that the profit from
these small companies is small.
I do not know why we need to start
talking about the profit of the sirup companies, which is where the FTC made the
mistake in the first place, when they
looked at the percentage of the sirup
companies instead of the small bottlers.
I feel this as sincerely as I know how,
and I think as sincerely as the Senator
from Ohio feels on the other side of this
thing, in my judgment, without this bill,
we are going to have most of the small
bottlers in America go out of business.
I think the record shows that.
As a result of that, we will have a few
large bottlers, of which there are some
now, who are going to take over the
market, and, when there are a few bottlers, we will have less competition, and
we will have a greater tendency to increase the price.
There is no question, in my judgment,
that there will be less service, lass availability, because the small bottlers now
emphasize service. The large bottlers will
emphasize volume sales.
There has been discussion about the
antitrust violations. Let me suggest that
we have already discussed that.
I ask anyone to look in the record
who may have a question about whether
this is a bad thing or not.
We are trying to preserve the rights of
these small businesses after a 75-year
practice has been changed by a split vote
of the FTC. We reel that the bottlers,
who have been acting according to what
the precedent of the courts have said,
and an 75-year precedent, should not
be accused of a violation of this very
small area, the territorial franchise,
until a court has ruled upon it.
Mr. President, I close by pointing out
that although my friend from Ohio feels
very strongly that the issue here involves
antitrust, and that his position is proconsumer, if one would look at the record of
the last votes, we had a cloture vote of
86 to 6. The next amendment was 88 to 3.
The next was 89 to 4.
I leave it to the judgment of the public, even consumer advocates, when they
go down that list and see Senators BAYH,
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friend from Ohio knows, that is not the
case.
We have a legitimate difference of
opinion on this issue, on which at least
88 Members of the Senate joined with the
Senator from Indiana, and I am glad to
have their support, as we feel those bottlers need the kind of assistance necessary to be able to provide the kind of
service that would not be available if the
FTC's decision stands.
Mr. METZENBAUM addressed the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
point out to my friend from Indiana that
I do not think he really meant, in bed
with the oil companies. I think he meant
in bed with the bottlers, did he not?
Mr. BAYH. No. I meant in bed with
the oil companies, because my good
friend from Ohio suggested by being
against his application of the oil merger
bill and Illinois Brick, that he put all of
us who want to help the hometown bottlers In bed with the (multinational
giants.
Mr. METZENBAUM. No.
Mr. BAYH. I do not think he can sell
that voting list on that basis.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I would not do
that.
I Just say that a number of my friends
in the Senate today are in bed with the
bottlers.
But I do not say that improperly. I do
not say there is anything improper about
it at all. I do not mean to suggest that.
I think bottlers have done a very effective lobbying job.
I would like to respond very briefly to
the comment the Senator from Indiana
made about this return.
I pointed out the returns were good,
16, 18, 20, 22, 25 percent. My friend from
Indiana pointed out, using different
figures, I think, 2 or 2.5 percent, and the
other was something down around that
area, as well.
I emphasize for the record that he
was talking about return on sales and
I was talking about return on equity, and
there is a big difference.
As a matter of fact, on page 148 of
the committee report, there is this
exchange with Mr. Koons and myself:

BRADLEY, BUMPERS,
BURDICK,
BYRD,
CHAPEE, CHURCH, CULVER, EAGLETON, HART,
HATFIELD, HUDDLESTON, INOUYE, JACKSON,
LEAHY, MAGNTTSON, MATHIAS, MCGOVERN,
MOYNIHAN, NELSON, PACKWOOD, PERCY,
PRYOR, RANDOLPH, RIBICOFP, RIEGLE, SARBANES, STEVENSON, TSONGAS, WEICKER,

Senator METZENBATJM. You are the only
bottler we have today. Has the bottling industry been a reasonably profitable Industry?
Mr. KOONS. Yes, sir. I think so. We make
a profit on aU packages. As I say, I don't
have my statement here, but I think that
we run around 6yx percent on sales, something like that.
Senator METZENBAUM. And it shows a profit
of about 20 percent on equity, approximately.
Which is certainly respectable and nothing to
be
Mr. KOONS. Nothing to be ashamed about,
that's right.

WILLIAMS—I left out some of our colleagues, including my good friend from
North Carolina.
We also have him describe in some
I just think it is stretching it a little
detail what is going to happen when the bit to suggest that all these people, all 86
large bottlers come in and compete with of those who voted for cloture, all 89 who
this small bottler. He outlines it:
voted 89 to 4, against my friend from
I am out of business. Retail prices will Ohio, that all of us are in bed with these
be raised, In my opinion, by the big gro- big, large oil companies, and against the
ceries and chains who, at least, la the past poor little consumer, because, as my

I think a 20-percent profit does put the
bottlers in the same league with the oil
companies as far as the return on equity
is concerned. I am pleased to see'that the
Senate has such concern about those
small bottlers and that we are about to
give them an exemption from the antitrust laws.
Mr. HELMS. I yield myself such time
as I may require.

I have never earned more than 5 percent
on dollar sales. Last year I earned 2 percent.

t

o
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Mr. President, I hope the distinguished
Senator from Ohio will understand that
there is not the slightest hostility on the
part of any Senator toward him for his
having exercised his rights in accordance
with the rules of the Senate. To the contrary, speaking for myself, I express to
him a sense of admiration, because from
time to time, I feel a bit lonely In this
Chamber, and I understand his feeling
that he should defend his position as vigorously as he can—and he has certainly
done that.
I disagree with him on this Issue. He
knows that. But he has stood for what he
believes to be right, and a man never
makes a mistake when he does that.
As for the pending measure, as an
original cosponsor of S. 598, I strongly
support this legislation to preserve a
unique and competitive industry practice—the manufacture, bottling, and distribution of trademarked soft drinks by
local companies operating under territorial licenses.
The Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act allows local manufacturers to
maintain their territorial licenses as
long as there is substantial and effective
interbrand competition. The Federal
Trade Commission's decision to bar as
unlawful territorial restrictions in soft
drink trademark licensing—like most
misguided bureaucratic actions—does
more harm than good.
In the long run, the FTC decision
would prove to be anticompetitive. If
territorial licenses are prohibited, it is
most likely that many of the small
bottlers will be absorbed by larger ones.
I think that is the Question that many
Senators recognize today. Such a restructuring of the industry would be Inconsistent with the purposes of the. antitrust laws.
Mr. President, this legislation is not—
as the administration charges—"an effort by special interests to remove themselves from the application of antitrust
rules designed to maximize competition
and preserve efficiency." Such a statement misrepresents the intent and purpose of this legislation. The Justice Department lawyers surely must know—if
they can read the English language—that
S. 598 does not exempt the soft drink
industry from prosecution under any of
the antitrust laws.
All we are really doing with S. 598 is
rendering lawful these exclusive territorial contract arrangements under a
specified set of circumstances. The
illegality of those contracts is in doubt
despite the FTC decision, since an administrative law judge did. not hand
down the same opinion as the FTC and
the question is, in fact, being litigated.
The contracts in question will only be
considered lawful in the presence of
"substantial and effective" interbrand
competition with products of the same
general class.
Under the trademark licensing system
which exists in the soft drink industry,
the franchise company produces and
sells. sirups or flavoring concentrates
pursuant to trademark licensing agreements with independent bottlers, participates in advertising and promotional
expenditures made in connection with
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Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, for 75
years the soft drink industry and soft
drink bottlers have operated under the
belief that their territorial contracts were
legal, m repeated litigation the legality
of those contracts has been upheld, most
recently in January 1980. To subject
them now to punitive damages for operating in a manner they believed to be legal is unfair. If, in fact, substantial and
effective competition can he proved to be
absent from the soft drink market after
the passage of S. 598, the soft drink
bottler in question would once again be
subject to treble damages. Therefore, this
is not a total exemption from treble damage threats for all time. Also, this bill
does not exempt the industry from treble damages from any violations of antitrust laws not relating to their territorial
contracts.
The protracted nature of the litigation
and the uncertainty created by the FTC
decision has left in its wake the strong
possibility that the structure of the industry may begin to fall apart before
the litigation is completed especial;
ialh^
since there are still appeal avenues o;
to both sides. It is, therefore, lmportal
tart^
that Congress enact this legislation as
quickly as possible.
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, I take
this opportunity, before we vote on final
passage of the bill, to commend the distinguished Senator from Indiana (Mr.
BATH) and the distinguished Senator
from South Carolina, (Mr. THURMOND),
the ranking minority member of the
Judiciary Committee, for the leadership
they have provided and the hard work
that has gone Into presenting the facts
about this measure to the Senate; for
bringing the bill to the floor, helping it
to gain Its way through the roadblocks
that were thrown in front of it, so that
we would have an opportunity to vote on
it today.
I have the greatest admiration, also,
for the distinguished Senator from Ohi
who knew he did not have the votes
prevail, yet he waged a strong fight,
have the greatest admiration for him,
even though I have to say that he is
wrong on this bill.
We have here a bill that deserves the
support it has received from the Senate.
It is going to guarantee that there will
be substantial.and effective competition
in the small rural communities as well as
the large cities of this country. It is a
pleasure to be associated with this measure and to be a principal sponsor of it.
I hope we now can move to a vote.
in the RECORD.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I appreciThere being no objection, the table was ate the thoughtful remarks of the Senordered to be printed in the RECORD, as ator from Mississippi. The record will
follows:
show, as I indicated earlier, that the Sen?
ator from Mississippi has been a longNorth Carolina soft drink manufacturers
Number of plants
87 time champion of this measure. Before
Domestic owned plants
70 he came to this body, he was extremely
Number of
firms
69 interested in providing leadership in the
Domestic owned
firms
62 House. I thank him and his staff for
Single-plant
firms
41 their able assistance here.
Multiplant
firms
. „ 18
I say to all my colleagues that I deeply
Plants by number of employees:
1 to 49
61 regret that the parliamentary facts of
60 to 99
14 life required us to take so much time.
Over 100
12 We have many things that are extremely
Number of cities with plants
. . 49 important. There was no way to get a

trademarked products, provides advice
and technical assistance on production,
quality control, management, and sales
problems, and assists in development and
test marketing of new products and containers.
The bottler, in turn, manufactures, distributes and sells the trademarked products and provides the capital investment necessary for this market. Re determines the plant and equipment to be
used, the volume of production by size
and type of container, the product mix,
the wholesale price to be charged, and
the manner In which he can maximize his
market penetration to secure the widest
possible distribution of his products
throughout the territory. The bottler delievers soft drinks directly to retail stores
and other outlets through what is commonly referred to as the store-door system. On a regular basis the bottler makes
deliveries, retrieves empty returnable
bottles for reuse, and provides merchandising and other services. Route delivery
to a combination of large and small volume stops permits the small accounts to
be economically serviced, because the
bottler Is also making deliveries to high
volume accounts on the same route.
Last year, the Judiciary Committee
heard testimony concerning the structure and dynamics of the soft drink industry. According to the testimony,
there were 1,724 soft drink bottling companies competing in the United States in
1978. Of the 2,048 bottling plants in the
United States, 1,412 had fewer than 50
employees. Many of these plants are
family owned; many of them hire significant numbers of employees in the small
communities in which they are located.
Moreover, while this Industry has been
experiencing a trend of acquisitions in
recent years, the testimony before the
committee Indicated that this growth was
principally in the number and market
shares'of moderate sized firms, which reflects efficiency promoting adjustments
to economies of scale and new technology by the soft industry. As a result, a
survey of large metropolitan areas reveals that most of them are served by
between 6 and 12 franchised soft drink
bottlers, plus unfranchised operations
and supermarket private labels and that
even in the smaller metropolitan areas
the availability of fewer then 5 or 6
sources of soft drink supply is relatively
rare.
A 1977 profile of the North Carolina
soft drink industry is illustrative of the
small size and competitive nature of this
business, and I ask unanimous consent
to have a table in this connection printed
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Mr. President, I am convinced this bill
vote on this measure without going
through all the business we went through. is in the best interests of the small botEveryone acted courteously and all acted tler, and that is the reason I supported
within their rights. I regret the fact that it.
X commend all of the authors of this
it took us this long. I appreciate the
bill. There were 80 to start with; Senpatience of all involved.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I ator Muskie became Secretary of State,
express my appreciation to the Senator leaving 79.1 think that shows the strong
from Mississippi for this kind remarks. sentiment for this bill and I am very
Mr. COCHRAN. I thank the Senator. pleased that so many did join on this
Mr. CULVER. Mr. President, will the bill and that it has received such magnanimous support during its consideraSenator yield?
tion here in this body.
Mr.BAYH.Iyield.
Mr. President, I say that on this matMr. CULVER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. George Gil- ter I have differed violently with the dis. bert, of my staff, have the privilege of the tinguished Senator from Ohio. I am convinced that the position that the 80 Senfloor for the remainder of the day.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ators took endorsing this bill was the
right position. On the other hand, he
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, in stood here and fought his case openly
and bravely and I commend any man for
order that my position may be clear, I taking
such a position of standing for
am prepared to vote immediately. I am his convictions.
prepared to vote without insisting upon
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I have not
the remainder of my time.
spoken on this bill yet although I am an
I do not know about other Senators. I original
cosponsor of it. I only intend to
am prepared to have a voice vote or a
for 3 or 4 minutes and then we
^gfcall vote, whatever is the wish of the speak
can go immediately to a vote.
^Hosors of the measure.
To begin, I do wish to address some
^,Ir. BAYH. I appreciate the wish of
Senator METZENBAUM to move quickly. comments particularly to the distinguished Senator from Ohio. I respect the
The Senator from New Hampshire and conviction
with which he speaks and I
others have had important engage- have listened
with great interest to his
ments which they have foregone. I think comments on this
legislation.
that they should have an opportunity to
He and I have in common a business
vote up or down on this issue and get it
background, but I sometimes find myself
over with on a rollcall vote.
diametrically opposed to his point of
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I ask view
despite that commonality of back. for the yeas and nays.
ground. The issue of franchises repreThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sents
one of those instances.
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
I
wish
him to know that during my
second.
years in business, I spent a great deal of
The yeas and nays were ordered.
trying to design a distribution sysMr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I first time for
the motion picture sound protake this opportunity to commend the tem
we sold to schools, churches, indistinguished Senator from Indiana and jectors
dustry, and individuals. We tried many
the distinguished Senator from Missis- different
ways and finally decided to
sippi for the long, hard and arduous work build this business by a system of franthey did on this bill.
chises. We gathered together IndependThis is a bill that was originally spon- ent businessmen from all over the counsored by Senator Eastland from Missis- try; gave them territories; and set them
^Hb>i some years ago.
up in business. This made possible the
^Psenator Eastland first introduced the growth of an industry that really has
soft drink bill but unfortunately it was benefited, I think, our entire economy.
not passed by the Senate. At a later date
I saw the system work. It was highly
Senator Eastland did sponsor another
It was looked upon as a cutbill which passed the Senate but was not competitive.
throat business. But these private entretaken up by the House of Representa-. preneurs,
with that franchise, were able
tives.
take the risk, make the investment,
I am glad that his able successor has to
and do the servicing.
been able to foster this bill and nurture
Mr. President, as an early supporter
it and promote it as he has.
and
cosponsor of S. 598, the Soft Drink
Mr. President, I also say that this is Interbrand
Competition Act, I am
not a complicated bill. It is a very simple pleased by the strong showing of support
bill. It simply allows the licensee the sole for it this morning. In invoking cloture
and exclusive right to manufacture, dis- we are following an unusual, though not
tribute, and sell his product in a defined unprecedented, procedural course of acgeographical area. It does protect the tion. However, it was necessitated by the
public. It has a proviso that reads this obvious desire of most Members of the
way: "Provides that such product is in Senate to pass S. 598 without debilitatsubstantial and effective competition ing or totally destructive nongermane
with other products of the same general amendments.
class."
S. 598 should be considered and enSo that means that in any geograph- acted on its own merits. It is necessary
ical area there will be competition. There to prevent the destruction of the soft
will have to be competition under this drink industry as it has existed for many
bill If a man, for instance, has a Coca- years. Until we enact this legislation, the
Cola license he will be in competition industry will remain in a state of unwith Pepsi Cola or 7-Up or Royal Crown certainty and confusion. This is not the
or Canada Dry ginger ale or Nehi or the time for action on unrelated, highly
controversial issues.
product of any other company.
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Since 1971 the Federal Trade Commission has been attempting to bar the industry's territorial franchise agreements
which restrict the geographical territory
in which a bottler may manufacture and
distribute soft drinks. The FTC has argued that this is necessary to promote
fair competition. In my Judgment and
based on 28 years of business experience,
the FTC's actions will have exactly the
opposite effect.
From all the evidence I have seen, the
soft drink bottling and distribution industry is highly competitive as it is presently structured. The administrative law
judge at the 1971 FTC hearings on this
issue found that there was a high level
of interbrand competition in the industry. Certainly the Illinois bottlers with
whom I have spoken believe they are in
a competitive industry. There are 61
bottlers in Illinois with approximately
5,300 employees. In all, 91 bottling companies currently service our State. Of
our 61 plants, over 50 are individual firms
and nearly 50 have less than 50 employees. These are small businesses in
the true sense of the term and all would
be threatened if the FTC were allowed
to terminate the industry's current
method of doing business.
It is my conclusion that rather than
promote competition in the soft drink
Industry, the FTC's action would have
the opposite effect. The 93 percent of the
industry that is now privately owned
would, I am afraid, be swallowed up by
larger bottlers. We would be left with
a noncompetitive oligarchical industry
which would likely be of less service to
consumers, the very opposite of what the
FTC states it intends.
S. 598 is drafted to assure that competition in the soft drink industry continues, while allowing the industry to
continue its traditional small business
nature. I urge its speedy enactment.
Mr. President, I commend Senator
METZENBAOM. We disagree on occasion,
but I admire how hard he fights for what
he believes in.
He comes to his conclusions as a result of very careful thought. He speaks
out without any fear of the consequences. I believe it is a real Senator
who does that, and I am happy to add
my expression of regard to those already
made by my colleagues.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I am a
cosponsor of S. 598 and strongly support
this important piece of legislation. Without this legislation, many bottling companies might be forced out of business
by competition with the very companies
who supply sirup to them.
For over 75 years the bottling industry
has operated with a system of territorial
franchises. These territorial franchises
allowed businessmen to invest large
amounts of capital in bottling equipment with some protection for their investment. During these 75 years the different types of soft drinks available and
the different types of packaging available have continued to grow from 1 or
2 types of soft drinks in 1 package
to at least 3 or 4 dozen nationally
recognized soft drink brands in 6 to 10
different types of packages.
The majority of these bottling companies are small employers. According
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to testimony before the Senate Judiciary
Committee there were 1,724 soft drink
companies in the United States in 1978
and 2,048 bottling plants; 1,412 of these
bottling plants had fewer than 50 employees. In Arkansas there were 33 soft
drink bottling companies in 23 cities in
1978. Of these 33 plants, 23 had fewer
than 50 employees. Only three plants
had over 100 employees.
However, the companies which supply
-sirup to these bottling companies also
operate bottling plants of their own. For
example, PepsiCo, the parent company
of Pepsi sirup owns bottling franchises
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Michigan, Florida, Texas, Nevada, Arizona,
California, and Wisconsin. Because of
territorial restrictions the bottling companies owned by the sirup manufacturers do not now compete with the small
bottlers, but If the territorial restrictions were abolished, they would compete
with one another.
A recent FTC decision involving CocaCola and PepsiCo held that the territorial franchises of the soft drink Industry were unreasonable restraints of
trade. The underlying administrative law
judge's decision had found that there
was substantial interbrand competition
among the bottling companies and that
the territorial franchises were not unreasonable restraints. The administrative law Judge found that removing the
franchises would change the Industry In
several undesirable ways. Many small
bottlers would be forced out of business
through competition with large bottlers,
particularly those owned by the sirup
companies, and the use of the returnable
bottle, which provides considerable costsaving to the consumer, would be substantially reduced since a bottler would
be uncertain whether he could recapture
his large investment in returnable bottles
without the guarantee of his geographic
area.
If the territorial franchises were eliminated, many large bottling companies
could distribute their product, in nonreturnable containers throughout the
United States. Several of the large bottling companies are owned by the sirup
companies themselves and there is a tremendous potential there for these companies to gain control of the market.
Smaller companies would be forced out
of business and then the large bottlers
could control the market and price the
products as they wished.
Right now the small bottlers have
some protection through the territorial
franchise system. Even with this protection, the bottlers must operate in a
highly competitive market.
Our small employers provide important economic and social benefits for
their communities and the nation. According to an MIT study bv David Birch,
"The Job Generation Process," small
employers provided over 57.8 percent of
the Jobs between 1969 and 1976. During
that same time period, small firms provided over 66 percent of the net new
Jobs created. A recent article In the
Washington Post, pointed out that small
locally owned firms provide markets for
« <%

suppliers, and funds for financial institutions. Locally owned small businesses
promote the community's welfare and
support its programs. If a larger company buys out a small firm or forces it
out of business and serves the area long
distance, the community loses economically and socially since the larger company has no local interest. This legislation will protect the small bottlers who
provide these benefits to their communities.
As for returnable bottles, now the industry operates under a store-door delivery system. Large supermarkets would
prefer to receive soft drinks through a
warehouse system. A warehouse system
would concentrate the sales in the hands
of large bottlers in metropolitan areas
and would encourage the use of nonreturnables.
For example, Shasta soft drinks are
warehoused to supermarkets and they
are only sold in nonreturnables. It Is impossible to recover returnable bottles if
they are warehoused and then delivered
to various stores. Returnable bottles require significantly less energy to produce
In the long run and eliminate the waste
problem of nonreturnable containers.
Returnable bottles also save the consumer money. In Arkansas a 32 ounce
returnable bottle sells retail for between
1.03 and 1.35 cents an ounce while a nonreturnable can sells for 2.76 cents an
ounce, over twice as much.
Moreover the price of soft drinks in
returnable containers from 1939 to today
has increased about 60 percent while
the Consumer Price Index for that period
has gone up over 400 percent. In Arkansas between .51 and 55 percent of the
packaging for soft drinks is In returnable bottles. Eliminating returnable bottles would mean that the cost of soft
drinks would r'se significantly for most
customers in Arkansas. Passage of this
legislation will help keep consumer cost
and energy consumption down.
For these reasons, Mr. President, I
urge my colleagues to support and
quickly pass this legislation.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, today I wish
to speak in support of S. 598, the Softdrink Interbrand Competition Act. The
support of this legislation by a large majority of the Senate, and similarly large
support for companion legislation in the
House of Representatives, comes as no
surprise. Throughout the country, the
soft drink industry is part of the way of
life of most Amenlcans, from school
children to retirees.
The Softdrink Interbrand Competition
Act would prevent great harm from befalling this industry and at the same
time would foster the continuation of an
Industry practice which dates back to
the earliest years of the 20th century.
Section 2 of the bill limits Its application only to those areas where there
Is "substantial and effective competition
with other products of the same general
class." This provision should work to the
advantage of American consumers in two
ways. First, it should provide a continued
wide range of choice among similar competing products, permitting the satisfaction of a wide range of consumer
tastes. Second, intense competition be-
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tween brands in a limited market area
will most likely include price competition, thereby keeping consumer costs for
soft drinks at the lowest possible level.
S. 598 will avoid a wrenching change
in the structure of the industry. This
means that independent bottlers and
distributors, and especially the smaller
and more vulnerable ones, will have some
insulation from predatory competition.
The prosperity of small businesses, which
provide most of the. employment In this
country, has always been an important
concern of the Senate.
While stabilizing the Industry's structure along lines which have worked well
for generations, S. 598 would also eliminate a major uncertainty which has impeded the growth and prosperity of companies in the soft drink business. I refer
to the unsettled legal status of intrabrand soft drink competition as different
opinions are registered by the courts and
regulatory agencies.
I am pleased to have cosponsored this
legislation. I urge its prompt enactment.
• Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I am a co^_
sponsor of the Illinois Brick bill and I a ^ B
hopeful that the Senate will have the ov^
portunity to vote on this bill on its own
merits. This bill would overturn the 1977
Supreme Court decision in Illinois Brick
Co. against Illinois, in which the Court
held that only persons who have dealt
directly with an antitrust violator are entitled to sue that violator for antitrust
damages. However, It is my opinion that
this bill, while worthy of support on its
own merits, is not germane to S. 598 and
it is for this reason I do support the nongermane ruling of the Chair.*
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, In considering S. 598, the Soft Drink Interbrand
Competition Act, I feel compelled to note
that this legislation Is considerably different than the original Eastland bill
which attempted to deal with this problem several years ago. The Eastland bill
attempted to say that vertical exclusive
territorial license agreements between
soft drink companies and bottlers wereA
legal per se, under the "per se" rule °^M
the Supreme Court.
However, in 1977, in the GTE Sylvania
case, the Supreme Court held that the
so-called rule of reason test, rather than
a standard of per se Illegality, should
be used to evaluate vertically imposed
nonprice restrictions, such as the territorial restrictions in bottlers' contracts.
In 1978, the FTC supposedly applied the
"rule of reason" to bottlers' territorial
restrictions and concluded that such
restrictions were unreasonable restraints
of trade.
Yet, in studying the FTC opinion, the
Senator Kansas has concluded that the
FTC based its decision on only the intrabrand effects of a territorial restriction, 0rather than on its interbrand effects. Since, by definition, a territorial
restriction Is a directly lntrabrand
restriction, under the analysis of the
FTC, such restrictions will always restrain lntrabrand trade. Hence, even
though the FTC acknowledged that the
"rule of reason" was the correct legal
standard, it actually applied a standard
of per se illegality by refusing to consider the interbrand Impact of these
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restrictions. As a matter of antitrust
policy, it is this competition between
brands that the Senator from Kansas
believes is most significant.
S. 598 clearly articulates a "rule of
reason" standard to judge the territorial
restrictions of bottleres. In this way, it
overturns neither the precedents of the
Supreme Court nor the law the FTC
claimed to apply. Consequently, this legislation is not a departure from present
law, but rather represents a reasonable
way of clarifying an ambiguity which
has developed in the application of the
law. The Senator from Kansas is confident that this bill satisfies the aims
of our antitrust laws; namely, it seeks
to assure effective competition in the
marketplace.
This measure, if enacted into law,
would obviate the necessity of having
many different lawsuits brought before
the PTC in order to clarify the application of the Sylvania case's rule of reason test to the soft drink bottling industry. The bill applies the rule of reason test by requiring in section 2 that
• r r i t o r i a l license agreement must rein "substantial and effective" interbrand competition between different soft
drink products of the same general class
in order for the territorial license agreement to be legal. Thus, this language in
section 2 resolves the problem that was
raised in the case brought before the
PTC last year. The bill would have no
effect where substantial and effective interbrand competition is not found to ex• 1st in a market. The usual rules of antitrust law which measure such vertical
agreements under a "rule of reason"
analysis would apply In such a case.
The bill insures that both interbrand
and intrabrand competition would be
considered in judging the legality of a
territorial license agreement. By considering interbrand competition, this legislation will preserve the system of vigorous competition which has prevailed in
the soft drink bottling industry for over
.years. The evidence of this competifa can be seen on several fronts. There
e fairly low barriers to entry in the
soft drink market, which indicates the
existence of a high degree of competition.
In addition, advertising expenditures
in recent years have increased by a percentage amount greater than that for
sales of soft drinks. This indicates that
the various brand manufacturers are engaged in serious competition for market
share in their respective soft drink markets. Third, the cost per ounce of a soft
drink over the past few decades has increased by a percentage amount which
has been much less than the percentage
rise in the general Consumer Price Index.
This high degree of competition has
been of benefit to consumers. We can
see that the price of soft drinks has been
remarkably low over the years, and we
. want to preserve this benefit to consum. ers. This bill will insure that such benefits continue.
If the bill is not passed, we may see
the rapid acquisition of smaller independent bottlers by larger regional or
national bottlers because these latter
bottlers have greater financial strength
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and resources to mount a bidding war
against the smaller bottlers. In addition
to the reduction of competition, this
means that many jobs at the smaller bottlers plants are at stake. The unemployment rate is high enough without increasing it through confused application
of the antitrust laws. This is another
justification for the bill.
In addition, the bill does not provide
immunity for the use of territorial or
customer restrictions if they are part of
a scheme to engage in collusive or exclusionary practices. Thus, the hill cannot
be used as a cover for price-fixing, horizontal market divisions, or customer or
wholesale boycotts. It is aimed at a specific problem.
Yet another beneficial result of S. 598
will be to shorten and simplify antitrust
trials where the legality of nonprice vertical restraints on territories and customers in the soft drink industry is being
questioned.
The Senator from Kansas has followed
this bill closely in the Judiciary Committee and has participated in its consideration. It represents a valid middle
ground compromise approach to the
problem before us. Accordingly, the Senator from Kansas is pleased to vote for
this bill today.
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President,
it is impossible to overstate the significance of the bottling industry to the
economy in my State, and the economy
of the Nation as a whole.
Sales of soft drinks by Minnesota bottlers totaled an estimated $256.9 million
in 1978. The bottlers employed 2,285 Minnesotans, with a payroll in excess of $32
million. Minnesota houses 48 bottling
plants, most of which are small, independently owned businesses. All but
seven of these plants have 100 employees
or less. These plants are located in 32 cities across the State of Minnesota, and
paid over $4 million in State and local
taxes last year. In addition, these companies purchased goods and services
from other firms totaling $154.1 million.
These figures parallel statistics from
other States in the Midwest, and in the
Nation as a whole. The soft drink bottling industry has been a vital portion of
the Nation's economy, and if permitted
to stand in its present form, the Commission's decision would have a devastating effect on its continued vitality.
Overall, elimination of bottler territories will have a substantial adverse impact on bottlers, especially small bottlers, on use of the returnable bottle, on
soft drink competition, and on industry
concentration.
Historically, franchised bottlers have
used store-door delivery as a means of
handling returnable bottles, assuring
quality control, and providing other customer services to both large and small
accounts. But most food chains prefer to
receive delivery of soft drinks at their
warehouse distribution centers rather
than at their retail stores. Without the
market power that comes from exclusive
territories, bottlers will be increasingly
pressured to make warehouse deliveries,
or to allow chains to pick up franchised
brands on their own trucks for backhaul
to their warehouses.
This will have a significant effect upon
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returnable bottles. Delivery of returnable
bottles is economical through store-door
delivery but not through warehouse delivery. For this reason because returnables involve extra handling costs, and
vigorous price-per-ounce competition
with the chain's own private label soft
drinks, which are sold almost exclusively
in nonreturnable containers, many food
chains have discouraged the sale of returnables in the past. With the shift to
warehouse delivery, retumables would be
eliminated at many food chains. Once retumables and nonreturnables are not
distributed together, cost of delivery of
returnable bottles will increase dramatically; the ultimate effect will be the
demise of the route delivery system and,
therefore, of the' returnable bottles.
The shift to warehouse delivery would
also cause the demise of many bottlers.
As chains begin to receive franchised
brands through thier warehouse distribution systems, many bottlers will lose a
major part of their nonreturnable business in food stores to neighboring bottlers, since chain warehouses typically
service a larger area than do individual
bottlers.
Since sales volume is critical to a successful bottling operation, the bottlers
who were unable to secure the warehouse
business would experience a sharp increase in unit costs. To survive, such bottlers would have to increase prices to
their remaining customers, or reduce
costs by cutting back on service and other
activities, or both. However, as bottlers
cut back on services, which develop demand for the franchised soft drink
brands they sell, and increase prices, the
result will be a further decrease in demand. The inevitable result will be the
loss of hundreds of bottlers.
Obviously, this would have an adverse
effect on consumer choice. The loss of independent bottlers will have a direct effect on the choices of soft drink available
to customers. Historically, many soft
drink brands have succeeded in local
markets mainly because they are manufactured and distributed by bottlers of
major franchised brands. As the number
of bottlers decreases, the slower moving
brands would find it difficult to survive
since the remaining bottlers would stress
high volume brands. Weaker brands
would also be unable to obtain distribution through alternative warehouse delivery channels, since food chains prefer
to handle only the fast moving brands,
and their own private labels. The result
would be fewer competitive brands and
fewer consumer choices.
Rejection of S. 598 would produce significant adverse price effects. In the short
run, there would be a temporary price
reduction at the wholesale level for certain nonreturnable packages—principally cans—but only for the chains and
other high volume accounts, which
represent about 40 to 45 percent of sales
of franchised soft drinks. However, no
retail savings to the customer can be expected even at these accounts. The
chains have a longstanding practice of
maintaining a retail price spread between
franchised brands and their own private
label soft drinks. This fact has been repeatedly demonstrated by experience
with warehouse delivery by various soft
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drink companies, where lower wholesale prices for nonreturnables delivered
to warehouses were not translated into
lower retail prices in chain store outlets.
Moreover, the consumer would experience
a rise in prices in nonchain store accounts—which represent 55 to 60 percent
of sales—and a decline in the use of returnables which constitute about 40 percent of the sales of franchised brands
and are generally cheaper than nonreturnables on a price per ounce basis.
Finally,- rejection of S. 598 would restructure the bottling industry. In a few
years, the result of eliminating territories
would be the restructuring and concentration of the industry into the hands of
a few extremely large, regional soft drink
manufacturers. These surviving bottlers
would offer fewer brands in a limited
number of packages and distribute soft
drinks to a fraction of the accounts
presently served. In this concentrated
eocnomic environment, wholesale price
levels would rise even to warehouse delivered accounts, and overall retail prices
to consumers would further increase.
Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President, I would
like to reaffirm my strong support of
S. 598, the Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act, and encourage my colleagues to vote in support of this legislation.
This legislation is most important as
it will benefit the small soft drink bottler
and permit the continuance of a territorial distribution system which has been
in existence for over 75 years. The existence of exclusive territories allows smalland medium-sized bottlers to compete
effectively with large bottlers and giant
conglomerates which own bottling operations. It focuses competition within a
defined geographic territory, thus allowing the bottler with smaller resources to
focus all of those resources in a given
area and meet the competition of his
larger competitors. This system has allowed second and third generation bottlers to grow and prosper along with their
larger competitors.
Without passage of S. 598, there may
later be fewer bottlers and greater
market concentration in the hands of a
few. The elimination of exclusive territories would, thus, not improve the competitive nature of the soft drink industry, it would result in increased concentration as smaller bottlers disappear.
This will cause declining product and
price variety in the marketplace for soft
drinks. This would appear to bring about
the very antithesis of the intent of antitrust laws.
Mr. President, S. 598 preserves competition in the soft drink industry. It will
benefit the small soft drink bottler and
the consumer, who will find lower prices
and increased quality and service. I believe that this body should act to approve
this legislation which will clarify the antitrust laws and preserve a system of doing business which has benefited all of
us.
Mr. BATXCUS. Mr. President, the legislation we are considering today, S. 598,
has implications that go far beyond the
soft drink bottling industry. The action
we take today is an excellent example of
Congress standing up to a Federal bu-
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reaucracy that we perceive is not operating in the public interest.
So much has been written about how
the Federal Government is out of control
and how Congress has failed to pull in
the reins. But, this legislation is one outstanding example of what we in Congress
can do if we are willing to exercise properly our oversight responsibilities.
I applaud the Senate for this action
and I trust that we in Congress will continue to monitor carefully the activities
of all Federal agencies, and to bring this
kind of legislation to the floor of the
Senate each time it is warranted.
We also have another lesson to learn
from this legislation. I am reminded of
the warning of the Roman writer of fables, Phaedrus, who wrote "things are
not always what they seem." That message has a unique application with respect to the soft drink franchise legislation that we are considering today.
The FTC took a look at the practice of
major bottling companies entering into
"territorial franchise" agreements with
local soft drink bottlers. Under these
agreements, soft drink bottlers and major distributors enter into contracts
whereby only one person will be entitled
to distribute that particular soft drink
in a given geographic area. This means
that if MAX BATTCTTS is a small soft drink
bottler in Helena and has a contract with
a major soft drink company to distribute
a certain product in Helena, no other individual can obtain that product and distribute it in the Helena area. On its face
without looking beyond, that would appear to be an anticompetitive practice.
But it would be a big mistake for Government to end its analysis there and
begin to try to terminate territorial franchise practices.
If the real beneficiaries of the FTC's
endeavors were other Montanans who
wanted to be able to compete with MAX
BATTCTTS in distributing a product in Helena, then I would be the first to stand
up for their right to compete for the
distribution of that product. But there
are two other factors which are so important that for me they make this legislation a very simple proposition.
The first factor is that it is not other
small Montana businesses who would
benefit from FTC's attempts to prohibit
territorial franchises. Rather, it is large
bottlers located in Seattle and Denver
and Los Angeles and Chicago who would
be taking soft drink bottling franchises
away from Montanans. While the territorial franchises may keep some small
businessmen from Montana from competing with other small businessmen from
Montana, their real benefit is that they
are keeping small Montana businesses
from being taken over by large businesses
owned and operated by large companies
located hundreds and thousands of miles
outside of our State.
Additionally, the opponents of this
legislation overlook the fact that there is
a great deal of competition between
brands of soft drinks. Although MAX
BATTCTTS may have exclusive rights to soft
drink x, nothing in the territorial franchise scheme will prevent any Montanan
from competing with MAX BATTCTTS with
soft drink y, z, or any other brand for
that matter.
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It is the protection of small Montana
businessmen and the fact that competition does currently exist in the soft
drink industry that have convinced me
that these territorial franchises are not
what the FTC claims them to be. If I
believed they were keeping small businessmen out of business, Mr. President,
you can rest assured that I would be one
of the chief opponents of this legislation.
Rather, in my conversations with Montana businessmen, I am convinced that
just the opposite is the case: that the
territorial franchises permit small Montana businessmen to continue to exist.
This legislation would permit territorial
franchises to continue.
I believe that the FTC should be working on anticompetitive practices that
hurt small businessmen. There must be
thousands of other practices that really
impact negatively on all of us. I believe
my vote on this legislation will be a message to the FTC that they should rearrange their priorities and focus their
attention on those practices that really
do hurt the small businesses of our
country.
^ ^
I am proud to have been an initial ^ P
sponsor of this legislation, and I am
proud to be identified with a Senate that
Is taking a stand that will show the
country that when the Federal bureaucracy does not act in the public interest
we in the Congress can do something
about it. This is an important precedent,
and I hope it will just be the first of
many similar occurrences during my
tenure in this distinguished body.
.
Mr. BOREN. Mr. President, I rise in
support of S. 598. The soft drink bottling
industry has been in an uncertain state
for nearly 10 years, and the passage of •
S. 598 will eliminate that uncertainty
and validate the manner in which the
soft drink industry has been operating
without challenge, for over 75 years.
The industry has always operated under the belief that it was entirely appropriate to have exclusive territorial
provisions or franchises to manufactunSk
distribute, and sell their products. T h f l B
belief was reinforced by the Federar
courts themselves 60 years ago with a
decision that supported the manner in
which the industry operated.
Then, in 1971, the Federal Trade Commission decided to challenge the territorial provisions in the bottlers trademark licenses. The Commission apparently felt that the licenses constituted
unfair methods of competition in violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission act. As has already been
pointed out on the floor by the able and
distinguished Senator from Mississippi,
Senator COCHRAN, extensive hearings
were conducted over a 6-week period and
in October of 1975, the administrative •
law judge at the Commission issued a
lengthy and detailed opinion which upheld the legality of territorial provisions
and trademark licenses.
The administrative law judge not only
ruled that the franchise system was lawful, but that it positively fostered competition. The judge, in his 91-page ruling,
went to great lengths to find that the
effect of the system was such that there
was intense interband competition in
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this industry in t e r n of price, product
innovation, and marketing technique.
m. President, you oan imagine the
stunned dlsbdief in the industry when
the full commf9sio11, with only token references to the evidentism records, overruled the judge and held that the territorial provlsiPIU, dfd, Ln fact. violate
the PTC act. The vote wae 2 to 1.
In making their fhdlng. the Commksion never Pfed Bo rebut the judge's
opinion that there was intense price competition in the saledofsoft drinksehey
simply held tbst without territorial restraints, there would be more com~etitors and therefore more competition.
One of the most incomprehensible
portions of the Commlssfon flncllng was
that bottler tedtorles should not be permitted in the W b u t i o n of soft drinks
contained in nonreturnable containers,
but soft drinkil in returnable containers
should be permitted.
That ruling h8s been appealed to the
Federal courts.
8.598 is lntanaed to remedy the chaotic
conditions that 'have prevailed in the
industry slnce the f i C ruling. Specifl/?lly, the bill provldea that exclusive
rritorial licensee to mtinufacture, distribute, and sale trademarked soft d r u
pr0ducb shall not be deemed unlawful
as long-Mr. Presldenb-and this is very
f m p o r t a n long
~ ss there is "substantial and effective competition" among
different products.
The bottlers that are affected by this
bill, Mr. President, are by-and-large
famils owned businesses. In 1979. over
2,000 bottling planta were in operation
throughout the Unlted States. Seventyfive percent of those emglop 50 people or
less.
Mr. Presldent, if thls bill does not
Pass, and in the event that the Federal
courts should reveree themselves and
support the Frc's finding, the victims
would not be only the mall bottling
firms I have mentioned, but also the
general public.
Here is what I believe would happen.
,/ 'me bottling aompanies wlth regional
Atributitm BSistemo and sufUcient operating capIW, not available to smaller
businessmen, would move into a small
marketing ares and undercut the price
of the local botQhg~flnn.Once the local
flrm was driven 'pt of business by this
price-undeicuttlxu .tecbntsue. the larger
regional ~wrathicould -set any price
they chose.
There is no doubt in my mind, Mr.
Presldent, that whataver price was then
charged for the product, it would be
suftlcient to not only provide a profltable rate of return for the larger comp w , but also to make up for whatever
losses wen, incurred during the priceundercutting p e r l a In such a case, far
from promoth@mom competition, the
result w a d be lese competition and
higher pricea to the cansumlng public.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I oppose
8. 698. the Soft Orlnk Interbrand Competition Act. Thia MU aeeks to overturn
a Federal Trade Commission decision
which held that the territorial a r r a n e
ments in question were unreasonable &strain& of trade. That decision has been
appealed aad the Court still has the case

NAYbefore it. A legislative remedy to this isZsvin .
Metzenbaum
sue is therefore perhaps unnecessary and Javlts
is in my event premature.
NOT VOTINO--1
By giving this industry an exemption Oannon
Pell
Talmadge
Slmpson
from the antitrust laws, the Senate may Cranston
Xennedy
Stevenson
be creating a difecult precedent for ourselvee. 8. 598 creates the only single inSo the bill (8. 598) was passed, aa
dustry exception to the antitrust laws d follows:
8. 698
its type. If t.here were no alternative. it
might be reasonable to create the exempBe it enacted by the Senate and Howe
tion legfslatively. But so long as relief in ot Representative8 ot the United State8 ot
court is in process and a realistic possi- America In Congre88 m8embled.
SECTION1. ThlB Act may be cited futhe
bility, creating this exemption now is a "&ft
Drlnk Interbrand Competition Act".
mistake.@
2. Nothing a n t a l n e d In any antitrust
The PRESIDINo OFHICER, Does any lawSEC.
shall render unlawful the inclusion and
Senator seek recognition?
enforcement In any trademark llcenstng conThe question is on the engrossment tract or agreement, pursuant to whlch the
Llceneee
engages in t h e manufacture (inend third reading of the biU
The bill was ordered to be engrossed cludlne manufacture bv a aubllcensee. went.
sub<ontractor) , disirlbutlon, and
of
for a third reading and waa read the or
'
a trademarked soft drhk product, of provithird time.
slons grsntlng the llcensee the sole and exThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill clualve rlght to manufeoture, dletribub, and
having been read the third time, the sell such product In a dsflned geographic
question is, Shall it pass?
ares or llmitlng the llcensee, dlrectly or lnOn this question, the yeas and nays dlrectly, t o the manufacture, dlstrlbutlon,
have been ordered, and the clerk will and sale of such product ollly for ultlmate
resale to consumem wlthin a defined geocall the roll.
graphic ares: Provided, That such product IB
The legislative clerk called the roll.
in subetantlal and eflectlve competltlon wlth
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce other
producte of the m e general clssa
that the Senator from Nevada (Mr. CAN- $EC. 8. The exlstence or enforcement of
NON),the Senator from California (Mr. terrltorlal provlslons In a trademark llceneCRAEJSTON),
the Senator from Massa- ing agreement for the manuisctumt, dlstrlbuthe Senator tlon, and sale of a trademarked soft drink
chusetts (Mr. KENPPEDY),
prlor to any final determlnatlon that
from Georgia (MP.
T A L ~ D Gand
E ) ,the product
ere unlawful b a l l not be t h e
such
Senator from Illinois ( M r . S T E V E N ~bssia
P Tprovlslons
) recovery
for
under sectlon 4 of the Aat
are necessarily absent.
entltled "An Act to supplement exlstlng laws
I further announce that the Senator against unlawful restralnts and monopollee,
from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL)is absent and for other purposee", approved October
18. 1914.
on omcial business.
SEC.4. As used i n this Act, the term "antiOn this vote, the Senator from Nevada
tmt
law" means the Act entltled "An Act
(MP. CANNON)
is paired with the Senao protect trade and commerce against untor from Blinois (Mr. STEVENSON).
If tlawful
restralnts and monopolles" (the Gherpresent and voting, the Senator from man Act).
approved July a. 1890. the Federe1
Nevada would vote "yea" and the Sena- RBde Commlsslon Act, approved Beptemtor from Illinois would vote "nay."
ber 28, 1914, and the Act entltled "An A c t
Mr. STF,VENS. I announce that the t o supplement existing laws against unlawSenator from Wyoming (MP. SIMPSON)ful restraints and monopollee, and for other
purposes" (the Clayton Act), approved Ocis necessarily absent.
18, 1914, and all amendment8 to such
I further announce that, if present and tober
voting, the Senator from Wyoming (m. Act8 and any other Acts in pari materia
MP. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
SIMPSON)
would vote "yea."
The PRESIDINQ OFFICER. Have 811 mwe to reconsider the vote by which
the bill was d d .
Senators in the Chamber voted?
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I move to
The result was announced-yeyeas 80,
lay that motion on the table.
nays 3, a5 followe:
The motion to lay on the table was
[Rollcall Vote No. 147 Leg.]
agreed to.
YEu8-80
Mr. BAYH. PbP President, I would like
Ammrong
to reiterate the appreciation the Benator
aarn
Mbynlhan
Nelmn
Baker
Glenn
from Indiana expressed earlier to the
BBUCUB
Ooldi~atmr
Nunn
distinguished Senator from Mhlssippi,
Qravel
Packwood
end I would also like to emress my
%on
Percv
gnra
--.
Bentsen
Hatoh
~resiler
appreciation to the ranking %publicaih
Biden
Iiatnald
Promre
member of the Judiciary Committee (Mr.
Boren
HBnkawa
Pryor
TXURMOND)
for hts efforts. There have
Boschwlta
W n
Randolph
Bradley
Helm
Rlblcoff
been several others of our colleagues who
Bumpera
Hslmr
Rdegle
have been very helpful in this.
Eurdlck
HoUln&p
Rnth
I thlnk we should recognize the fact
BYrd.
EIuddlwtw& Barbenee
Harry, F.,Jr. Eumphreg
8asser
that we have had a number of oubtandByrd, Robert 0. Inouye
Schmltt
ing staff people working on thL: Louise
Chgiee
Ja&mn
Schweiker
Milone. Kevin Faley, and others on the
Chiles
Jepmn
BtsEord
Subcommittee on the Constitution staff;
Btennie
Church
Johnaton
Stevens
aoChren
Xnaeabaum
Mr. Henry Ruempler, Elizabeth Edwards,
Stewart
ahen
Lax&
and Llnde Townsend of Mr. COCHRA~PS
Oulver
bmm
Stone
staff; Emery Sneeden, Pete Chumbris,
Dornforth
ThmoPd
Tawer
DeConclnl
?=
and Mike Chambers of Senator R ~ R Tsongae
Dole
~-muwn
MOND'S staff, aa well as others of our staff.
Wallop
Domead
Methlfu
Warner
Durenbemr lldstruneim
I also want to expreaa a deep feeling
..- -..
.
of appreciation to the distinguished
Wllllame
&&ton
MoLbcOopsm
majority leader, who made it possible for
Exon
acher
Youna
us to handle thls measure, and to his shfX
Ford
wrg.0
mm-k~,
-
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if we wait for these two to be together on
cloture in the future, that would be a
rare teaming indeed. I have not seen
them work on many matters so agreeably, but it is good to see that much cooperation between two Senators who, in
the past, have always disagreed on subjects of major concern.
Mr. President, I also thank the distinguished Senator from Mississippi for
his good work in this field. He is a relatively new Member of this body, a highly
valued one on this side of the aisle. I
have had an opportunity to watch at
close range as he has conducted his part
of this effort during the rather extended
debate on this bill. I extend my gratitude
to him for his work and my admiration
and congratulations for the skillfulness
with which he handled the very substantial part of the responsibilities that devolved on this side of the aisle.
Mr. President, I shall not prolong the
discussion any further, except to join
with others who have already expressed
their appreciation to the Senator from
Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM) for the graceful
combination of his expression of dedication to principle on the one hand and his
willingness to facilitate the business of
the Senate on the other.
Finally, Mr. President, I say that in
tion to Mr. BAYH and to Mr. THURMOND
for the leadership that they have dem- the course of my 13 years In the Senate,
onstrated in the enactment of the bill I have seen many parliamentary e n that the Senate has just passed. They deavors and I have seen many parliahave spent many hours in the course of mentary devices spawned and hatched
the subcommittee and committee proc- under the originality of the distinguished
ess. They have worked hard and very majority leader, but I must comment
effectively, as was shown today, In lining that I do not think I ever saw a preempup the cloture vote. This is one instance tive filibuster before, or a preventive filiin which I never did anything to get clo- buster. I rather expect that is what we
ture. I simply said to them, "Can you have just witnessed. I do not know
produce, can you lay the votes on thewhether it is a good thing or a bad thing,
line?" The only thing I did was offer the but It worked and worked very well. I
cloture motion.
congratulate all who are the parents of
I think that, In the future, I might be this enterprise.
well advised, when attempting to get cloMr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President,
ture, to just turn to Senators BATH and will the majority leader yield?
THURMOND and leave the job to them. If
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes, I yield.
we can get cloture on the first vote, we
Mr. DURENBERGER. I thank the
can save the time of the Senate.
leader.
I also thank Mr. METZENBAUM for his
Mr. President, I rise to express my apcooperation in this matter. He has dem- preciation and to add my own comments
onstrated a spirit of give and take, and of respect to the leaders on both sides
he took more than he gave. It is easy to on this bill.
give but not so easy to receive. He has
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
shown a fine spirit of cooperation and he I yield to Mr. HARRY P. BYRD, JR., of
Is entitled to some tribute as well.
Virginia.
I thank the Senate for the dispatch
with which it has consummated the acU.S.S".
tion on this measure following the cloture vote.
Mr. HARR
Mr. PresiuSisenhower
Before I proceed with other things, I dent, on Ap;
beted longyield to the distinguished minority left Norfolk,
term deplo:
pan Ocean.
leader.
carrier, is
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank The Eisenfu
feat combat
the distinguished majority leader for an extremely Ij
iflcantly to
yielding. I want to pay my respects to the power and s"~
distinguished Senator from South Caro- the military ;
ited States
lina and the distinguished Senator from in the Indian
:ks I have
Indiana for their work in this matter.
Over the ]
ome inforThis bill is worthy of their efforts and sought and fii
pwer which
I think it serves a good Durpose and mation regari'
pake known
avoids a great deal of the difficulty thst is necessarily
in public,
might have ensued.
to Congress
parted NorWhen the
I noted the remarks of the niaiority
l personnel.
leader that, in the future, he might turn folk, the ship
jiir wing of
to the joint efforts of the Senator from Of a ship's
I authorized
South Carolina and the Senator from over 5,000, aj
Indiana to Invoke cloture. I suggest that billets was em]

because, without their willingness to let
the Senate have a chance to work its will
on this piece of legislation, we would not
have been here. I regret that we have had
to inconvenience some people over such a
period of time, but this is. really, one
of the glories of the Senate, that one
Member of the Senate or a dozen Members have the opportunity to see that
an issue is fully discussed and fully
examined.
Again, I thinir we need to say that the
Senator from Ohio was operating fully
within his rights and was aboveboard and
candid and open, as he always is. He is
a great man to do battle with. I would
rather be with him than "agin" him, but
indeed, h e was a worthy foe on this
matter.
Mr. THURMOND. Will the Senator
yield?
Mr. BAYH. I yield.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
associate myself with the remarks that
have just been made by the distinguished
Senator from Indiana.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield to me?
Mr. BAYH. Yes.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I want at this time to express apprecia-
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